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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY
Land and buildings $5,095,660 00
Mill buildings, land and machinery 305,150 00
Electric plants 276,800 00
House trailers 48,890 00
Stock in trade 351,940 00
Boats 4,400 00
44 Horses 3,000 00
256 Cows 26,460 00
42 Neat stock 4,035 00
96 Sheep 960 00
8402 Fowl 5,035 00
Gasoline pumps & tanks 2,140 00
Portable mills—Road building, repairing







exemptions to blind $280,120 00
Net valuation on which tax rate is
computed $5,945,150 00
Poll number 1448 @ $2.00 $2,896 00
National Bank Stock taxes
taxes committed to collector
$123 50
Total $298,932 77
Tax rate $4 90
Precinct tax rate 26
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
Town charges $14,450 00
Polices department 3,000 00
Fire <lepartment 10,000 00
Health department 3,700 00
Town Road Aid 882 08
Town maintenance (summer, $31,000.00)
(Winter, $4,000.00) 35,000 00
Street lighting 3,616 20
General expenses highway dept. (Blinker lights) 555 00
Libraries 900 00
Old Age assistance 5,000 00
Public Relief 7,000 00
Memorial Day—Old Home Day 425 00
Parks and Playgrounds 400 00
Hydrant rental 840 00
Cemeteries 1,500 00
Regional Association 574 00
Social Security or Retirement 300 00
New equipment 600 00
Payment on debt (principal $10,000.00)
(Interest $1,500.00) 11,500 00
County tax 14,111 09
School tax 206,376 70
Total Town and School Appropriations $320,730 07
FINANCIAL REPORT
OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1958
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to the










In hands of treasurer $16,236 92
Unredeemed taxes
:
Levy of 1957 4,369 57
Levy of 1956 462 19
Previous years 233 32
Uncollected taxes:
Levy of 1958 34,521 90
Levy of 1957 176 50
Levy of 1956 99 82
Previous years 38 25
State Head taxes—levy of 1958 2,669 83
State Head taxes—previous years 15 00




State Head taxes (uncollected, $4,221.85)
(less 10% $422.18) $3,799 67
Yield taxes when collected 459 (J1
Long term notes outstanding 5,000 00
Due school district, bal. 1958 appro. 21,376 70
$30,636 28
Excess of assets over liabilities 28,187 02
Grand total $58,823 30
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description :
Town Hall, land and buildings $20,000 00
Furniture and equipment 1,000 00
Whitcomb Hall, land and buildings 23,000 00
Furniture and equipment 1,000 00
Libraries, land and buildings 20,000 00
Equipment 34,000 00
Highway department, land and buildings 1,200 00
Equipment 12,000 00
Parks, commons, playgrounds 5,000 00
Schools, land and buildings 350,000 00
Equipment 23,000 00
Carpenter Home 10,000 00
Fire department, land and buildings 24,000 00
Equipment 34,000 00
Total $558,200 00












Adams, Harold J. 1 Brenner, Bruce B. 1
Adams, Harry L. 2 Brewer, James, Edw. &
Alexander, Leon C. 1 Mrs. Russell Smith 1
Allan, Lloyd A. Ken. Lie. Bridge, Gordon F. 1 1
Ambrose, Robert D. 1 Bridge, Roland L. Ken. Lie.
Anderson, Alan M. 1 Brink, Max H. 1
Applin, Robert F. 1 1 Britton, Dorothy W. 1
Armstrong, Albert C. 2 Britton, Raymond F. 1
Aveline, Henry J. 1 Brown, Arthur T. 1
Baker, Bertha M. 1 Brown, Gordon K. 1
Balcom, Donald C. 1 Brown, Sumner E. 1
Baldwin, Wm. J. 1 Buckman, Carlton C. 1
Ballou, Charles H. 1 Budzik, Jos. S. 1
Barden, Donald A. 1 Buffum, Erving C. Ken. Lie.
Barden, James W. 1 Buffum, Elizabeth M. 1
Barnes, James H. 1 Buffum. Franklin D. 1
Barrett, Willard H. 1 Buffum. Mrs.
Batchelder, Clarence H. 1 Gordon F. 1
Bauries, Richard E. 1 Buhler, Rev. H. J. Jr. 1 2
Bedard, Mary S. 1 Bussiere, Niel B. 1
Belding, Mark C. 1 Calkins, Walter R. 3 2
Bell, Huntley B. 1 Call, Wm. H. 1
Bell, Tony 1 Cantlin. Paul W. 1 1
Bemis, Julius H. 1 Carey, Chas. W. 2
Bergeron, Kenneth W. 1 Carpenter, James P. 2
Bergeron, Ronald E., Sr. 1 Carpenter, Stanley W. 1
Berthiaume, Harvey B. 1 Carter, Frank C. M.D. 1
Berthiaume, Joseph O. 1 Cass, Eva M. 1
Besaw, Beatrice A. 1 Chadwick, Elsie R. 1
Bickford, James O. 1 Chamberlain, Geo. B. 1
Black, August J. 1 Chamberlin, Donald S. 1
Blair, Harold F. 1 Chamberlin, Paul G. 1
Blake, John A. 1 Champney, Ira F. 1
Blake, Vera D. 1 1 Cheney, Arnell R. 1
Blanchard, Roger J. 1 Chicklas Mrs. Geo. W. 1
Bokum, John F. 1 1 Christo. Louis J. 1
Bolles, H. Herman 8 2 Clark, Alden G. 1
Bonner, Robert L. 1 Coburn. Dana S. 1
Boudrieau, Clinton 1 Coburn, Wm. F. 2
Bourassa, Ronald S. 1 Cole. Mrs. Jessie B. 1
Bourne, Lloyd E. Cole. Mildred H. 1
(Keeper) 1 1 Coleman, Alma H. 2 1
Bowles, Roland R. Ke n. Lie. Conboy. John C. 1
Bowman, Frances E. 1 Crosby, Wendell H. 2
































































Forest, Chas. A. 1
Forest, Edw. A.
Forsyth, Mrs. Fred 2

















Goodell, Eliz. F. &
Daniel
Goodell, Reginald L.






















Holbrook, Leonard D. 2
Hood, Allan S.
Houle, Frank J.











1 s to 09 5 £ en
Hurd, Vera C. Lewis, Robert C. 1
(Mrs. Albert F.) 1 Lewis, Winthrop R., Sr. 1
Ingham, Edith B. 1 Leroux, Richard 1
Ingram, Delbert C. 1 Lind, Ernest 1 1
Jardine, David C. 1 Linna, Veikko 1
Jarvis, Herbert A. 1 1 Little, Jos. R. &
Jefts, Carl E., Jr. 1 Carolyn A. 1
Jenks, Edw. S. 1 Little, Peter J. 1
Johnson, Henry 3 1 Lizotte, Louis J. 1
Joslyn, Webster E. 1 Lorette, Jos. F. 2
Juniper, Chas. J. 1 Lounder, Harold 1
Karr, Reginald A. 1 Lysitt, Wm. N. 1
Kauppi, Weino 1 MacKenzie, Mrs. Herbert 1
Kelley, Sophie H. 1 Madden, Edgar J. 1
Kendall, Harold J. 2 Madden, John F. 1
Kendall, Kenneth C. 1 Manning, Harry D. 1
Kennedy, Geo. L. 1 Marsh, George 1
Kennedy, Robt. L. 1 Martin, Elwin B. 1
Kenney, Harry E. 1 Martin, Harold E. 1
Kenney, Mary J. 1 1 Martin, Lawrence G. 2
Kervella, Louis E., Jr. 1 Martin, Mrs.
King, Carroll L. 2 Reginald A. 1 1
Kingsbury, Earl G. 1 Mason, Archibald R. 1 1
Knapp, Kenneth R. 1 Mattingly, Leonard B. 1
Knight, Carl H. 1 Mattson, Aarne A. 2
Knight, Nathan Z. 1 Maxfield, Kenneth H. 1
Kyllonen, Viljo W. 1 Melvin, Wm. F. 1
Labelle, Wm. J. & Metivier, Neil J. 1
Robt. W. 1 Michel. Henry K. &
Labelle, Wm. J. 1 Daul R. 1
Laffond, Frederick J. 1 Miller, Chas. H. 1
Lambert, Anna C. 1 Miller, Guy C. 1 1
Lambert, Bernard L. 1 Miller, John L. 1
LaMere, John G. 2 1 Miller, Leo J. 1
Lane, Chester E. 1 Moe, Theodore H. 1
Lane, Kenneth P. 1 Moore, Milton P. 1
Lane, Raymond L. 1 Moran, Archie R. 1
Lane, Richard L. 1 Morris, Frederick J. 1
Lane, Wm. K. 1 Morris, Ruth M. 1
Lang, Dorothy E. 1 Murray, Wm. F. 1
Langill, William L. 1 1 McClure, Alfred J. 1 2
La Plante, Barbara L. 1 McCullough, Chas. F. 1
LaPlante, John R. 1 McShinsky, Robert L. 1
Lavigne, John F. 1 1 Naromore, Florence G. 1
Lavigne, Jos. H. 1 Oberg, Carl J., Jr. 1
Lazott, Raymond T. 1 O'Brien, Evelyn M. 1
Lazzaro, Antonio 1 O'Brien, Merton 1
LeClair, Richard D. 1 O'Connell, Harold F. &
Lees, Chester C. 1 Kathy 1
Lefebvre, Oliver 1 Oles, R. Irving 1
Lefebvre, Robt. O. 1 1 Olivo, John A. 1
Leonard, Donald R. 1 Olmstead, Paul G. 1
Leonard, Virginia M. 1 Ouelette, Albert J, 1













Parker, Geo. G., Jr.
Parker, Nora E.
(Mrs. Carl)
















































Rousseau, Gertrude E. 1
Rowe, Dennis 1
Rudolf, William M.
Safford, Norma J. 2



































Stratton, Mrs. Geo. M.
Stromgren, Richard B.

























Todd, Mrs. Clarence B. 1 & L. R. 1
Tolman, Bernard C. 1 White, Lee D. 1
Tolman, Vernon P. 1 White, Richard H. 1
Tracy, W. Warren 1 Whitney, Geo. E. 1
Travis, Mrs. Lewis T. 1 Whitney, Richard E. 1
Travis, Russell L. 1 Whittemore, David L. 2
Traynan, John M. 1 Whittemore, Eugene F. 1
Trombley, Henry R. 1 Whittemore, Lillie M. 1
Trombley, Wm. L. 1 Wilber, Ellsworth F. 1
Trombly, Leonard J. 1 Wilber, Morris W. 1
Trombly, Marjorie M. 1 Wilder, Donald W. 1
Twombly, Herbert W. 1 Willard, Samuel E. 2
Twombly, Herman W. 1 Williamson, Donald A. 1
Underwood, Karl F., Jr. 1 Willis, Hazel S. 1
Viette, James J. Jr. 1 1 Willis, Ronald E. 1
Vincent, John 1 Wood, Fay H. 1
Warner, Roland W. 1 Wood, Richard A. 1
Weinrieb, Jerome J. 1 Worcester, James S. 1
Welch, Carter L. 1 Worcester, Robert B. 1
Wells, Robert B. 1 Wright, James W. 1 1
Wentworth, Fred C. 1 Wright, Harold K. 1
Wesley, Geo. C. 1 Wright, Kenneth K. 1
Wheeler, Ruth H. 1 Wright, Lawrence B. 1
Wheelock, Harold F. 1 Yendell, Ann M. 1
Wheelwright, Yendell, James G. 1
Elizabeth S. 1 York, Harry L., Jr. 1
Whippie, Wm. P. 1 Young, Gale P. 1
Whipple, Arthur B. 1 — —
Whipple, Mrs. Myrtle 1 347 86 112
Whitcomb, Louis R. 1 1 No. of dogs, 545
Whitcomb, Rodney E. No. of kennels, 6
13
REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
LAURA G. FITZGERALD, Town Clerk
From January 1, 1958 to December 31st, Inclusive
1957 DOG LICENSE FEES RECEIVED AFTER BOOKS























Proportionate part of year.
Dog licenses
:
1957-1958 licenses (May 1, 1957 to May 1, 1958)
2 male dogs at
1 male dog at
2 male dogs at
1 spayed dojg at
2 male dogs at
2 male dogs at
1 male dog at




1 00 2 00
1 33 2 66




1958-1959 Licenses (May 1, 1958 to May 1, 1959) :
285 male dogs at $2 00 $570 00
51 male dogs at 2 50 127 50
1 male dog at 2 33 2 33
3 male dogs at 1 83 5 49
1 male dog at 1 78 1 78
1 male dog at 1 67 1 67
1 male dog at 1 42 1 42
1 male dog at 1 33 1 33
1 male dog at 1 25 1 25
1 male dog at 1 00 1 00
1 male dog at 92 92
64 female dogs at 5 00 320 00
17 female dogs at 5 50 93 50
1 female dog at 4 58 4 58
1 female dog at 4 44 4 44
1 female dog at 4 38 4 38
1 female dog at 4 17 4 17
1 female dog at 3 33 3 33
104 spayed dogs at 2 00 208 00
8 spayed dogs at 2 50 20 00
$1,377 09
2 kennel licenses at $12 00 $24 00
1 kennel license at 20 00 20 00
3 kennel licenses at 25 00 75 00
$119 00
Receipts $1,505 58
Less clerk 's fees
:
556 dog licenses at 20 cents $111 20
6 kennel licenses at 20 cents 1 20
112 40
Due treasurer for 1958 receipts $1,393 18
Paid treasurer $1,393 18
15
Registration of motor vehicles:
1957 permits:
Series No. 357,025 to 357,096 inc. $227 95
Correction on permit No. 356,488 60
1958 permits:
Series No. 355.061 to 357,058 inc.
1959 permits
:









Vera D. Blake (sup)
J. Edward Bouvier (rep)
Clara H. Gomarlo (sup)
Jacob M. Hackler (rep)
Joseph Kershaw (rep)




















REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL, YIELD AND NATIONAL BANK TAXES
LEVY OF 1958
DR.
Taxes committed to collector
:
Property taxes $295,913 27
Poll taxes 2,896 00
Nat'l bank stock taxes 123 50
Yield taxes 2,492 19
Total Warrant $301,424 96
Added taxes
:
Property taxes 359 22
Poll taxes 28 00
Interest collected 30 27




Property taxes $262,784 30
Poll taxes 2,110 00
Nat'l bank stock taxes 123 50
Yield taxes 2,220 91
Interest collected 30 27
Abatements
:
Property taxes 19 60
Poll taxes 32 00




Property taxes 33,468 62
Poll taxes 782 00
Yield taxes 271 28
Total credits $301,842 48
Overpayment of a property tax 03
17
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1957
DR.
Uncollected taxes as of 'Jan. 1, 1958:
Property taxes $43,513 18
Poll taxes 702 00
Yield taxes 217 44
Total uncollected taxes $44,432 62
Added taxes
:
Poll taxes 58 00
Interest collected during fiscal year ended
Dec. 31, 1958 788 33
Total debits
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer during fiscal
year ended Dec. 31, 1958
:
Property taxes $42,456 13
Poll taxes 698 14
Interest collected during year 788 33
Yield taxes 142 80
Abatements made during year
:
Property taxes 959 15
Poll taxes 58 00
$45,278 95
Uncollected taxes as per collector's list:
Property taxes 98 00
Poll taxes 3 86
Yield taxes 74 64
Total credits $45,279 05
This additional remittance made to cover
amount short previous year 10
Total credits for fiscal year ended






State Head Taxes Committed
to Collector
:
Original warrant $9,570 00
Added taxes 85 00
Total commitment $9,655 00





Head taxes $6,900 17
Penalties 36 00
Abatements 85 00
Uncollected head taxes as per






Uncollected taxes as of Jan. 1, 1958 $2,354 57
Added taxes during 1958 215 00
Penalties collected during 1958 239 50
Total debits
CR,
Remittances to Treasurer During 1958
:
Head taxes $2,369 57
Penalties 239 50
Abatements during 1958 185 00
Uncollected head taxes as per










PROPERTY, POLL, YIELD AND HEAD TAXES
LEVY OF 1956
DR.
Uncollected Taxes as of -Ian. 1, 1958:




Total uncollected taxes $107 63
Interest collected during fiscal year




Total debits $136 87
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal






Property taxes $2 81
Poll taxes 6 00
Head taxes 25 00
Interest collected during year 74
Penalties collected during year 2 50
Abatements Made During Year:
Property taxes 47 82
Poll taxes 2 00
Head taxes 5 00
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's
List:
Yield taxes 45 00




Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1958
:
Property taxes $127 00
Interest collected during year 93
Total debits $127 93
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended Dec. 31, 1958:
Property taxes $5 50
Interest collected during year 93
Abatements Made During Year
:
Property taxes 80 25




Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1958:
Property taxes $38 25
Head taxes 10 50
Yield taxes 9 26
Penalties collected during year 1 00
Total debits $59 01
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended Dec. 31, 1958
:
Head taxes $10 50
Penalties collected during year 1 00
Abatements During the Year
:
Yield taxes 9 26
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's
List:
Property taxes 38 25




Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1958:
Yield taxes $91 60
Head taxes 5 00
Penalties collected during fiscal year 50
Total debits $97 10
OH.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended Dec. 31, 1958:
Head taxes $5 00
Penalties collected during year 50
Abatements Made During Year:
Yield taxes 91 60
Total credits $97 10
LEVY OF 1952
DR.
Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1958:
Yield taxes $13 16
Total debits $13 16
CR.
Abatements Made During Fiscal Year:
Yield tax $13 16
Total credits $13 16




Taxes sold to Town during
current fiscal year $12,803 12
Balance of unredeemed
taxes 1-1-58 $3,500 13 $1,410 40
Interest collected after sale 140 03 281 29 1,033 22
Fees collected after sale: 16 80 10 00 3 50
Total debits $12,959 95 $3,791 42 $5,447 12
22
CR.
Remittances to the Treasurer
Tax sale payments $8,433 55 $3,037 94 $4,092 69
Interest collected after sale 140 03 281 29 1,033 22
Fees collected after sale 16 80 10 00 3 50
Unredeemed taxes as
af 12/31/58 4,369 57 462 19 233 32
Deeded to the Town 84 39
Total credits: $12,959 95 $3,791 42 $5,447 12





Britton, Robert $75 25
Brown, Norman F. 10 57
Buffum, James 8 87
Calkins, George Jr.
Chadwick, Elsie 41 98
Devoid, Robert & Jane 231 63
Earle, Raymond Est. 154 94
Edmonds, William G. 9 22
Emmond, Paul 102 05
Faulkner, Beatrice 11 31
Faulkner, Olive 13 84
Goodnow, Howard 295 24
Harris, John E. 16 81
Hurd, Arno * 126 72
Jarvis, Ralph A. * 31 83
Joslyn, Clarence 16 36
Joslyn, Edmond
Lafountain, Arthur G. & Marion 79 36
Langill, Mrs. Mary 8 80
Lazzaro, Alderico 95 38
Little, Peter * 69 27
Morris, Bernice Est. 104 54
Putnam, Richard J. 144 86
Rice, Raymond 10 96








Seaver, Chester 195 27 144 53
Short, Leo A.* 85 62
Thompson, Bert 132 61
Travis, George 16 81
Viette, Paul * 96 26
White, Lee E. 180 15 73 12
Whitney, Richard 54 15
Wright, Harold K. 440 00
Wyman, Whitney 51 29
iVirth, George 9 36












LIST OF UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES AS OF
DECEMBER 31, 1958 ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF:
RESIDENT
Allan, Lloyd & Stella $245 00
Armstrong, Albert 104 80
*Austin, Robert 66 15
*Bassingthwaite, Howard 49 00
Berthiaume, Harvey 97 68
Blair, Richard I. Jr. 258 00
Blanchard, Roger & Dolores 147 00
Brenner, Elsie Bowler (Mrs.) 283 80
Bridge, Roland 150 92
Britton, Robert 186 20
Britton, Raymond 361 20
Brown, Norman F. 232 20
Brown, Kenneth 230 30




31 12 25 24 22 34





Buckley, Robert 258 00
*Buffum, Mrs. Gordon 17 15
Bussier, Neil 62 13
Brown, Arthur 232 20
•Calkins, George Sr. 98 00
Calkins, Mrs. Dorothy 34 30
Carey, Charles W. 107 80
Chadwick, Elsie 22 05
Chamberlain, Donald 171 50
Cheney, Arnell 269 50
Cobb, Richard & Esther 381 84
Cornwell, Robert 36 75
Cox, Archie 9 80
Crossman, Karl R. 165 12
*Cummings, Richard 4 00
Cushman, Chandler A. 82 80
Daby, Leon 4 90
Daniels, Bert 67 08
David, Bernard 119 96
Day, Walter 225 40
DeMond, Clifford A. 39 20
*Denico, Warren 1 47
DeRosier, J. Willy 98 00
Devoid, Robert R. 318 50
*DiMeco, Richard 180 60
Duchesneau, Mrs. Robert 455 70
Dunn, Thomas 269 50
•Durham, Roland 98 00
Earle, Mrs. Evelyn 147 00
Ellis, Earl J. & Irene 245 00
Emmond, Paul 309 60
Faulkner, Beatrice 36 75
Faulkner, Olive 9 80
Faulkner, Richard 107 80
Faulkner, Mrs. Jason 2 45
*Fish, Reginald 116 10
Fraser, Howard 367 50
Fraser, Leslie 220 50
Garnett, Nellie 63 70
25
*nGetty, Earle 22 18
Gomarlo, Stanley 147 00
Goodnow, Howard 424 34
Greene, William C. 74 28
Harris, Raymond 220 50
Heath, Ralph 149 45
Howard, Blwin 161 70
Hudson, Ernest 210 70
*Hurd, Arno 210 70
*Ingram, Linwood & Dorothy 269 50
Jarvis, Herbert 715 40
Jarvis, Ralph A. 95 55
•Jefts, Russell 147 00
Joslyn, Edmond 49 00
Joslyn, Clarence 4 90
Juniper, Charles J. 79 98
Karr, Reginald 196 00
Kenney, Chester 2 94
Kervella, Louis E. Jr. 112 70
Kremen, William & Helen 171 52
Kingsbury, Earl 171 50
Kominicky, Stephen 2S3 80
Laffond, Fred 23 03
Lafountain, Arthur G. 73 50
Langill. Mrs. William 4 90
Lazzaro, Alderico 474 72
*Lefebvre, Oliver 98 00
Lewis, Robert & Sylvia 113 52
Little, Peter 63 70
Lysitt, Mrs. William 205 80
Martell, Edward 332 82
*Martin, Elwin B. 281 75
Martin, Leslie 161 70
Mariaschin, Saul 212 80
Marshalla, Phyllis & Augustine J. 416 50
Mattson, Arne 147 00
*McLellan, Hugh 2 45
McShinsky, Robert 102 90
Miller, Herbert F. 139 32
26
Moran, Archie R. & Leona 173 12
Morris, Bernice K. Est. 98 00
Murray, William F. 156 80
Paige, Harry 0. Jr. 208 25
Paquette, Louis 147 00
•Paquette, William & Ernest 29 40
Parker, Nora 58 75
Parker, Robert M. 39 20
Parker, Donald 1,006 20
Perry, Herman Est. 131 29
Phair, Mrs. Hanford 94 00
Pickering, Robert 245 00
Poanessa, Peter M. & Mary C. 536 64
Pratt, Perley & Ruth 110 25
Putnam, Richard J. 186 20
Rice, Raymond 105 35
Ridley, Edwin E. Jr. 114 66
*Roulo, Mrs. Arthur 29 40
Russell, Charles 77 40
Seaver, Chester 171 50
Seaver, Bert 98 00
Short, Leo R. 110 25
*Short, Leo A. 78 40
Short, John E. 670 80
Shortlidge, R. J. 309 60
Simpson, Helen D. 343 00
Skiffington, Joseph 64 50
Smead, Claude 58 80
Smith, Howard 8 57
#Smith, Robert J. Sr. 52 50
Smith, Russell & Madeline 232 20
Spears, Charles 9 80
Steadman, Elsie 24 50
Stone, Raymond 270 90
•Stolt, Randolph 225 40
^Sutherland, Andrew 318 50
Tedford, Arthur 49 00
*Tedford, Mrs. Arthur 39 20
#Tenofsky, Jack , 412 80
27
Tetreault, Raoul 98 00
•Thomas, Theodore 299 28
Thompson, Willard H. 27 12
Trayhan, John 191 10
Trombley, Leonard 335 40
Twitchell, Marcia 4 90
Twitchell, Daniel 196 00
Twombly, Herbert W. & Christine A. 113 80
Viette, James 276 06
Warner, Roland 245 00
Wells, Leonard 426 30
Wesley, George C. 39 20
White, Lee E. 220 50
Whitney, Richard 49 00
Whitney, George E. 80 85
Willis, Frank C. 39 20
Wright, Harold K. 683 70
Wright, Lawrence 220 50
Wyman, Whitney 113 93
Young, Gale P. 181 60
NON-RESIDENT
Antilla, Roy & Ellen 12 03
Begin, Wilfred E. 5 16
Benkosky, Max 73 50
Blanchard, Charles 73 50
Boston & Maine R. R. 29 40
Bowman Flying Service Inc. 232 20
Brown, Ona G. & Betty 98 00
*Buskey, Mrs. J. A. 18 06
Carey, Franklin 17 15
Casassa, Paul M. 30 96
Champagne, Agnes 278 64
Cumings, F. T. Inc. 1 23
Cusanello, Victor A. 4 90
Davis, Marjorie 294 00
Dawson, Lester 19 60
Desnoyer, Denis & Oneta 116 10
DiBiccari, Bruno & Frank 257 25
Dunn, Mrs. Ellen , '. 14 70
28
Durant, Clesson 136 74
Dunton, Mrs. Susie 646 24
Bancroft, Lewis 90 30
Eaton, Charles W. S. 122 50
Edmonds, William G. 5 16
Fantt, Amande 205 80
Fissette, Ralph 12 25
Forsythe, Roy M. D. 25 80
Gaskins, Mrs. Arthur 49 00
Handy, Arthur C. 15 48
Helie, Norman R. 4 90
Holbrook, John 4 90
Holbrook, Nellie M. 115 88
Huckins, Harold 232 20
Huckins, Harold & Harry W. Holmes 50 00
Jalonen, Frank 22 05
Keene Oil Co. 376 60
Kinney, Norman 1,068 12
Lamoureux, Robert J. 541 80
MacKenzie, Elmer 208 98
McLean, Anna M. 145 30
Mathers, Olin & Lorretta 10 32
Medvidofsky, Charles 232 20
Morse, Kate Est. 75 95
Moore, Julius 7 35
Neilson, Mildred A. 98 00
O'Donnell, Andrew & Coral 2 45
•Page, Harry E. 249 90
Pelkey, Ernest R. 4 90
Perry, Kenneth 2 94
Reynolds, Clifford 89 83
Bobbins, Eddie 4 90
Rust, Gerald 283 80
Sausville, James 177 35
Smith Bros. 294 00
Starkey, Eugene 14 70
Streeter, Bernard 161 70
*Sturtevant, Everett & Marjorie 294 00
Taylor, Carl Jr. 1 23
29
"Travis, Jean 161 70
Winberg, Ferdinand 19 60
Yardley, Herbert Est. 4 90
Keene Oil Co. 14 70
*Paid.
LIST OF UNCOLLECTED POLL TAXES AS OF
DEC. 31, 1958 ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF:
Alexander, Lean $2 00
Alexander, Mrs. Leon 2 00
Allan, Mrs. Lloyd 2 00
Armstrong, Mrs. Albert 2 00
Austin, Robert 2 00
Austin, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Ayotte, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Baker, Bertha 2 00
Baker, Walter 2 00
Baker, Mrs. Walter 2 00
Baldwin, Mrs. William J. 2 00
Barcome, Morris 2 00
Barcome, Mrs. Morris 2 00
Barrett, Mrs. Harlan 2 00
Bassingthwaite, Mrs. Howard 2 00
Bouries, Richard 2 00
Bedard, Mary S. 2 00
Bedard, Mrs. Armand 2 00
Bedaw, William J. Sr. 2 00
Bell, Huntly 2 00
Bell, Mrs. Huntly 2 00
Bennett, Mrs. Carroll 2 00
Bergeron, Mrs. Edward 2 00
Bergeron, Kenneth 2 00
Bergeron, Mrs. Kenneth 2 00
Bickford, James 2 00
Bickford, Mrs. James 2 00
Black, Mrs. August J. 2 00
Black, Mrs. Harold J. 2 00
Blain, Mrs. Wilfred 2 00
Blair, Harold 2 00
30
Blair, Mrs. Harold
Blair, Mrs. Harold W.
Blair, Richard I. Jr.












































































Chadwick, Elsie 2 00
Chadwick, Henry 2 00
Chamberlain, Mrs. Donald 2 00
Chamberlain, Mrs. Paul 2 00
Champagne, Tra * $1 86
Champagne, Mrs. Ira 2 00
Cheney, Arnell 2 00
Cheney, Mrs. Arnell 2 00
Chepwynd, Mark 2 00
Chepwynd, Mrs. Mark 2 00
Cobb, Richard 2 00
Cobb, Mrs. Richard 2 00
Coburn, Mrs. Dana 2 00
Coleman, Herbert 2 00
Coleman, Mrs. Hrbert 2 00
Cook, Earl 2 00
Conboy, Mrs. George 2 00
Cornwell, Robert 2 00
Cox, Mrs. Archie 2 00
Grossman, Mrs. Karl R. 2 00
Crowley, Mrs. Lawrence 2 00
Curtis, Mrs. Ralph 2 00
Daby, Mrs. Leon 2 00
David, Mrs. Bernard 2 00
Davidson, Catherine 2 00
Davis, Mrs. Franklin D. 2 00
Davis, Mrs. Calvin 2 00
Deering, Richard 2 00
Deering, Mrs. Richard 2 00
DeMond, Mrs. Clifford A. 2 00
*Denico, Mrs. Warren 2 00
Desrosiers, Ernest J. 2 00
Desrosiers, Mrs. Ernest J. 2 00
DeRosier, J. Willy 2 00
DeRosier, Mrs. J. Willy 2 00
DeRosier, Joseph 2 00
DeRosier, Mrs. Joseph 2 00
Deruisseau, Mrs. Donald 2 00
Desrosiers, Mrs. Rolland 2 00
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Goodnow, Mrs. Howard 2 00
Guyette, Mrs. Dexter 2 00
Haley, Irene 2 00
Harris, Raymond 2 00
Harris, Mrs. Raymond 2 00
Hart, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Heath, Ralph 2 00
Heath. Mrs. Ralph 2 00
Holmes, Horace W. 2 00
Holmes, Mrs. Horace W. 2 00
Howard, Elwin 2 00
Hudson, Ernest 2 00
Hudson, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
*Ingram, Mrs. Linwood 2 00
Jarvis, Mrs. Ralph A. 2 00
Jefts, Mrs. Russell 2 00
Joslyn, Edmond 2 00
Joslyn, Mrs. Edmond 2 00
Joslyn, Mrs. Webster 2 00
Joslyn, Ervin 2 00
Joslyn, Mrs. Ervin 2 00
Juniper, Mrs. Charles J. 2 00
Johnson, Mrs. Walter 2 00
Karr, Reginald 2 00
Karr, Mrs. Reginald 2 00
Kelly, Sophie 2 00
Kellogg, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Kent, Harry S. 2 00
*Kervella, Mrs. Louis E. Jr. 2 00
Kingsbury, Mrs. Earl 2 00
Knowlton, Mrs. Alfred 2 00
Kominicki, Mrs. Stephen 2 00
Laffond, Fred 2 00
Laffond, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Lafountain, Arthur G. 2 00
Lambert, Mrs. Wilfred E. 2 00
Lancey, Charles 2 00
Lancey, Mrs. Charles 2 00
Langill, William 2 00
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Langill, Mrs. William 2 00
Laplant, Ralph Jr. 2 00
Lavigne, Earl 2 00
Lavigne, Mrs. Earl 2 00
Lawrence, Leonard 2 00
Lawrence, Mrs. Leonard 2 00
Lazzaro, Alderico 2 00
Lazzaro, Mrs. Alderico 2 00
*Lefebvre, Oliver 2 00
*Lefebvre, Mrs. Oliver 2 00
*Leslie, Arnold V. 2 00
Lewis, Fred 2 00
Lewis, Robert 2 00
Lewis, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Little, Peter 2 00
Little, Mrs. Peter 2 00
Lorette, Mrs. Joseph 2 00
Lounder, Harold 2 00
Lounder, Mrs. Harold 2 00
•Madden, Milan 2 00
MacFarlane, Blanche M. Jeffrey 2 00
Martell, Edward 2 00
Martell, Mrs. Edward 2 00
Martin, Mrs. Leslie 2 00
Martin, Mrs. Bert 2 00
Martin, Herbert 2 00
Martin, Mrs. Herbert 2 00
Mariaschin, Saul 2 00
Mariaschin, Mrs. Saul 2 00
Mattson, Arne 2 00
Mattson, Mrs. Arne 2 00
Maynard, Mrs. Harrison 2 00
Maxfield, Kenneth A. 2 00
*McClure, Mrs. Alfred J. 2 00
Mcintosh, Mrs. Lachlan 2 00
*McLellan, Hugh 2 00
*McLellan, Mrs. Hugh 2 00
McShinsky, Mrs. Robert 2 00
McWha, Gertrude 2 00
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Melvin, William 2 00
Melvin, Mrs. William 2 00
Miller, Charles W. 2 00
Miller, Mrs. Charles W. 2 00
Miller, Herbert F. Jr. 2 00
Miller, Rufus 2 00
Miller, Mrs. Rufus 2 00
Montgomery, Sally 2 00
Morgan, Mrs. Arthur 2 00
Murray, Mrs. William F. 2 00
Nadeau, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Nikiforakis, James 2 00
Oberg, Carl Jr. 2 00
Oberg, Mrs. Carl Jr. 2 00
O'Brien, Mrs. Leon 2 00
Ouellette, Albert 2 00
Ouellette, Mrs. Albert 2 00
Page, Shirley 2 00
Paige, Harry O. 2 00
Paige, Mrs. Harry O. 2 00
Paige, Mrs. Harry O. Jr. 2 00
Palmer, William Jr. 2 00
Palmer, Mrs. William Jr. 2 00
Paige, Edward 2 00
Paquette, Louis 2 00
Paquette, Mrs. Louis 2 00
Parker, Mrs. Robert M. 2 00
Parker, Donald 2 00
Parker, Mrs. Donald 2 00
Parent, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Pasno, Mrs. Walter 2 00
Patnode, Linwood 2 00
Pellerin, Romain 2 00
Phillips, Mrs. Francis 2 00
Phelps, Mrs. Patricia 2 00
Porter, Mrs. Alonzo 2 00
Pratt, Perley 2 00
Pratt, Mrs. Perley 2 00
Pregent, Norman 2 00
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Present, Mrs. Norman 2 00
Purrington, Richard 2 00
Purrington, Mrs. Richard 2 00
Putnam, Mrs. Richard G. 2 00
Regan, Mrs. James 2 00
Rice, David 0. 2 00
Rice, Mrs. David O. 2 00
Rice, Raymond 2 00
Richmond, Stanley 2 00
Richmond, Mrs. Stanley 2 00
Ridley, Edwin Jr. 2 00
Ridley, Mrs. Edwin Jr. 2 00
Robbins, Ralph E. 2 00
Robbins, Mrs. Ralph E. 2 00
*Roulo, Arthur 2 00
#Roulo, Mrs. Arthur 2 00
Royce, Mrs. Steven 2 00
Russell, Charles 2 00
Russell, Mrs. Charles 2 00
Sarsfield, Miss Mary 2 00
Sarsfield, Theresa 2 00
Seaver, Chester 2 00
Seaver, Mrs. Chester 2 00
Seaver, Mrs. Burt 2 00
Sears, Ellis 2 00
Sears, Mrs. Ellis 2 00
Sears, Charles 2 00
Sears, Mrs. Charles 2 00
Shakour, Mrs. Gabriel 2 00
Sheldon, Mrs. Guy 2 00
Sherman, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Shephard, P. N, 2 00
Shields, Mrs. Davis W. 2 00
Short, Leo R, 2 00
Short, Leo A. 2 00
Short, Mrs. Leo A. 2 00
Short, Mrs. John E. 2 00
Shortlidge, Mrs. R. J. 2 00

















































































Thompsen, Mrs. Lloyd 2 00
Thibault, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Tolman, Mrs. Vernon 2 00
Trayhan, Mrs. John 2 00
Travis, Russell 2 00
Travis, Mrs. Russell 2 00
Trombley, William 2 00
Trombley, Mrs. William Jr. 2 00
Trombley, Leonard 2 00
Trombley, Mrs. Leonard 2 00
Tucker, Mrs. Benton L. 2 00
Twitchell, Marcia 2 00
Twitchell, Mrs. Daniel 2 00
Twombly, Mrs. Herbert W. 2 00
Vincent, Mrs. Lawrence 2 00
Viette, James 2 00
Viette, Mrs. James 2 00
Viette, James Jr. 2 00
Ward, Mrs. John P. 2 00
Warner, John 2 00
Webster, James 2 00
Webster, Mrs. James 2 00
Wells, Mrs. Leonard 2 00
Wells, Robert 2 00
Wellington, Mrs. Ralph 2 00
Wellington, Mrs. Kenneth 2 00
Wesley, Mrs. George C. 2 00
*Wetmore, Eliza 2 00
White, Mrs. Lee E. 2 00
Whitney, Richard 2 00
Whitney, Mrs. Richard 2 00
Whitney, George E. 2 00
Whitney, Mrs. George E. 2 00
Whitney, John W. 2 00
Whitney, Mrs. John W. 2 00
Wilber, Edwin 2 00
Wilber, Morris S. 2 00
Wilber, Mrs. Morris S. 2 00
Wilde, Mrs, Elliott G, 2 00
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Willis, Mrs. Frank C. 2 00
Willis, Mrs. Ronald 2 00
Wing, Mrs. Earl 2 00
Wing, Earl Jr. 2 00
Woods, George 2 00
Woods, Mrs. George 2 00
Worcester, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Wright, Mrs. Lawrence 2 00
AVyman, Whitney 2 00
Wyman, Mrs. Whitney 2 00
*Paid or abated.
LIST OP UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY AND YIELD TAXES









Bardwell, Walter $120 96
Calhoun, John Jr. 90 00
Joslyn, Erving 40 20




74 64 45 00
I hereby certify that the above lists showing the name
and amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of Decem-





Balance on hand January 1, 1958 $13,540 86
Receipts, fiscal year ending December 31, 1958 430,368 92
$443,909 78
Payments, fiscal year ending December 31, 1958 $427,672 86







From local taxes (collected and
remitted to treasurer) :
Property taxes—current year— 1958
Poll taxes—current year—1958
National Bank stock taxes
Yield taxes
State head taxes















Return on 0. A. A.
E. Joslyn
Eva Corey
Charles & Josephine Cornwell
Nellie Whitcomb, C. Fisher,
Kate Morse
Celia Nash



























Gas tax refund 51 40
Interest and dividend tax 6,830 69
Refund on head tax expenses 42 80
From local sources, except taxes
:
Dog licenses $1,393 18
Business licenses, permits 512 00
Kent town hall 10 00
Rent Whitcomb hall 201 50
Motor Vehicle permits 18,189 88
Total current revenue receipts $368,767 03
Receipts other than current revenue
:
Temporary loan $60,000 00
Trust funds 400 00
Stamp 05
Tel. refund 30
Filing fees 9 00
Insurance adjustment 421 47
Opening grave 25 00
Timber tax deposit, C. Lawrence 21 00
Donel Supply Co., old spreader 100 00
G. M. Fritz, treas., refund on radios 196 04
Eastern States Farmer's Exg.,
patronage refund 79 43
Rockingham Mem. Hospital, refund 99 60
Cemetery lot 250 00
Total receipts other than current reveime $61,601 89
Total receipts from all sources $430,368 92
Cash on hand January 1. 1958 13,540 86





Town officers' salaries $5,915 12
43
Town officers' expenses 2,930 45
Election and registration 669 30
Whit comb Hall 520 75
Town hall 972 97
Protection of persons and property:
Police department 3,835 79











Town road aid, paid state
Street lighting





















Damages and legal expenses
Monadnock Region Association
Taxes bought by town
Abatements, refunds
Trust funds
























Paid on temporary loan in
anticipation of taxes







Payments to other governmental
divisions
:





Total payments to other governmental
divisions
Total payments for all purposes




Jacob M. Hackler, selectman & clerk
David M. Perry, selectman
Russell W. Stone, selectman
E. E. Hale, selectman
Louise L. Hills, tax collector
Laura G. Fitzgerald, town clerk
motor vehicle permits
Arlene W. Perry, treasurer
Walter J. Pierson, sexton
Gladys E. Starkey, auditor





























Chase's Book Store, supplies $234 43
Tax collector, tax sales cost 297 92
Supplies 151 70
Town clerk, supplies 63 91
Auditors, supplies 9 91
Sargent Bros., tax bill 65 50
Keene Publishing Corp., checklist 4 80
Advertising 7 20
Treasurer, supplies 25 25
Archie D. Jennings Agency, treas. bond 25 00
David M. Perry, selectman, expenses 112 05
Russell W. Stone, selectman, expenses 450 00
J. M. Hackler, selectman, expenses 84 70
Ida H. Rowell, tax collectors dues 3 00
Mildred E. Devoid, stamps 27 50
E. E. Hale, selectman, expenses 14 00
Mason Ins. Agency, town officers bonds 217 40
Esther G. Bennett, list of deceased
real estate owners 90
D. Reed Chaplin, transfer cards 80 09
Tax sale, mortgage list 127 50
Recording deed 2 04
Sentinel Printing Co., town reports 1,320 50
ballots 21 40
State of N.H., Mobile Home report 1 75
Supplement to taxation 1 50
John R. Goodnow, legal 20 00
Assoc. N.H. Assessors, dues 3 00
Charles R. Hardy, treas., town clerk dues 3 00
Election and registration
:
Homer S. Bradley, moderator $42 00
H. J. Adams, asst. moderator 7 00
Florence Belding, ballot clerk 21 00
Lillian Labelle, ballot clerk 19 00
Martha Blair, ballot clerk 21 00
Mvrtie S. Hackler, ballot clerk 21 00
$2,930 45
46
Maud Bell, ballot clerk
Henry Johnson, ballot clerk
Margarite Moe, ballot clerk
Phillip Goodell, ballot clerk
Mary Whittemore, ballot clerk
John G. Wright, ballot clerk
Leon O'Brien, ballot clerk
Josephine Bent, ballot clerk
Grace High, ballot clerk
Helen Puffer, ballot clerk
Annie Frieze, ballot clerk
William Sparhawk, moderator
Joseph Kershaw, moderator
Loraine Page, ballot clerk
Malcolm Dunbar, ballot clerk
Jeanette Guyette, ballot clerk
Evelyn Thompson, ballot clerk
Ethel Barrett, ballot clerk
Mary E. Nash, ballot clerk
Rua Ridley, ballot clerk
Doris V. Castor, ballot clerk
Laura Brewer, ballot clerk
Willis Ballou, repairing glass
Charles H. Miller, supervisor




Public Service Co., lights
Walter J. Pierson, mowing lawn
C. R. Guillow, pump repairs
Wilfred L. Lambert, janitor
N.H. Fire & Safety Equip, Co., batteries
Evans Barret, wood
James H. Swanscott, care lawn









































Public Service Co., lights $33 85
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phono 177 60
G. E. Fairbanks, janitor 288 56
Evans Barrett, wood 105 00
Robert Goodale, snow removal 115 00
A. B. Perry, roofing 69 08
Merrimack Farmers Exg., roofing 5 26
Thomas F. Fairhurst, labor, supplies 90 60
Albert Dunham, labor 48 00
Henry & Johnson, repairs on lights 26 81
Stromgren Plumbing & Heating, repairs 13 21
POLICE DEPARTMENT




E. J. Bergeron, duty
Russell Jefts, duty
Frederick H. Steinka, duty
Edward V. Dunham, duty





Town of Fitzwilliam, radio
Kendall Radio & TV Service, radio repairs
City of Keene, care prisoners
J. D. MacAllister, exam, prisoners
Keene Two Way Radio Service,
installing radios
repairs
Mason Ins. Agency, ins. on radios
Police ins.
James O. S. Murray M.D.























Exam, prisoner 6 00
$3,835 79
3 DEPARTMENT
Public Service Co., lights, power
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone
Cheshire Oil Co. Inc., fuel oil
Homestead Woolen Mills Inc.,
gas, batteries, oil, zerone
Mason Ins. Agency, Ins.
Donald Chamberlain, Sec, fires
Mutual Aid
Watchman duty
Magnatrol Valve Co., valve
Fred H. Hamblett, electric repairs
Police Radio Labs., radio repairs
F. & M. checks
Knowlton & Stone Co., batteries
supplies
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip., nozzle &
foam
supplies
Sargent Motors, Inc., labor, parts
bulbs
Keene Gas Co. Inc., bottled gas
R. J. Smith Jr., snow removal
G. & R. electric motor repairing, repairs
B. V. Hulslander, oil burner repairs
C. R. Guillow, labor, supplies, repairs
Peter Nikiforakis, snow removal
Fred Towns, repairs
Perkins Lumber Co., lumber
W. S. Food Store, paint, etc.
Perkins Bassett & Wright, supplies
Stolts Auto 'Sales, inspection
Keene Two Way Radio service, raido service 5 65
Chester M. Seaver, care pump 38 00
S. W. N. H. Fire Mutual Aid, dues 5 00
































IT. B. (Joodnow, loader
A. B. Perry, water repellant
Treas. County of Cheshire, radios
Harold E. Marl in. care trucks
SWANZEY CHEMICAL CO
Public Service Co., lights











Mason Ins. Agency, Ins.
Merrimack Farmers' Exg., Halite
insulating board
Stones' Service Sta., zerone
A. B. Perry, coal
R. Buckley, welding
G. E. Fairbanks, janitor
Robert Goodale, snow removal
pipe
Sims Esso Sta., gas, oil
Homestead Woolen Mills, battery charger
gas, batteries
Hodson Fire Equip. Co., nozzle
Johnson Motor Parts, Duplex
Smith Bros., siren repairs
Nims Plumbing Co., pipe, elbows, labor
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip., supplies
Bloomer & Hazelton Inc., grates






































Wilber Bros., supplies 7 84
Treas. County of Cheshire, radios 173 00
CHAMPION FIRE CO.
Public Service Co., lights
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone
Nims Plumbing Co., fuel oil
repairs
E. Ridley Jr., labor, parts
Poster Martin, labor, materials, water
hole
R. L. Goodell, snow removal
Mason Ins. Agency, ins.




L. E. Ballou fire
Tryouts, Steward & Sec. fees
Supplies
Whitney fire




Henry Johnson, snow removal
gas
Police Radio Labs., F & M. checks
C. L. Lane Co., lumber
Treas. County of Cheshire, radios
Russ Garage Inc., battery, inspection
S. W. N. H. Fire Mutual Aid. dues
Robert F. Parent, labor, repairs
Frederick H. Steinka, siren


































F. fire N. S. $16 95
Westport fire 66 55
N. S. Fire 45 15
Wardens training 39 04
$167 69
CITY OF KEENE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Lapoint, Lajoy, Emmonds fires $45 00
Roberts fire 15 00
R. Lane fire 15 00
Oil burner fire 15 00
Packard brush fire 15 00
N. E. Box fire, auto fire 30 00
INSURANCE
Mason Ins. Agency, ins. $397 14
Compensation ins. 248 38
Clark Ins. Agency, ins. 2,325 27
ins. on trucks, casualty 530 46
fire, theft ins. 91 47
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
District Nurse Association $2,500 00
Elliot Community Hospital 1,200 00
TOWN DUMP
Carroll Morse, care dump $1,086 45
C. L. Emerson, dozer 156 60
H. B. Goodnow, dozer 281 00
Withholding 49 10
Henry & Johnson, rent for Carroll Morse 80 00







C. L. Emerson, highway agent
Bridge paint
C. L. Emerson, truck time
C. L. Emerson, shovel, dozer














C. L. Emerson, highway agent
C. L. Emerson, truck time





Peter Nikiforakis, snow removal
D. Leonard, labor
Howard Smith, labor
Albert Hurd, snow removal
Elbert Willard, labor
Fred Laffond, labor





































Geo. Rokes -Jr., Labor 115 00
$5,762 12
Less Withholding 238 10
$5,524 02
GENERAL EXPENSES HIGHWAY DEPT.
Keene Sand & Gravel, sand, grave] $3,296 14









C. Beauregard & Son, lumber





Scott March Inc. clutch plate & disk
parts, repairs
grader parts
Director of Internal Revenue,
withholding tax
Superior Petro. Pro. Inc., fuel oil
gas
Homestead Woolen Mills, gas
Johnson Motor Parts, spark plugs, zerex
plugs, elbow
supplies
Perkins, Bassett & Wright, supplies,
bolts, screws
Sargent Motors Inc., repairs, parts
R. Buckley, welding
Wymans' Sales & Service Inc.,






























N. E. Box Co., Universal joint, bolts
Hampshire Retread & Tire Co.. patching
tube
changing grader tire




R. W. Payne Inc., moving bridge
shovel
N. E. Pole & Wood Treating Corp. posts
lumber
Merrimack Farmers' Exch.. Calcium
A. A. Whitcomb Inc., Compressor
cement blocks
Goodyear Service Sta., tube
Cold River Hot Mix Corp., patch
Hot mix
Cheshire Oil Co. Inc., fuel oil, grease
Ivah Ballon & Son, bridge repairs
Elton W. Blood, installing culverts
H. W. Goodnow, truck, backhoe, labor,
patch
Dubois Service Sta., gas
J. L. Travers, backhoe
Penn. Culvert Co., culverts
Cheshire Signs Inc., signs
Tuckers Garage, parts
Hedge & Mattners Co., cement mixer
grader repairs
Fox Auto Parts, glass grader
Keats Inc., mower parts
cutting edges
International Salt Co., salt
B. & M. R. R., demurrage
C. L. Emerson, tires







































Public Service Co., street lights $3,599 66
Public Service Co., blinker lights 261 74
Installing blinker lights 490 70
LIBRARIES
William X. Sparhawk, Ireas.,
Stratton Free Library $400 00
Mary 0. Lane, treas.,
Mt. Caesar Library 300 00
Phillip Woodward, treas..
East Swanzey Community House
Library 200 00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE












MEMOBIAL DAY, OLD HOME DAY
Herman Twombley, treas.
Memorial Day $225 00




























E. J. Boulay, aid
Rays Oil Co., fuel oil
E. A. Johnson Pharmacy, prescription
Speedway Petr. Co., fuel oil
A. B. Perry, coal
Wilber's I.G.A. store, aid
Hacklers' Market, aid
Superior Pet. Pro., oil
W. S. Food Store, aid
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Randolph Lavigne, treas. $300 00
CEMETERIES
Peter Nikiforakis, snow removal
G. E. Fairbanks, labor
Walter J. Pierson, labor
H. B. Goodnow, labor
Keene Auto Body Co., removing stone
DAMAGES AND LEGAL EXPENSES
Ralph Rines, dog constable $137 65
Mildred E. Devoid, post cards 3 32
The Home Aquarium, dog catchers outfit 16 50







William Lane, treas. $574 00
TAXES BOUGHT BY THE TOWN









Merle Curtis, 1956 poll tax
Donald Simpson, trailer tax
Caryl Lane, trailer tax
Florence Buckman, car tax
Louis Simon, 1957 taxes (part)
Chester Sobieski, taxes (part)
TRUST FUNDS
Trustees of Trust Funds,
Edwin Aldrich Cemetery lot $200 00
A. W. Hopkins trust fund 200 00








Ashuelot Citizens Nat'l Bank














State of N. H. $8,790 26
YIELD TAX






Eugene Felch, treas. $14,111 09
$14,111 09
PRECINCT TAX
Helen S. Kershaw, treas.
Hydrant rental $840 00
Precinct tax 4,500 00
$5,340 00
SCHOOL TAX
Arlene Perry, treas., bal. 1957 $38,145 26




TOWN OF SWANZEY TRUST FUNDS
December 31, 1958
Balance Paid Balance
FUND 12/31/57 Interest Out 12/31/58
Charles O. Hewes $101 34 $3 28 $3 00 $101 62
Ira Kenney 113 63 3 28 3 00 113 91
William H. Williams 133 32 4 10 3 00 134 42
Frank O. Dodge 106 64 3 28 3 00 106 92
Joseph G. Dickinson 108 64 3 28 3 00 108 92
Edward A. & William H.
Nelson 332 32 9 83 6 00 336 15
Ephriam & Ray BeDorr 210 15 6 55 6 00 210 70
George W. Richardson 112 84 3 28 3 00 113 12
Solon Snow 103 84 3 28 3 00 104 12
Fernando P. Hinds 106 91 3 28 3 00 107 19
Mary H. Bancroft 132 85 3 28 3 00 133 13
Joseph Trombley 103 86 3 28 3 00 104 14
O. W. Capron 111 06 3 28 3 00 111 34
Aaron R. Hammond 113 51 3 28 3 00 113 79
John F. Stratton 253 29 6 55 6 00 258 84
Ella A. Ware 51 81 1 63 1 50 51 94
Maria Lawrence 118 87 3 28 3 00 119 15
Harold W. Lander 105 91 3 28 3 00 106 19
Nelson A. Collier 158 79 4 92 4 50 159 21
George A. Whitcomb 166 73 4 92 4 00 167 65
Fred Kenney 100 42 3 28 3 00 100 70
Lovell & Elvira Taft 162 53 4 91 4 50 162 94
Seth L. & Elvira H. Aldrich 154 89 4 91 4 00 155 80
George L. Ballou 155 47 4 91 3 60 156 78
Nettie Stone 243 73 6 55 3 50 246 78
Nettie Stone 116 44 3 28 3 00 116 72
George E. & Clara Emery 224 25 5 89 6 00 224 14
Edward B. Holbrook 109 41 3 28 3 00 109 69
J. O. Huntley 78 49 2 46 2 25 78 70
Earl L. Leach 111 94 3 28 3 00 112 22
Helen Doolittle 116 47 3 28 3 00 116 75
George O. Capron 119 66 3 28 3 00 119 94
Harriet Lawrence 303 90 6 55 6 00 304 45
Emma Hammond 52 83 1 64 1 50 52 97
Julius E. Wilson 247 53 6 55 6 00 248 08
Daniel McCormick 51 56 1 64 1 50 51 70
Charles Sparhawk 122 70 3 28 3 00 122 98
J. O. Howard 117 41 3 28 3 00 117 69
J. Madden 109 41 3 28 3 00 109 69
Florence S. Martin 105 81 3 28 3 00 106 09
Isaac Stratton 112 56 3 28 3 00 112 84
John Stratton 105 75 3 28 3 00 106 03
Herschel J. Fowler 107 91 3 27 3 00 108 18
Emerson & Ruffle 180 85 4 91 4 50 181 26
George B. Whitney 105 07 3 27 3 00 106 34

























Charles A. Barden &
Fred A. Carter
Carl R. & Bertha B.
Ramsdell
Walter H. & John H.
Streeter
Willard A. Putnam
Lorenzo N. Hewes &
Flora M. Hutchins
Alfred1 G. Graves









Clarence F. & Carrie E.
Worcester
Orrin F. Oakman &
Henry C. Howes
Herman F. & Lula Lewis
Joseph Long &
Ellery Leborveau








12/31/57 Interest Out 12/31/58
109 47 3 27 3 00 109 74
181 96 4 91 4 50 182 37
110 73 3 27 3 00 111 00
106 04 3 27 3 00 106 31
110 04 3 27 3 00 110 31
106 14 3 27 3 00 106 41
104 14 3 27 3 00 104 41
108 07 3 27 3 00 108 34
174 55 4 91 4 50 174 96
233 06 6 55 6 00 238 61
103 30 3 27 3 00 103 57
190 67 4 91 5 50 190 08
106 05 3 27 3 00 106 32
147 80 3 27 3 00 148 07
107 05 3 27 3 00 107 32
105 78 3 27 3 00 106 05
103 25 3 27 3 00 103 52
107 00 3 27 3 00 107 27
103 73 3 27 3 00 104 00
212 44 6 55 6 00 212 99
207 53 6 55 6 00 208 08
375 01 9 83 384 84
207 61 6 55 6 00 208 16
340 42 9 83 5 00 345 25
104 54 3 27 3 00 104 81
100 85 3 27 3 00 101 12
157 04 4 91 4 00 157 95
324 21 9 83 9 00 325 04
219 08 6 55 6 00 219 63
151 76 4 91 4 00 152 67
106 14 3 27 3 00 106 41
215 31 6 55 6 00 215 86
108 00 3 27 3 00 108 27
108 25 3 27 3 00 108 52
108 00 3 27 3 00 108 27
108 00 3 27 3 00 108 27
152 56 4 91 4 00 153 47
102 86 3 27 3 00 103 13
216 62 6 55 4 00 219 17
153 47 4 91 4 00 154 38
211 02 6 55 6 00 211 57
157 47 4 91 4 50 157 88
102 01 3 27 3 00 102 28
156 24 4 91 3 00 158 15
232 52 6 55 239 07
207 02 6 55 6 00 207 57


















Allen C. Wilcox Fund
Thomas H. O'Brien
Ellen & Anderson Worcester
Edgar C. Emery
Ibie A. B. Avery
Hinds Cemetery Fund
Walter R. Hewes and
Frank J. Domina







Joseph & Betsey Whitcomb






Joseph & Sally Whitcomb
Manning Hunt
Capt. Peter Holbrook
William & Susanna Read
Clark B. Holbrook 1st
Charles W. Graves
Albert R. Ballou &
Benjamin Mason
J. Wesley & Nellie C. Jerome
Forest H. Emery
Lester & Doris Pelletier
Aquilla Ramsdell
W. Anslo Grace
Herbert & Lissie Carter
Lemuel Long
Orsamus C. Nash
Orrison D. & Olan O.
Twitchell 150 94 4 91 4 00 151 85
Balance Paid Balance
12/31/57 Interest Out 12/31/58
103 26 3 27 3 00 103 53
200 89 6 55 6 00 201 44
130 82 4 09 3 00 131 91
158 82 4 91 4 50 159 23
109 80 3 27 3 00 110 07
104 22 3 27 3 00 104 49
160 81 4 92 4 00 161 73
219 25 6 56 6 00 219 81
220 45 6 56 6 00 221 01
313 54 9 83 6 50 316 87
336 18 9 83 7 00 339 01
101 29 3 27 3 00 101 56
211 97 6 55 6 00 212 52
209 49 6 55 5 00 211 04
138 83 4 09 142 92
368 19 11 46 9 00 370 65
260 93 8 19 7 50 261 62
103 07 3 27 3 00 103 34
163 45 4 92 4 50 163 87
217 84 6 56 6 00 218 40
103 51 3 28 3 00 103 79
101 44 3 28 3 00 101 72
229 84 6 56 6 00 230 40
264 81 8 19 4 00 269 00
209 39 6 55 4 00 211 94
205 88 6 55 4 50 207 93
155 51 4 92 4 50 155 93
155 76 4 92 4 50 156 18
103 68 3 28 3 00 103 96
106 57 3 28 3 00 106 85
264 44 8 19 7 50 265 13
152 64 4 10 4 00 152 74
101 25 3 28 3 00 101 53
267 99 6 56 6 00 268 55
106 08 3 28 3 00 106 36
100 56 3 28 3 00 100 84
107 50 3 28 3 00 107 78
106 43 3 28 3 00 106 71
192 43 4 92 4 50 192 85
246 50 6 56 6 00' 247 06
193 61 4 91 3 50 195 02
236 65 6 56 6 00 237 21
170 54 4 92 3 60 171 86
152 66 4 91 4 00 153 57
212 39 6 55 6 00 212 94
151 96 4 91 4 00 152 87
202 38 6 55 4 00 204 93
152 11 4 91 4 00 153 02
206 38 6 55 6 00 206 93
201 38 6 55 4 50 203 43
206 38 6 55 6 00 206 93
62
FUND




Florence & James Bishop
George G. Page
Herbert C. Taft
Lizzie & Ivan Scribner
Elijah C. Belding










Fred Barlow Cemetery Fund

































Hannah & Elton Read
Lewis R. Cass
Balance Paid Balance
12/31/57 Interest Out 12/31/58
153 45 4 91 4 50 153 86
153 28 4 92 4 50 153 70
104 65 3 28 3 00 104 93
126 10 4 09 3 00 127 19
151 47 4 92 4 50 151 89
101 45 3 28 3 00 101 73
206 34 6 55 6 00 206 89
206 34 6 55 4 50 208 39
206 34 6 55 212 89
203 29 6 55 6 00 203 84
203 29 6 55 4 00 205 84
203 29 6 55 2 00 207 84
203 29 6 55 6 00 203 8*
203 29 6 55 4 00 205 84
203 29 6 55 4 00 205 84
152 48 4 91 157 39
169 98 4 92 4 00 170 90
175 20 4 92 4 50 175 62
154 24 4 92 4 50 154 66
101 05 3 28 4 00 100 33
106 11 3 28 3 00 106 39
207 15 6 56 6 00 207 71
105 06 3 28 3 00 105 34
137 62 4 10 4 00 137 72
110 78 3 28 3 00 111 06
111 77 3 28 3 60 111 45
77 62 2 46 2 00 78 08
107 70 3 28 3 00 107 98
108 07 3 28 3 00 108 35
225 33 6 56 22 50 209 39
108 78 3 28 3 00 109 06
101 49 3 28 3 00 101 77
107 37 3 28 3 00 107 65
103 82 3 28 3 00 104 10
212 00 6 56 6 00 212 56
109 21 3 28 3 00 109 49
104 31 3 28 3 00 104 59
103 94 3 28 3 00 104 22
102 30 3 28 3 00 102 58
104 27 3 28 3 00 104 55
; 208 30 6 55 6 00 208 85
104 02 3 28 3 00 104 30
212 62 8 70 6 00 415 32
104 64 3 28 3 00 104 92
103 14 3 28 3 00 103 42
3 27 203 27
200 00
102 06 3 28 3 00 102 34
218 13 6 55 6 00 218 68
81 84 2 45 2 25 82 04
81 34 2 45 2 25 81 54
103 47 3 28 3 00 103 75
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Balance Paid Balance
FUND 12/31/57 Interest Out 12/31/58
Walter S. & Nellie L.
Alexander 280 34 8 19 5 00 283 53
Frank L. Snow 362 69 9 83 9 00 363 52
Walter E. & Minnie Day 159 38 4 92 4 00 160 30
Lester Harris 196 48 4 92 4 50 196 90
Nettie Stone (Pavilion) (A) 1,149 60 29 48 1,179 08
Frank L. Snow (School) (B) 5,082 57 81 25 163 82 5,000 00
Frank L. Snow (SW) (C) 59,198 89 2,735 15 2,500 00 *59,633 45
Lucy J. W. Carpenter (D) 30,211 78 1,642 30 1,600 00 •30,528 63
Samuel A. Reed
(East Swanzey) (E) 12,364 58 596 40 596 59 12,364 39
Operating Fund #1 1,604 07 327 63 1,931 70
Operating Fund #2 225 07 225 07
Totals $141,215 12 $6,593 77 $5,665 96 $143,216 89
(Balance 12/31/58 includes $600.00 new funds)
* (Balance 12/31/58 includes increase in capital by sale of rights:
$199.41 as to (C) and $274.55 as to (D).
A. $900 00 Savings Bank
B. $5,000 00 Savings Bank
C. 1,000 shares Union Pacific RR
100 shares So. Pacific RR
104 shares N. H. Fire Ins. Co.
69 shares American Tel. & Tel. Co.
$329 71 Savings Bank
$44,887 75 Purchase valuation of above stocks
D. 95 shares American Tel. & Tel. Co.
100 shares National Shawmut Bank
225 shares Chase Manhattan Bank
$972 53 Savings Bank
$28,020 00 Purchase valuation of above stocks
E. 50 shares National Shawmut Bank
150 shares Chase Manhattan Bank
$4,590 49 Savings Bank
$7,177 50 Purchase valuation of above stocks.
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REPORT OF CARPENTER HOME TRUSTEES
January 1, 1958—January 1, 1959
RECEIPTS
Jan. 1 Balance in checking account
Feb. 25 Check from Trust fund
Apr. 4 Check from Trust fund
Aug. 10 Check from Trust fund
Oct. 28 Check from Trust fund
Dec. 9 Check from Trust fund
DISBURSEMENTS
Jan. 31 Jos. H. Johnson, picture tube &
TV repairs $63 10
Mar. 21 Louise Simeneau, Lift-eze purchased
from Bullard and Shedd 189 00
Apr. 7 Rivers & Henry, plumbing &
furnace repairs 1957-58 192 57
Apr. 7 Robt. F. Parent, emergency light
batteries & repairs 18 61
Apr. 23 Clark Ins. Agency, public liability
insurance 99 23
May 7 Louise Simeneau, postage on water
sample jugs 3 36
May 20 Clark Ins. Agency, fire insurance 89 40
May 20 Robt. F. Parent, 8 new lighting
fixtures & switches
June 3 Louise Simeneau, plants for
cemetery urn
Aug. 5 Foster Martin, repairing porch,
and ell roof
Aug. 21 Sydney Lorandeau, painting &













Sept. 4 Public Service Co. of X. II. 14 00
Sept. 5 Merrimack Farmers
1
Exchange, new
shaft, gaskets, repairs to pump 93 74
Sept. 8 Town of Westmoreland, taxes 8 22
Oct. 30 Poster Martin, new front chimney.
access to attic, louvers, etc. 221 2,0
Nov. 1 X. II. Fire & Safety Equipment. Co.,
checking & recharging
extinguishers 4 75
Nov. 5 Knowlton & Stone, paint, brushes,
etc. 29 25
Dec. 1 Cheshire Oil Co.. cleaning
furnace 19 48
Dec. 15 Merrimack Farmers' Exchange,
1 storm door, 3 pr. hinges, etc. 28 44
Dec. 15 Lindsey Plumbing, new hot water
coils, furnace repairs 260 34
Public Service Co. of X. H.
12 months 21 20
Bank Service charges—12 months 4 21
$1,674 70










Balance on hand, January 1, 1958 $9 79
Town appropriation 400 00
Pines 25 50




Mrs. David Jardine, librarian $130 00
Janitor
Doubleday & Co., Inc.—books









































Town appropriation $200 00
From Community House Association 45 31
$245 31
EXPENSES
Mary E. Whittemore, librarian $78 00
Campbell & Hall, books 77 06
National Geographic Society 6 75
Central Book store 6 00
M. E. Whittemore, books 2 50





REPORT OF SWANZEY DISTRICT
NURSE ASSOCIATION
January 1, 1958—December 31, 1958
Treasurer's Report
RECEIPTS
Private visits $1,378 00
Town appropriation 2,500 00
School appropriation 1,000 00
Extra telephone calls 44
Membership drive 755 45
$5,633 89









Miss Catherine Napsey $3,375 00
Mrs. Ebba Ballou 705 34
Income tax withheld
FICA withheld
Salaries paid $3,413 96
Director of Internal Rev.
4th quarter 1957 $178 28
3 quarters 1958 461 22
District Nurse PICA 3 quarters 1958 56 83
Gas and oil 263 90
Automobile maintenance 39 04
Town tax 24 65



















Director of Internal Revenue $224 99
Working balance Dec. 31, 1958 $3,204 61
I have examined the report of your Treasurer covering
1958 operation.
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(liases 14 doz. flags 31 50
Speaker 10 00
Stone for unknown soldiers graves Oak Hill cemetery 55 00
West Swanzey Drum Corps 50 00
$225 00
Town appropriation $255 00
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
The following is a record of different complaints handled




Destruction of property 25
Assault 6
Breaking & Entering 12
Disorderly person 21
Contributing to delinquency of minor 3
Misc. (Mental cases, trespassers, locate & notify persons) 45
Vandalism 7
Disturbing the peace 5




Number of arrests 31
There was no record kept of complaints received prior to
June 1, 1958 as this department did not have the proper fa-
cilities for keeping records prior to this date.
AUDITORS' REPORT
February 9, 1959:
We have examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Town Clerk, Trustees of Trust
Funds, and Trustees of Carpenter Home, and have found them












JULY 1, 1957 - JUNE 30, 1958
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OFFICERS, TEACHERS AND EMPLOYEES
OF SWANZEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Year 1958-1959
HOMER S. BRADLEY, Moderator
LAURA G. FITZGERALD, Clerk
ARLENE W. PERRY, Treasurer
GLADYS E. STARKEY, MILDRED B. CROSS, Auditors
SCHOOL BOARD
ROBERT B. DAVIS Term expires 1959
LEE D. BOWMAN, Chairman Term expires 1960




ROGER L. SUNDSTROM, Principal
Cutler School
:
Jerome J. Rogers, Assistant Principal, Grades 7 & 8
Charles A. Oilman, Grades 7 & 8
Douglas M. Leslie, Grades 7 & 8
Theresa Ann Martin (Miss), Grades 7 & 8
Edith P. Flynn (Mrs.), Grade 6
Margaret S. Freeman (Mrs.). Grade 6
Thomas H. Schultz, Grade 6
Eileen M. Duchesneau (Mrs.), Grade 5
Florence S. Kellom (Mrs.), Grade 5
Mildred E. Turner (Miss), Grade 5
<;>
Mt. Caesar School :
Rose F. DuBois (Mrs.), Assistant Principal, Grade 1
Adelaide W Niles (Mrs.), Grade 4
Constance C. Tremblay (Mrs.), Grade 4
Avis T. Harling (Mrs.), Grade 3
Florence C. Thompson (Mrs.), Grade 3
Evelyn I. Osborn (Mrs.), Grade 2
Annette S. Phippard (Mrs.), Grade 2 (through January
30, 1959)
Helen H. Day (Mrs.). Grade 2 (beginning February 2,
1959)
Dorothy II. Story (Mrs.), Grade 2
Nancy L. Darsinos (Mrs.), Grade 1
Barbara S. Oles (Mrs.), Grade 1
Supervisor of Music
:
Claudia R. Howard (Mrs.). Grades 1-8
TRUANT OFFICERS
EDWARD J. BERGERON JOSEPH A. DuBOIS
TRANSPORTERS
CHESHIRE TRANSPORTATION CO. CECIL R. PLUMMER
MRS. GEORGE CHICKLAS RODNEY PLUMMER
MRS. FRED TROMBLEY
CUSTODIANS
Cutler School—Cecil R. Plummer
Mt. Caesar School—Joseph A. DuBois
SCHOOL NURSE
CATHERINE C. NAPSEY, R.N.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Swanzey qualified to vote in district affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the seventh day of March, 1959, at 8 o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the en-
suing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To choose Agents, Auditors, Committees in relation
to any subject embraced in this warrant.
7. To see what sum of money the district will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school
district officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the district, and to authorize the application a-
gainst said appropriation of such sums as are estimated to be
received from the state equalization fund together with other
income ; the school board to certify to the selectmen the bal-
ance between the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
8. To hear the report of the school planning committee
and to see if the district will vote to retain the present com-
mittee members and replace those who have resigned and in-
struct the committee to continue the study of school problems
in Swanzey with the school board, or take any action thereon.
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9. To see if the district will vote to petition the state
board of education to become a member of a cooperative school
district comprising grades 1-12 which must include, in addi-
tion to this district the following school districts, namely
Hinsdale and Winchester and may include Richmond school
district.
10. To choose two members to serve with representatives
from the other school districts on an interim committee for the
organization of a cooperative school district.
11. To see if the district will vote to authorize the school
board to make a contract with the Union School District of
Keene for high school instruction for 1959-1960 at a rate of
four hundred fifty-eight dollars ($458.00) per pupil.
12. To see if the district will vote to authorize the school
board to make application for and to accept, on behalf of the
district, any or all grants or other funds for educational pur-
poses which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the
United States Government or from the State of New Hamp-
shire.
Given under our hands at said Swanzey, this fourteenth
















Salaries of district officers $600 00 $600 00
Superintendent's salary (local share) 1,831 00 2,134 00
Tax for state wide supervision 1,522 00 1,544 00
Salaries of other administrative
personnel 1,679 00 2,045 00
Supplies and expenses 1,050 00 1,100 00
Instruction
:
Teachers' salaries 82,100 00 95,340 00
Books and other instructional aids 1,400 00 1,800 00
Scholars' supplies 2.200 00 2,500 00
Other supplies and expenses 800 00 800 00
Operation of School Plant
:
Salaries of custodians 6,000 00 6,000 00
Fuel or heat 4,000 00 4,000 00
Water, light, supplies and expenses 4,000 00 4,500 00
Maintenance of School Plant
:
Repairs and replacements 1 .500 00 1,500 00
Auxiliary Activities
:
Health supervision 1.250 00 1,250 00
Transportation, high 375 00
Transportation, elementary 21,900 00 19,875 00
Tuition, high 91,850 00 96,847 00
Tuition, elementary 928 00 1,440 00
Special activities 350 00 400 00
Fixed Charges:
Retirement 6,344 00 6,805 00
Insurance, treasurer's bond and
expenses 3,100 00 2,800 00
Total current appropriation $234,404 00 $253,655 00
Capita] Outlay
:
New equipment $1,200 00 $1,200 00
Debt and Interest
:
Principal of debt $19,350 (X) $19,350 00
Interest on debt 6,009 50 5,516 50
Total school appropriation $260,963 50 $279,721 50
RECEIPTS
Estimates
Balance, June 30 $15,531 92 $15,000 00
State aid 31,518 63 30,000 00
School building aid 5,895 00 5,895 00
Tuition (estimate) 3,000 00 3,000 00
District assessment 206,376 70 225,826 50






FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SWANZEY
SCHOOL DISTRICT




(a) National school lunch $4,112 07
State Aid
:
(a) Foundation aid $21,781 93




(a) Current appropriation $188,495 26




(a) Elementary school tuitions $3,951 79
(b) Other 148 23
Total $4,100 02
Total net receipts from all sources $230,944 28
Cash on hand at beginning of year, July 1, 1957
:
(a) School account $9,848 90
(b) Building account 84,378 02
Total $94,226 92




Salaries of district officers:
T. M. Richardson $32 58
















"''Superintendent's salary (local share) :
Supervisory Union No. 25
Tax for state wide supervision:
New Hampshire State Treasurer
Salaries of other administrative personnel
:
Supervisory Union No. 25 $1,197 72
Harry Worcester 10 00
Mrs. Ruth Curtis 80 00
Joseph A. DuBois 68 00
Supplies and expenses
:
Supervisory Union No. 25


















Teachers' salaries 75,574 29
Books and other instructional aids:
New Hampshire State Library 7 75
Scott, Foresman and Company 286 12
John C. Winston Company 212 62
Stephen Daye Press 1 48
Houghton Mifflin Company 103 58
Follett Publishing Company 212 11
L. W. Singer Company, Inc. 193 64
American Book Company 383 56
Row, Peterson and Company 39 26
Ginn and Company 608 68
H. R. Huntting Company, Inc. 2 21
Scholars' supplies:
Scott, Foresman and Company
News Map of the Week, Inc.
John C. Winston Company









Supplies and other expenses:
N. E. Telephone and Telegraph Co. 294 35
J. L. Hammett Company 15 52
Mainco Trading Company 17 12
Martin and Murray Co., Inc. 51 45
Chase's 13 98
University of New Hampshire 12 00
















Milton Bradley Company 49 76
Educators Progress Service 5 00
The Hinsdale Press 6 75
Sentinel Printing Company 25 10
Charles A. Gilman 10 00
American Heritage 12 50
528 53
Refund (telephone—J. J. Viette & Sons) 19 55
OPERATION OP SCHOOL PLANT
Salaries of janitors
:
Joseph A. DuBois 2,199 49
Cecil R. Plummer 2,208 20
G. Elwin Fairbanks 83 32
New Hampshire State Treasurer
(Social Security) 129 38
Cheshire National Bank
(withholding tax)
New Hampshire State Employees
Retirement System
Fuel or heat:
Superior Petroleum Products, Inc
Perley F. Safford







325 28Refund (J. J. Viette & Sons)
Water, light, supplies and expenses
:
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire 2,600 21
Rochester Germicide Company 471 71
J. I. Holcomb Manufacturing Co. 112 20
Knowlton and Stone Company 36 08





Joseph A. DuBois 65
Spencer Hardware Company 1 94
Cecil R. Plummer 3 80
Brulin and Company 15 97
Mt. Kilburn Paper Company 75 60





Frank J. Amarosa and Sons
G. Elwin Fairbanks
Standard Electric Time Company
Vermont Janitor Supply Company
United Chemical Company, Inc.
Joseph A. DuBois
Chester R. Guillow
Henry and Johnson, Inc.
Sydney Lorandeau
Arthur N. Jennison Photo Shop
Kurt Haagen
Spencer Hardware Company
Kendall's Radio and T. V. Service
Public Service Co. of N. H.




G. and R. Electric Motor
Repairing Company
Robertson, Inc.
Stromgren Plumbing and Heating
Company
Harry E. Washer
Ricci's Melody Shop, Inc.
Bob Goodale and Sons









































Frank H. Carter, M. I).
Rochester Germicide Company
Georges E. Provost, M.D.
John D. MacAllister, M. I).
Samuel E. Paul, M. I).
Florence S. Kellom
The Hullard and Shedd Company
Homestead Woolen Mills
James M. Ballou, M. D.
Percy C. Mclntire, M. D.
Norman H. Bruce, M. D.
Cecil R. Plummer
Swanzey District Nurse Association 1,000 00
Transportation, high school
:
Mrs. Isabel Chicklas 498 12

















Cecil R. and Rodney Plummer 16,500 00
Mrs. Phyllis Wood 774 08
Tuition, high school
:
Union School District of Keeiie 61,019 26
Winchester School District 1,500 00






Sullivan School District 354 00
63,713 91
Refund (Union School District
of Keene) 56 25
Tuition, elementary
:
Alstead School District 764 08












Supervisory Union No. 25 153 04




New Hampshire State Employees
Retirement System










Swanzey School Lunch Account
(federal reimbursements) 4,112 07




Elm City Grain Company
Albert C. Reynolds
Rainer Ellis




Insurance, treasurer's bonds and expenses:
Mason Insurance Agency .'{,658 28
Archie D. Jennings Agency 25 00





Additions and improvements to buildings:
James J. Viette and Sons 57,446 91
Fabricated Steel Products Company
(J. J. Viette account) 2,582 34
Swanzey School District (J. J.
Viette account) 344 83
Stromgren Plumbing and Heating Co.
(J. J. Viette account) 5,799 00
Copley Steel Products Company
(J. J. Viette account) 32 00
W. F. Cannon Company (J. J.
Viette account) 370 00
Lyons Iron Works (J. J. Viette
account) 418 00
Hickox Electric (J. J. Viette
account) 244 00
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc. (J. J.
Viette account) 1,300 24
Norman P. Randlett 2,269 12
John R. Holbrook Associates 1,200 00
Mason Insurance Agency 376 21
Homer S. Bradley 167 35
Keene Publishing Company 59 40
Barrett Flooring Company 284 20
State of New Hampshire 1 00
Beckley-Cardy Company 16 33
Simplex Time Recorder Company 212 27
Henry and Johnson, Inc, 109 84
3,518 77
88
G. Elwin Fairbanks 15 00
Howard B. Goodnow 2,523 00
Foster W. Martin 1,395 51
Hickox Electric 289 30
Al Melanson Company, Inc. 22 30
Cheshire Signs, Inc. 16 00
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Company 116 00
Craftsmen, Inc. 22 03
77,632 18
Refunds (Mason Insurance Agency) 209 90
New equipment
Knowlton and Stone Company
Chase's
New Hampshire State Treasurer






James J. Viette and Sons
Homestead Woolen Mills, Inc.
Central Paper Products, Inc.
J. L. Hammett Company
Lloyd Cutter
Rochester Germicide Company





Cheshire National Bank 4,350 00





















Merchanl 's Nal iona] Bank of
Boston 10,000 00
19,350 00
Interest on debt :
Cheshire National Bank 1,305 00
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
'Company 2,697 50
Merchant's National Hank of
Boston 2,500 00
6,502 50
Total net payments for all purposes $305,370 69
Cash on hand, June 30, 1958
:
School account $15,531 92
School building account 4,268 59
$19,800 51
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT
TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1. 1957 to June 30, 1958
$9,848 90
SCHOOL ACCOUNT









Received as income from trust funds
Received from all other sources
Total receipts
Total amount available for fiscal year
Less school board orders paid
Balance on hand, June 30, 1958 $15,531 92
ARLENE W. PERRY,












This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouch-
ers, bank statements and other financial records of the treas-
urer of the school district of Swanzey of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1958, and







Cutler School Addition No. 1
Cash on hand, July 1, 1957 $1,062 50
Total amount available for fiscal year 1,062 50
Less school board orders paid 1,062 50





This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouch-
ers, bank statements and other financial records of the treas-
urer of the school district of Swanzey of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending July 30, 1958, and






Mt. Caesar & Cutler School No. 2 Additions
Cash on hand July 1, 1957 $83,315 52
Received from all other sources $209 90
Total receipts 209 90
Total amount available for fiscal year $83,525 42
Less school board orders paid 79,256 83






This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouch-
ers, bank statements and other financial records of the treas-
urer of the School District of Swanzey of which the above is
a true summary for the fiscal year ending July 30, 1958, and





SWANZEY SCHOOL DISTRICT BUILDING ACCOUNT
Addition to the Mt. Caesar School and the
Second Addition to the Cutler School
RECEIPTS
Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Company
(bonds) $83,000 00
Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Company
(interest) 315 52
Mason Insurance Agency (insurance
refund, Cutler School addition) 97 84
Mason Insurance Agency (insurance
refund, Mt. Caesar School addition) 112 06
Total
EXPENDITURE
Cutler School Addition No. 2
:






State of New Hampshire
Beckley-Cardy Company













Henry & .Johnson, Inc. 109 84
Foster W. Martin 1,627 39
Gledhill Bros., Inc. 635 53
Hickox Electric 289 30
James J. Viette and Sons 837 82
Homestead Woolen Mill 1,544 90
Cheshire Signs, Inc. 8 00
Central Paper Products Company 23 76
J. L. Hammett Company 24 00
Craftsmen, Inc. 22 03
Lloyd Cutter 8 00
Rochester Germicide Company 23 00
Howard B. Goodnow 1,300 00
New Hampshire Fire & Safety
Equipment Company 51 50
Total $46,469 30
Mt. Caesar School Addition
:
James J. Viette and Sons (contract) $30,077 92
John R. Holbrook 1,200 00
Homer S. Bradley 83 68
Mason Insurance Agency 204 90
Keene Publishing Corporation 33 60
G. E. Fairbanks 15 00
Howard B. Goodnow 1,398 00
Beckley-Cardy Company 86 92
James J. Viette and Sons 155 43
Cheshire Signs, Inc. 8 00
Al Melanson Company, Inc. 22 30
Central Paper Products Company 14 00
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Company 116 00
New Hampshire Fence Company 672 80
Foster W. Martin 20 36
Total $34,108 91
Total expenditures $80,578 21
Balance on hand, February 3, 1959 $2,947 21
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SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS
Swanzey Center School Bond Issue
$175,000. Swanzey School District, Swanzey, New Hampshire
School Bonds payable $10,000. on June 1 in each of the years
1953 to 1967 inclusive and $5,000. on June 1 in each of the
years 1968 to 1972 inclusive at 2%.
Principal Interest Total Due
December 1, 1958 $1,150 00 $1,150 00
June 1, 1959 $10,000 00 1,150 00 11,150 00
December 1, 1959 1,050 00 1,050 00
June 1, 1960 10,000 00 1,050 00 11,050 00
December 1, 1960 950 00 950 00
June 1, 1961 10,000 00 950 00 10,950 00
December 1, 1961 850 00 850 00
June 1, 1962 10,000 00 850 00 10,850 00
December 1, 1962 750 00 750 00
June 1, 1963 10,000 00 750 00 10,750 00
December 1, 1963 650 00 650 00
June 1, 1964 10,000 00 650 00 10,650 00
December 1, 1964 550 00 550 00
June 1, 1965 10,000 00 550 00 10,550 00
December 1, 1965 450 00 450 00
June 1 1966 10,000 00 450 00 10,450 00
December 1, 1966 350 00 350 00
June 1, 1967 10,000 00 350 00 10,350 00
December 1, 1967 250 00 250 00
June 1, 1968 5,000 00 250 00 5,250 00
December 1, 1968 200 00 200 00
June 1, 1969 5,000 00 200 00 5,200 00
December 1, 1969 150 00 150 00
June 1, 1970 5,000 00 150 00 5,150 00
December 1, 1970 100 00 100 00
June 1, 1971 5,000 00 100 00 5.100 00
December 1, 1971 50 00 50 00
June 1, 1972 5,000 00 50 00 5,050 00
$115,000 00 $15,000 00 Ifl30,000 00
97
Schedule of Principal and Interest (3%) Payments
on the $43,500 loan from the Peerless Insurance Company of
Keene, N. H., for the Cutler School Addition
Principal [nterest Total
October 18, 1958 $4,350 00 $1,174 50 $5,524 50
October 18, 1959 4,350 00 1,044 00 5.394 00
October 18, 1960 4,350 00 913 50 5,263 50
October 18, 1961 4,350 00 7S3 00 5,133 00
October 18, 1962 4,350 00 652 50 5,002 50
October 18, 1963 4,350 00 522 00 4,872 00
October 18, 1964 4,350 00 391 50 4,741 50
October 18, 1965 4,350 00 261 00 4,611 00
October 18, 1966 4,350 00 130 50 4,480 50
$39,150 00 $5,872 50 $45,022 50
Schedule of Principal and Interest Payments on the
addition to the Mt. Caesar School and the second
addition to the Cutler School

















$1,267 50 $1,267 50
$5,000 00 1,267 50 6,267 50
1,186 25 1,186 25
5,000 00 1,186 25 6,186 25
1,105 00 1,105 00
5,000 00 1,105 00 6,105 00
1,023 75 1,023 75
5,000 00 1,023 75 6,023 75
942 50 942 50
5,000 00 942 50 5,942 50
861 25 861 25
5,000 00 861 25 5,861 25
780 00 780 00
5,000 00 780 00 5,780 00
698 75 698 75
98
May 1, 1966 5,000 00 698 75 5,698 75
November 1, 1966 617 50 617 50
May 1, 1967 5.000 00 617 50 5,617 50
November 1, 1967 536 25 536 25
May 1, 1968 5,000 00 536 25 5,536 25
November 1, 1968 455 00 455 00
May 1, 1969 4,000 00 455 00 4,455 00
November 1, 1969 390 00 390 00
May 1, 1970 4.000 00 390 00 4,390 00
November 1, 1970 325 00 325 00
May 1, 1971 4,000 00 325 00 4,325 00
November 1, 1971 260 00 260 00
May 1. 1972 4,000 00 260 00 4,260 00
November 1, 1972 195 00 195 00
May 1, 1973 4,000 00 195 00 4.195 00
November 1, 1973 130 00 130 00
May 1, 1974 4,000 00 130 00 4,130 00
November 1, 1974 65 00 65 00
May 1, 1975 4,000 00 65 00 4,065 00
$78,000 00 $21,677 50 $99,677 50
Payable at : Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company.
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REPORT OF THE SWANZEY SCHOOL
LUNCH PROGRAM
For the fiscal year July 1, 1957 to June 30, 1958
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand, July 1, 1957 $2,739 42
Cash received from children's lunches $17,880 74
Cash received from adult lunches 842 80
Federal reimbursement USDA 4,112 07
Miscellaneous cash receipts 559 28
$23,394 89
Total receipts $26,134 31
EXPENDITURES
Paid for food (inc. milk) $12,595 76
Paid for labor 8,297 14
Paid for equipment 1,707 28
Paid for supplies, transportation on
commodities 968 40
Total expenditures $23,568 58






To the School Board and Citizens of Swanzey
:
I have the honor to submit my twelfth annual report.
Teachers: There were four changes in our teaching staff
as schools reopened last September. Mr. David W. Field left us
to accept a position in Brattleboro, Vermont. Mr. Jerome J.
Rogers, former Swanzey teacher who taught in Florida last
year, returned to replace Mr. Field. Mr. Roland W. Warner left
Swanzey to teach in Winchester, Xew Hampshire. His posi-
tion was filled by the election of Mr. Douglas M. Leslie who
taught in Hinsdale, New Hampshire, last year. Mrs. Anne V.
Luoma is now teaching in Annapolis, Maryland. Mr. Thomas
W. Schultz was engaged to take her place. Mrs. Dorothy 0.
O'Mara has moved to Connecticut. She has been replaced by
Mrs. Nancy L. Darsinos.
Mr. Rogers is a graduate of Ithaca College. Mr. Leslie is a
graduate of the University of Xew Hampshire. Mr. Schultz is
a graduate of Keene Teachers College and Mrs. Darsinos is a







Mt. Caesar 80 83 64 72 299
Cutler 82 78 74 53 287
Richmond pupils 3 5 5 5 18
Totals — 80 83 64 72 85 83 79 58 604
101
Distribution of Pupils
Grade 1 Grade 5
Mrs. Darsinos 26 Mrs. Duchesneau 28









Mrs. Osborn 28 Mrs. Plynn 28






1 ! rade 7
27
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Mrs. Niles 36 Mr. Gilman 29







Possible Future First Grade Enrollments
(Data taken from School Census Cards)
1959 1960 1961 1962




77 80 83 64 80a 85 83 79
81 77 80 83 71b 80 85 83
68 81 77 80 87c 71 80 85
65 68 81 77 85d 87 71 80
a—Includes 8 Richmond pupils
b—Includes 7 Richmond pupils
c—Includes 4 Richmond pupils








High School Enrollments—January, 1959
Grade
School 9 10 11 12 Total
Keene High School 66 49 33 31 179
Thayer High School,
Winchester 1 1 2
Totals 67 50 33 31 181
Present Enrollment of Swanzey Pupils in Parochial School
Grade
1 2 34 5 6 7 8 Total76476616 43















































Next year's enrollment will tax the facilities of the Cutler
and Mt. Caesar Schools. However, unless we get an unex-
pected increase in the number of pupils, we should be able to
operate our schools with the same number of rooms and teach-
ers as we have this year. The saturation point, though, is not
far off and thought must be given to expanding our plant be-
fore too long. This is particularly true if we wish to continue
to improve our instruction to the pupils of Swanzey.
This year saw the extension of the departmental system to
grade five and six, since it had been found to work so well
for grades seven and eight. In the departmental system each
teacher teaches that subject or subjects in which he is parti-
cularly strong. For instance, since we have three fifth grade
classes, one teacher teaches arithmetic to each of the three
classes, The other two fifth grade teachers do not teach arith-
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metic. One of them might be responsible for all of the English
instruction, for example. The pupils get more uniform in-
struction in this way and also benefit from the experience of
having more than one teacher. The transition from elementary
school to high school will be much easier for Swanzey pupils
from now on.
Departmentalization, to the extent that it is being used
in Swanzey, would be impossible but for the 4-4 plan of pupil
distribution, that is the first four grades in the Mt. Caesar
School and the upper four grades in the Cutler School. The
4-4 plan, moreover, is economical in that fewer rooms and
teachers are necessary for its operation.
Another goal which we have set is to bring about ability
grouping to a greater extent than we have at present. Since
children learn at varying rates, it is good practice to group
children of similar capabilities as much as possible. A slow
child's frustration is often avoided if he is placed in a class of
slower learners. In such a class he is more able to hold his own
and he is more confident. On the other hand, the more gifted
child, when placed in a faster group, is challenged to put
forth greater effort and he will learn more than in the typical
heterogeneous class. Here, again, ability grouping has a greater
possibility under our 4-4 plan of pupil distribution. This plan
brings about the largest number of pupils at each grade level
under one roof which is esesntial for the most efficient and
successful grouping according to ability.
Swanzey pupils are reading more books than ever before.
This is a result of the splendid cooperation we receive from
the two librarians, Mrs. Olivia Belding and Mrs. David
Jardine, with the aid of Mrs. Charles Plimpton. Every Thurs-
day is library day for the Swanzey schools. It is heartening to
watch the pupils file into the section of the cafeteria in each
school which has been outfitted as a library as they return
books and take out new ones. The circulation is extremely
gratifying, being approximately 1,650 books per month in both
schools or almost three books each month per pupil. This
number will undoubtely increase as the reading habit becomes
stronger among our pupils.
Since Mrs. Claudia R, Howard has been with us as music
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supervisor, the musical education of our boys and girls is ex-
ceptionally well provided for. We are fortunate to have a per-
son of Mrs. Howard's ability on our staff. Music is another
facet in a child's broad and well-rounded education.
One thing is certain and that is that Swanzey pupils learn
to write as well as in any other school system anywhere. The
Rinehart Handwriting System is responsible for this although
actual instruction is done by our teachers. Monthly supervision
and checking is carried out by the supervisors and intense mo-
tivation is evident.
Two new television sets have been installed, one in each
school, and educational television is now available to our
pupils. A contribution by the Keene Rotary Club gave us the
initial impetus in this venture. Programs in science, social
studies, music, etc., are an aid to our teachers in enriching the
subject areas.
The Swanzey schools have improved tremendously in the
last decade. We should be proud of the fact that we have two
of the finest elementary schools in the state. This would not
have been possible but for the vision and wisdom of our
school boards and school planning committees and the sup-
port of the Swanzey citizens.
At the secondary level, Swanzey is faced with making a
decision as to what course to pursue, either to continue to send
the high school pupils to Keene on a tuition basis or to join
with other towns to form a cooperative school district and
share in the expenses of a new cooperative high school.
The school boards and school planning committees of
Hinsdale, Richmond, Swanzey and Winchester have decided to
insert an article in their respective school district warrants
petitioning the State Board of Education to investigate the
practicality and feasibility of the formation of a cooperative
school district in this section of the state. The article will be
worded in each warrant that it will be mandatory for each
of the larger school districts of Hinsdale, Swanzey and Win-
chester to vote in the affirmative for a cooperative school
district in order for it to be even considered.
The proposed high school will have a potential enrollment
of some 700 pupils in grades 9-12. A school of this size would
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be well equipped to do the job recommended by Dr. James B.
Conant, dormer president of Harvard University, in his current
study of the American high school. The following are some of
the things which a cooperative district can provide:
Adequate supervisory service by specialists in various
fields.
Modern plant and facilities.
Opportunities for improved and additional vocational
training in such fields as business, machine shop, auto me-
chanics, woodworking, etc.
Guidance services under one or more trained counselors.
Adequate physical education facilities such as play areas,
gymnasium, lockers and showers, and facilities for special cor-
rective work to be carried out by trained physical education
specialists.
Suitably appointed cafeteria serving well-balanced meals.
Classes at an economic size.
More economic use of specialized equipment for science,
art, homemaking, shop, audio-visual education, dramatics,
etc.
A well-rounded music program providing for band, orches-
tra, vocal groups, and supervision of music instruction in all
grades.
A specialist in art work who can instruct high school
classes and supervise the elementary art work.
Flexibility in course offerings to meet interest, aptitudes
and abilities of individual students.
Working conditions and salaries which will attract and
hold good teachers.
An adequate school library.
A well equipped stage for school dramatics and music
work.
Sufficient enrollment to provide good interscholastic and
intramural teams in all sports.
Savings through quantity purchasing of school supplies
and equipment.
A broad program of clubs and other co-curricular activi-
ties to meet various student interests.
An opportunity for each individual child to be broadened
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by contacts with more boys and girls and more teachers with
wider experience.
Improved and widened course offerings.
A broader and richer program.
The payment on the principal of a loan is more heavily re-
imbursed by the state department of education in the case of
a cooperative district than in that of a single tradition dis-
trict. This is true of elementary as well as secondary construc-
tion. Factors such as these should be considered seriously by
the citizens of Swanzey. Ours is a growing community and
school costs will continue to rise. The voters will have a choice
at the annual meeting to determine the course of Swanzey edu-
cation for years to come. This choice, therefore, should not
be an idle one but should be made only after due deliberation
and thought.
In conclusion, 1 wish to express my appreciation to the
teachers, pupils and parents, the School Planning Committee,






















LIST OF PUPILS IN ATTENDANCE AT
KEENE HIGH SCHOOL
1957-1958



















































































































































The following pupils attended Keene High School only


































PUPILS ATTENDING TROY HIGH SCHOOL
Troy, N. H.
1957-1958
Joyce Durant Janice Larro
The following pupil attended Troy High School only part
of the year 1957-1958
George Morse
State Wards and Foster Children for whom the Swanzey











SWANZEY SCHOOL NURSE'S REPORT
Annual School Health Examinations


















FRANK H. CARTER, M.D., School Physician
CATHERINE C. NAPSEY, R.N., School Nurse
















































Average Average Percent of
Enrollment Attendance Membership Attendance
35 33.0 35.0 94.2
36 30.7 33.6 91.2
31 27.7 29.8 92.8
30 26.1 29.1 89.7
28 25.0 27.2 92.0
29 23.6 25.7 91.7
28 25.3 27.0 93.7
29 25.0 27.0 92.7
30 26.6 28.4 93.7
30 25.7 28.7 89.6
28 24.7 26.9 91.7
28 25.8 28.0 92.2
28 24.7 27.2 90.7
36 31.7 34.4 92.2
38 31.5 34.2 92.0
29 26.0 28.4 91.5
30 24.3 27.2 89.3
33 24.6 28.4 86.5
31 26.5 29.4 90.2
33 26.9 30.3 88.6
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES FOR
THE ENSUING YEAR JAN. 1, 1959 TO DEC. 31, 1959
COMPARED WITH
ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUE, APPROPRIATIONS
ANt) EXPENDITURES OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR
JAN. 1, 1958 TO DEC. 31, 1958
SOURCES OF REVENUE
From State:
Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank tax
For fighting- forest fires
Reimbursement a/c old age assistance
From local sources except taxes:
Dog licenses
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
Rent of town hall and other buildings
Interest received on taxes and deposits
Motor vehicle permit fees 18,189 88 17,500 00
From local taxes other than
property taxes
:
(a) Poll taxes—Regular @ $2










$6,830 69 $6,830 69
158 91 150 00
346 75 300 00
60 90 60 00
1,023 06
1,393 18 1,200 00
512 00 450 00
211 50 200 00
820 27 500 00
2,110 00 2,100 00
123 50 123 50










Town officers' salaries $5,915 12 $5,900 00
Town officers' expenses 2,930 45 2,900 00
Election and registration expenses 669 30 58 00
Whitcomb Hall 520 75 500 00
Expenses town hall and other town
buildings 972 97 . 600 00







Health department, including hospitals















Memorial Day and Veterans' Assoc.
Aid to soldiers and their families
Recreation
:
Parks and Playground, inch band concerts 300 00 400 00
Public service enterprises
:
Cemeteries 1.096 50 1.500 00
3,835 79 4,500 00
10,380 56 10,000 00
3,592 72 3,868 00
3,700 00 2,000 00
1,696 15 1,700 00
18,457 49 32,000 00
5,524 02 6,000 00
4,352 10 3,916 00
17,337 24
882 08 884 36
900 00 900 00
8,153 79 9,000 00
3,085 38 4,000 00





Damages and legal expenses
Advertising and Regional Assoc.
Interest












426 46 500 00
574 00 594 00
1,645 00 1,500 00




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Swanzey in the County
of Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Swanzey on Tuesday, the 10th day of March, next at nine of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropria-
tions of the same.
3. Polls will open at 10 a. m. Voting to be under the
rules of biennial elections. Polls will not close before 3 p. m.
4. To see if the voters will authorize the Selectmen and
Treasurer to borrow such sums of money as may be necessary
in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current muni-
cipal year, and to issue in the name and on the credit of the
Town negotiable notes therefor and said notes to be repaid
during the current year.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $884.36.
the State to give $5,895.76 for T. R. A. roads so-called.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$6,000.00 for snow removal, or take any action thereon.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $32,000.00 for oiling and general expenses of the
highways and bridges.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $225.00 for Memorial Day, or take any action
thereon.
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9. To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for Old Home Day, or take any action
thereon.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000.00 for the maintenance of the Fire Depart-
ment, or take any action thereon.
11. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00; the same to be paid on the Fire Truck note or take
any action thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for the District Nurse Association, or take
any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $400.00 for the Stratton Free Library, or take any
action thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $300.00 for the Mt. Caesar Union Library, or take
any action thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for the Swanzey Community House Library,
or take any action thereon.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,500.00 for the maintenance of the Police Depart-
ment, or take any action thereon.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,500.00 for the upkeep of the cemeteries, or take
any action thereon.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $400.00 for parks and playgrounds or take any
action thereon.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $840.00 (42 hydrants @ $20.00 each) same to be
paid to the North Swanzey Water & Fire Precinct for hydrant
service furnished in that part of the Town of Swanzey.
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20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,500.00 to defray interest charges during the en-
suing year.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $594.00 (l/100th of 1% of the valuation of the
town) to the Monadnock Region Association of Southwestern
New Hampshire for issuance and distribution of printed matter,
newspaper and magazine advertising, and by other means call-
ing attention to the resources and natural advantages of the
Town, in cooperation with the other thirty-seven towns of the
Monadnock Region.
22. To see if the Town of Swanzey will install two or three
street lights on so-called North Main St. in East Swanzey, to
be spaced the usual distance apart, starting near the Harry
Pearson residence.
(inserted by petition)
23. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,616.20 for street lights or take any action thereon.
24. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $300.00 for the maintenance of the blinkers on routes No. 10
and 12 or take any action thereon.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000.00 for Old Age Assistance or take any action
thereon.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $9,000.00 for Town poor, or take any action thereon.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,615.00 for the Elliot Community Hospital, or take
any action thereon.
28. Shall the provisions of Chapter 171A of the revised
laws relative to playing games of beano be adopted in this
Town in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 292 of the
Session Laws of 1949.
29. To hear the report of the Planning Board, and to take
any action thereon.
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30. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the action
taken at the town meeting held March 11, 1958, under Article
31 of the warrant for that meeting, extending "Old Age and
Survivor's Insurance" coverage to employees of the Town.
31. To see what action the Town will take regarding the
painting of the Town Hall and Whitcomb Hall.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of thir-
teen thousand dollars ($13,000) for a much needed addition to
the Swanzey Center fire house ; addition to be 45 feet by 30
feet, with heating system and artesian well, or take any action
thereon.
(inserted by petition)
33. If the above Article is adopted, and in order to pro-
vide such funds to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue
and sell Bonds in the name of and on the credit of the Town,
under and in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Bond Statute, Chapter 72, Revised Laws of New Hampshire,
and any amendments relating thereto ; and to delegate to the
Board of Selectmen, authority to fix the time and place of pay-
ment of the principal and interest of said Bonds, the interest
thereon, and to sell the Bonds, and to take any other action
with respect thereto as may be necessary or advisable.
(inserted by petition)
34. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen of
Swanzey to appoint a Committee of five citizens of Swanzey
to investigate the possibilities of bringing new industries to the
Town and to report to the next annual meeting methods of
promoting industry in Swanzey.
(inserted by petition)




Whereas the cost of maintaining and operating Richardson
Park has constantly increased year by year as more and more
people use its facilities on Swanzey Lake : and
Whereas public health and safety problems multiply rapid-
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ly with increasing use of such facilities and require greater
and greater expenditures for supervision and maintenance.
Be it hereby enactd
1. Every non-resident of the Town of Swanzey shall here-
inafter be required to pay a fee to be set annually by the Recre-
ation Committee for the use of the facilities at Richardson
Park.
2. All fees so collected shall be for the use of the Town
and properly accounted for by the Swanzey Recreation Com-
mittee and shall be applied toward operational, maintenance
and improvement costs of said Park.
3. The Swanzey Recreation Committee shall be author-
ized to issue non-transferable season passes to residents of the
Town of Swanzey for use by members of Swanzey families and
their bona fide guests.
4. The Swanzey Recreation Committee is empowered to
establish and enforce reasonable rules and regulations for the
convenient operation of this ordinance.
36. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an ordinance
for the purpose of Licensing and operation of bicycles.
Proposed Ordinance
Whereas licensing bicycles and establishing ordinances for
their use would provide greater safety for riders and automo-
bile operators alike, be it enacted
:
1. From and after the effective date of this ordinance it
shall be unlawful for any person to operate or use a bicycle
propelled by muscular power upon any of the streets or public
highways of the Town of Swanzey without first procuring from
the Board of Selectmen, a license therefor.
2. The Board of Selectmen is thereby authorized and
directed to issue licenses which shall expire on April first of
each calendar year.
3. The Board of Selectmen shall designate and provide
identification tags for the use of the licensee and will direct the
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manner of placing such tags on the bicycle by the licensee. The
Board of Selectmen shall keep a record of the name of the
licensee, the number of the tag and a description of the bicycle
so registered.
4. The license fee for the said bicycle shall be the sum of
50 cents and shall bo paid in advance and said license shall be
transferred whenever the ownership of the said bicycle is trans-
ferred, but no fee shall be charged for this transfer. All fees
collected nnder this ordinance shall be paid by the Board of
Selectmen into the Treasury of the Town of Swanzey and shall
be credited to Police Department earnings.
5. No person shall ride or propel a bicycle upon any
public street or highway in the Town of Swanzey unless the
said bicycle is equipped with a bell or horn (except siren) or
other suitable warning device ; and a brake in proper working
order.
6. Persons riding bicycles shall observe all traffic signs
and signals ; shall stop at all stop signs and shall further ob-
serve all traffic rules and regulations applicable thereto' shall
turn only at intersection and the operator shall signal for all
such turns he (she) shall ride at the right hand side of the
street, or highway ; shall pass to the left when passing over-
taken vehicles approaching in the opposite direction.
7. It shall be unlawful for any person while riding or
propelling a bicycle to hold onto a moving bus, truck or any
other vehicle.
8. It shall be unlawful to ride or propel a bicycle upon
any street or highway of the Town of Swanzey after darkness
unless the same shall be equipped with sufficient light, attached
to the front of said bicycle, visible from the front thereof for a
distance of not less than 200 feet and properly lighted ; not un-
less the same is equipped with a luminous paint on the rear
mud guard, at least 12 inches square, or a luminous dial or light
on the rear of said bicycle.
9. It shall be lawful for any person to attach or permit to
be attached to a bicycle, any registration tag assigned and
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issued by the Board of Selectmen to another bicycle.
10. It shall be unlawful for any person to change, erase
or deface any number or numbers used for the identification
of any bicycle.
11. Any person or persons violating any act or provision
of the ordinance shall be fined not more than $5.00 for each
offense, or shall allow their bicycle to be impounded by the
Board of Selectmen for a period not to exceed thirty days.
12. No person operating or propelling a bicycle having
only one saddle shall carry airy other person on said bicycle.
The foregoing Ordinance and Rules and Regulations here-
in contained shall apply to bicycles with wheels of 16 inches or
more in diameter only.
(inserted by petition)
37. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00 for
the perpetual care of the Arthur W. Hopkins lot in Oak Hill
Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
38. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $175.00 for
the perpetual care of the Clifford Twitchell lot in Mt. View
Cemetery, or take any action thereon.
39. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $100.00 to
be added to the Grace M. Williamson Fund, or take any action
thereon.
40. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00 for
the perpetual care of the Arthur Dudley lot in Oak Hill Ceme-
tery, or take any action thereon.
41. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $100.00 for
perpetual care of the George W. Thompson cemetery lot in Mt.
View Cemetery.
42. To see if the Town will vote to accept a legacy of
Five Thousand dollars ($5,000.00) under the will of George E.
Whitcomb, Jr. and hold the same in trust and expend the
interest thereof annually in the care and improvement of Whit-
comb Hall in West Swanzey, New Hampshire.
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43. To see if the Town will vote to accept a legacy of
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) and hold the same in trust
and expend the income thereof annually in the care of the lots
in which George E. Whitcomb, Rosewell Whitcomb, Aquila
Ramsdell and Arthur H. Whitcomb are buried, all the lots
being located in Mount Caesar Cemetery, in Swanzey Center,
New Hampshire.
44. To see if the Town will accept a legacy of $10,000.00
under the will of George E. Whitcomb, Jr. and to hold same in
trust and the income thereof to be payable to the Carpenter
Home Trustees.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-first day of














RESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
1958
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Abbott, Emogene & Poll & Head 7 00
Irene MacKenzie Armstrong, Albert
Land & Head
buildings $7000 $7000 $ 1 a land and
Adams, Harry buildings 6200
Land and Exempt 1000 5200 259 80
buildings 3600 Armstrong, Albert Mrs.
5 a C. Hills Poll & Head 7 00
Meadow 25 Aron, Edwin
5 cows 300 3925 192 33 Head
Adams, Harold J. 9% a land and
Poll & Head buildings 5250
Land and Benware
buildings 6000 6000 3 cottage 2550
Adams, Harold J. Exempt 1000 6800 338 20
Mrs. Aron, Edwin Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Adams, John L. Atherton, A. W. Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head
Adams, John L. Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6000 6000 301 00
Alexander, Leon Atwood, Herbert
Poll & Head 7 00 Mrs. Est.
Alexander, Leon Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 3000 3000 147 00
Allen, John Auger, Thomas &
Land and Katherine Sullivar1
buildings 7500 7500 387 00 Land and
Allan, John Mrs. buildings 3300 3300 170 28
Poll & Head 7 00 Auger, Thomas
Allan, Lloyd & Stella Poll & Head 7 00
Downing lot & Auger, Thomas Mrs.
new house 6000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 5000 245 00 Austin, Robert
Allan, Lloyd Poll & Head
Head 5 00 Land and
Allan, Lloyd Mrs. buildings 1350 1350 73 15
Poll & Head 7 00 Austin, Robert Mrs.
Ambrose, Robert D. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Aveline, Henry
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 3000 Aveline, Henry Mrs.
Exempt 1000 2000 103 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Ambrose, Robert D. Aveline, Edward
Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 3000 3000 147 00
Applin, Robert & Aveline, Edward Mrs.
Dorothy Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Ayers, Cassius
buildings 8000 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 7000 361 20 Land and
Applin, Robert buildings 8250 8250 411 25
Head 5 00 Ayers, Cassius Mrs.
Applin, Robert Mrs.
i






and Description ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
Ayotte, Ernest Ballou, Earl Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Ayotte, Ernest Mrs. Ballou, Earl & Susan
Poll & Head 7 00 68y2 a Helie
Baker, Frederick S. lot 200 200 9 80
15a land and Ballou, Willis
buildings 4500 Poll & Head 7 00
14 sheep 140 Ballou, Willis Mrs.
Blind exempt 1000 3640 178 36 Poll & Head 7 00
Baker, Bertha Banks, George Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Baker, Walter Jr. buildings 6000 6000 294 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Baptist Church Inc.
Baker, Walter Jr. Mrs. Fox house 3000
Poll & Head New house 3300
Land and Y2 a Spring lot 100 6400 313 60
buildings 4500 4500 227 50 Barcome, Morris
Balcom, Donald & Poll & Head
Irene Flanders' garage &
3 a land and lot 500 500 32 80
buildings 4000 4000 196 00 Barcome, Morris, Mrs
Balcom, Donald Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Barden, James
Balcom, Donald Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Barden, James Mrs.
Baldwin, Wm. J. & Poll & Head
Phillis Land and
Land and buildings 2000
buildings 2500 Exempt 1000 1000 56 00
Exempt 1000 1500 73 50 Barden, Donald
Baldwin, William J. Poll & Head
Head 5 00 100 a land and
Baldwin, William J. buildings 3500
Mrs. 3 cows 300 3300 193 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Bardwell, Walter
Ballou, Edgar Poll & Head
Land and 20 a land and
buildings 5400 5400 264 60 buildings 4500
Ballou, Nellie (y2 assessment)
V2 a land and Bardwell farm 1000
'buildings 4500 24 cows 3000
50a Strickland 2 neatstock 250 8750 435 75
lot 50 Bardwell, Walter Mrs.
10 a Sprout lot 10 4560 223 44 Poll & Head 7 00
Ballou, Merle Bardwell, Walter Jr.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Ballou, Charles H. Barnes, James H.
Poll & Head Head
Land and 2V2 a land and
buildings 6750 6750 337 75 buildings 5500
Ballou, Charles H. Exempt 1000 4500 237 20
Mrs. Barnes, James H. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Ballou, Earl Barrett, Harlan Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Barrett, Forrest
buildings 5250 5250 264 25 Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation
|
Tax
Barrett, Forrest Mrs Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Barrett, Willard Eedard, Mary S.
Head Poll & Head
y8 a land and Land and
buildings 3750 buildings 5000 5000 252 00
Exempt 1000 2750 139 75 Bedard, Alyere
Barrett, Willard Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Bartlett, Raymond buildings 5400 5400 271 60
Mrs. Bedard, Alyere Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Bedard, Armand B.
buildings 4500 4500 227 50 Head 5 00
Barkley, Donald Bedard, Armand B. Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Barkley, Donald Mrs. Bedaw, William J. Sr
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Bassingthwaite, Howard Lots 1-3-4 &
Head buildings 1800
Land and Cottage 500 2300 125 68
buildings 2000 Bedaw, Robert
Exempt 1000 1000 54 00 & Lillian
Bassingthwaite, Lot 2 & bldg. 5000 5000 258 00
Howard Mrs. Bedaw, Robert
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Batchelder, Clarence Bedaw, Robert Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Bedorr, Emma
buildings 3750 Trailer 800 800 39 20
Exempt 1000 2750 146 90 Belding, Mark
Batchelder, & Florence
Clarence Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 8000 8000 392 00
Bauer, Clifford A. & Belding, Mark
Helen R. Poll & Head
Land and 4 cows 400
buildings 7000 7000 361 20 1 neat stock 100 500 31 50
Bauer, Clifford A. Belding, Florence
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Bauer, Clifford A. Mrs. 17 fowl 10 10 7 49
Poll & Head 7 00 Belding, Oliver W.
Sauries, Richard Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Beaumont, Mabel Mrs buildings 10000 10000 497 00
Poll & Head Belding, Oliver
Land and W. Mrs.
buildings 5000 5000 252 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Beckman, H. O. Bell, Antonio Mr.
% a land and & Mrs.
buildings 5000 5000 245 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Beckwith, Vernon G. Land and
Head buildings 6000 6000 294 00
12 a land and Bell, Antonio
buildings 3000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 2000 103 00 Bell. Antonio Mrs.
Beckwith, Vernon G. Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
Bell, Gerald Berthiaume,
Head 5 00 Joseph O. Mrs.
Bell, Gerald Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Besaw, Leo Mrs.
Bell, Huntly Poll & Head
Poll & Head 2 bldg. lots 500
Lot 11 new Trailer 870 1370 77 69
house 13000 13000 677 80 Besaw, Leo
Bell, Huntly Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Besaw, Albert P.
Bemis, Leigh Miss Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Bemis, Ann Page buildings 3500
Poll & Head Bldg. lot 100
2 lots and Exempt 1000 2600 139 16
cottage 1500 1500 84 40 Besaw, Albert P. Mrs
Bemis, Julius Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Bickford, James
Bennett, Carroll Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Bickford, James Mrs
Bennett, Carroll Mrs Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Biron, Alexander
Bent, Ellsworth Head
Mr. & Mrs. Land and
Land and buildings 4800
buildings 5250 Exempt 1000 3800 191 20
Exempt 1000 4250 208 25 Biron, Alexander Mrs
Bent, Ellsworth Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Birnie, Florence
Bent, Ellsworth Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Bergeron, Edward J. buildings 3000 3000 161 80
Head 5 00 Bixby, Harold
Bergeron, Edward Head
J. Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 5000
Bergeron, Kenneth Exempt 1000 4000 201 00
& Bette Bixby, Harold Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 3900 3900 201 24 Black, August
Bergeron, Kenneth Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Bergeron, Kenneth buildings 1000
Mrs. Exempt 1000 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Black, August Mrs.
Berthiaume, Harvey Poll & Head 7 00
Head Black, Harold J.
Land and Head 5 00
buildings 4800 4800 252 68 Black, Harold J. Mrs
Berthiaume, Poll & Head 7 00
Harvey Mrs. Blackmore, Ernest Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Berthiaume, Land and
Joseph O. buildings 2000
Head 1 sheep 10
Land and Exempt 1000 1010 54 49
buildings 6900 Blain, Wilfred
Exempt 1000 5900 294 10 Head
Name Valu- Total Name Valu-
|
Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 4000 4000 201 00 Land and
Blain, Wilfred Mrs. buildings 3100
Poll & Head 7 00 Bldg. lot 100 3200 163 80
Blair, Martha L. Blanchard, Roger &
Poll & Head Dolores
Land and Land and
buildings 3750 buildings 4000
3/4 a cottage 2100 5850 299 11 Exempt 1000 3000 147 00
Blair, Richard I. Sr. Blanchard, Roger
Poll & Head Head 5 00
Land and Blanchard, Roger Mrs.
buildings 3750 Poll & Head 7 00
Lots 33-34-42-43-44- Blanc-hard, James
45 S.L.H. 300 Poll & Head 7 00
Mills and Blanchard, James Mrs.
machinery 300 4350 220 15 Poll & Head 7 00
Blair, Richard I. Bloom, Oscar
Sr. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Blair, Harold buildings 1500
Poll & Head 22 a pine lot 100
Land and 33a pine lot 100 1700 90 30
buildings 1800 1800 95 20 Bloom, Oscar, Mrs.
Blair, Harold Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Boes, Karl
Blair, Harold W. Head
Head 4 a land and
4 a Joe Nallet place & buildings 6000
lot 2100 Mills and
Exempt 1000 1100 58 90 machinery 200
Blair, Harold W. Mrs . Exempt 1000 5200 259 80
Poll & Head 7 00 Boes, Karl Mrs.
Blair, Richard I. Jr. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Bogue, Mary F. R.
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 5000 5000 265 00 Land and
Blair, Richard I. Jr. Mrs. buildings 6750
Poll & Head 7 00 17 a Hill
Blake, Harold pasture 20
Head Ward land 500 7270 363 23
100 a land and Bogue, Richard
buildings 36O0 Poll & Head 7 00
420 fowl 250 Bokum, John & Jessie
Exempt 1000 2850 144 65 2 a Heins house
Blake, Ralph A. Est. W.S. 4200
230 a land and Exempt 1000 3200 156 80
buildings 13000 Bokum, Jessie
16 a Ballfield Poll & Head 7 00
lot 350 Bolewski, August
5 a Kand3/ lot 10 & Elsa
50 a Russell Lane Land and
lot 150 buildings 5250
45 cows 5400 Restaurant 5000
10 neat stock 1000 19400 975 59 Boat 250 10500 514 50
Blake, Ralph A. Mrs Bolewski, August
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Blake, John Bolewski, August
Name Valu-
I
Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description ation [ Tax and Description ation | Tax
Mrs. View 1800
Poll & Head 7 00 8a Nelson
Bonner, Robert meadow 25
Head 19a Whitcomb
Land and lot 300 6625 324 62
buildings 4500 Bouvier, J. Edward
Exempt 1000 3500 176 50 Mrs.
Bonner, Robert Poll & Head 7 00
Mrs. Bowles, Roland
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Bouchie, Margarite 2a land and
Poll & Head camp 150 150 14 35
Land and Boyer, Margaret N.
building 6500 6500 325 50 Poll & Head
Boucher, Omer J & Land and
Annie H. buildings 4800 4800 242 20
Lots 4-5 & Boyer, Christine
new house 7800 7800 382 20 Poll & Head
Boucher, Omer 24 sheep 240 240 18 76
Poll & Head 7 00 Bowman, Frances
Boucher, Omer Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Boulay, Ernest buildings 14250 14250 705 25
Poll & Head Bowman, Lee D.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 7500 Boudrien, Clinton
Stock in trade 1600 9100 452 90 Mrs.
Boulay, Ernest Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Bradley H.S. Jr.




Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4800 4800 254 68 Bradley, Homer S.
Bourassa, Edward Mn Head










2a Prescott lot 5













Lind and 2 lots 6000
buildings 3750 3750 190 75 Exempt 1000 5000 263 00
Bourne, Lloyd Mrs. 3raley. Wesley Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Boufford, Arthur Breda, Barbara
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and 3rewer, Edwin
buildings 6500 6500 342 40 Poll & Head
Boufford, Arthur Mrs Land and
Poll & Head 7 CO buildings 3750 3750 200 50
Bouvier, J Edward Brewer, Edwin Mrs.
Home place 4500 Poll & Head 7 00
13a Naylon Brenner, Elsie
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- lotal
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Bowler Mrs. Mrs.
Foil & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and buildings Britton, Sarah
Lot 1 5500 5500 290 80 Foil & Head
Bridge, Roland Trailer 1125 1125 65 06
Poll & Head Brooks, William
Land and Head
buildings 2700 Land and
5 horses 300 buildings 4500
1 cow 80 3080 157 92 Lots 71 & 72
Bridge, Roland Exempt 1000 3500 185 60
Mrs. Brown, Digby
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Bridge, Gordon Brown, Earl
Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 2700 buildings 8500
Exempt 1000 1700 88 30 Stock in trade 2900 11400 595 24
Bridge, Gordon Brown, Earl Mrs
Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Brown, Norman F.
Briggs, James Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Briggs, James Mrs. buildings -4500 4500 237 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Brown, Norman F.
Brink, Max & Mrs.
Alfreda Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Brown, Arthur
buildings 3500 Head
Exempt 1000 2500 122 50 Land and
Brink, Max buildings 5500
Head 5 00 Exempt 1000 4500 237 20
Brink, Max Mrs. Brown, Arthur Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Britton, Paul & Brown, Kenneth
Dorothy Head
Land and Land and
buildings 3800 buildings 5700
1 cow 80 Exempt 1000 4700 235 30
3 sheep 30 Brown, Kenneth
Exempt 1000 2910 142 59 Mrs.
Britton, Paul Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Brown, Barbara P.
Britton, Paul Mrs. Foil & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 15a Marsh
Britton, Robert meadow 150 150 14 35
Poll & Head Brown, Sumner
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3300 3800 193 20 104a land and
Britton, Robert Mrs. buildings ]L6000
Poll & Head 7 00 Holbrook farm 8000
Britton, Raymond 50a Thompson
Head land 1050
Land and 20a Faulkner
buildings 8000 land 750
Exempt 1000 7000 366 20 4a Bolles land 50






and Description ation Tax and Descriptior
1
ation Tax
land 200 stand 2500
337a Brown Mt Exempt 1000 6000 299 00
land 800 Budzick, Joseph
Boat 250 Mrs.
3 horses 225 27325 1345 92 Poll & Head 7 00
Brown, Gordon K. Buffurn, Irvin
Poll & Head Land and
90a Greenlief buildings 500
place 7500 Baket lot 10
10a Hammond Piggery lot 100
lot 40 Land and
Emery lot 75 buildings 100
95a Bennett Mason 1 horse 50
lot 500 Exempt 760
!00a Ward-^Bolles- Buffum, James O.
Parson lot 400 & Nellie A.
Rosswell Whitcomb 12a land and
lot 150 buildings 2200
4y2a Bolles Baker lot 50 2250 110 25
land 50 Buffum, James O.
85a Cram Poll & Head 7 00
place 3750 Buffum, James o.
Boat 400 Mrs.
25 sheep 250 13115 649 64 Poll & Head 7 00
Brown, Gordon K. Buffum, Gordon
Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Brusie, Graham Land and
Head 5 00 buildings 350 350 24 15
Brusie, Graham Buffum, Frederick
Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Buffum, Frederick
Buckley, Delbert Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land & cellar 500 500 29 50 Buhler, Herbert J. Jr.
Buckley, Delbert Head 5 00
Mrs. Buhler, Herbert J.
Poll & Head 7 00 Jr. Mrs.
Buckley, Robert Poll & Head 7 00
Head Burgin, James Mrs.
James Blake Poll & Head
place 5000 5000 263 00 Land and
Buckley, Robert buildings 6000
Mrs. Bldg. lot 100
Poll & Head 7 00 Stock in trade 550 6650 332 85
Buckman, Carlton Burgin, James
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Bussier, Neil
buildings 5250 5250 264 25 Poll & Head
Buckman, Carlton Land and
Mrs. buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Bussier, Neil Mrs.
Budzick, Joseph Poll & Head 7 00
Head Bussier, Gerald
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4500 Buske, Tom
Ice cream Head 5 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Burtt, Steven Carey, Charles W.
Head 5 00 Head
Burtt, Steven Mrs. L^.nd and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 3200
Calkins, Eddie Exempt 10O0 2200 112 80
Poll & Head Carey, Charles W.
Land and Mrs.
buildings 3000 3000 154 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Oalkins, George Sr. Carlton, Mark Mrs.
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 4200
buildings 2000 2000 105 00 la Whitcomb
Calkins, George Sr. lot 20
Mrs. 25a Lane sprout
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 100
Calkins Dorothy 75a Taft sprout
Mrs. lot 150 4470 219 03
Poll & Head Carpenter, Stanley
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 700 700 41 30 Bldg. lot 400
Calkins, Guy Trailer 1670 2070 108 43
Poll & Head Carpenter, Stanley
Higgins Mrs.
meadow 25 25 8 22 Poll & Head 7 00
Calkins, Roger Carpenter, James
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Oalkins, Roger Mrs. Carpenter, James
Poll & Head 7 00 Mrs.
Calkins, Walter Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Carpenter, Marilyn
20a Sprout lot 50 50 9 45 Poll & Head 7 00
Calkins, William Carpenter, Harold
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Carr, James
buildings 3450 3450 176 05 Poll & Head 7 00
Calkins, William Carr, Josephine
Mrs. Davis
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Calkins, Oliver Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6000 6000 316 60
Cameron, Donald Est m Canter, Prank
Land and Head 5 00
buildings 3250 3250 159 25 Carter, Frank Mrs.
Cantlin, Paul Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Castor, Mae Mrs.
Land and new • Poll & Head
house 4500 4500 227 50 Land and
Cantlin, Paul Mrs. buildings 2250 2250 117 25
Poll & Head 7 00 Castor, Wesley
Capron, Marie & Marilyn
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Capron, Herbert buildings 7500
Poll & Head Exempt 1000 6500 318 50
2.7a Barton Castor, Wesley
place 6000 6000 316 60 Head 5 00
Capron, Herbert Castor, Wesley
Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- j Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation
f
Tax and Description ation Tax
Castor, Royal Chase, Robert
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Castor Royal Mrs. Chase, Robert Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Castor, Earl Cheney, Arnell
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Castor, Earl Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 5500 5500 276 50
Chadwick, Henry Cheney, Arnell Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Chadwick, Elsie Chepwynd, Mark
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Chepwynd, Mark
buildings 450 450 29 05 Mrs.
Chamberlain, Lena Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Cheplick, John C.
Chamberlain, Donald Head
Head Land and
Land and buildings 1000
buildings 4500 Exempt 1000 5 00
Exempt 1000 35O0 176 50 Cheshire Signs Inc.
Chamberlain, Donald Land and
Mrs. buildings 4000 4000 206 40
Poll & Head 7 00 Chickalas, George
Chamberlain, Paul Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Chickalas,
Chamberlain, Paul George Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Chamberlain, Geo. B. buildings 3300 3300 177 28
Poll & Head Christo, Louis
Land and & Virginia
buildings 6750 6750 337 75 Land and
Chamberlain, Geo. buildings 3800 3800 196 08
B. Mrs. Christo, Louis
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Champney, James Christo, Louis Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Clapp, Forrest
buildings 1800 1800 97 88 Head 5 00
Champney, Ira Clapp, Forrest Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Champney, Ira Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 3000
Chapin, N. Isabel Exempt 1000 2000 105 00
Poll & Head Clark, Alden
Land and Head
buildings 7500 7500 374 50 Lot & unfinished
Chaput, Robert Mrs. house 2800 2800 142 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Clark, Alden Mrs.
Chase, Albert & Poll & Head 7 00
Georgia Clark, Carl Est.
Land and Land and
buildings 7000 7000 343 00 buildings 3200 3200 156 80
Chase, Albert Clark, Carl Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Chase, Albert Mrs. Clark, Harry
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Clark, Harry Mrs. Phyllis
Poll & Head 7 00 Lot and new
Cobb, Elsie house 7000 7000 361 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Coll, William
Cobb, Richard Head 5 00
& Esther Coll, William Mrs.
Lot No. 2 & new Poll & Head 7 00
house 7400 7400 381 84 Conboy, George
Cobb, Richard Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Y2 Stanton
Cobb, Richard Mrs. place 2100
Poll & Head 7 00 Meadow 25
Coburn, William Exempt 500 1625 84 62
Poll & Heiad Conboy, George Mrs.
12a land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 1000 1000 56 00 Conboy, Lawrence
Coburn, William Head
Mrs. % Stanton
Poll & Head 7 00 place 2100
Coburn, Dana Exempt 500 1600 83 40
Head 5 00 Conboy, John E.
Coburn, Dana Mrs. 75a Conboy pas-
Poll & Head 7 00 ture 150
Cole, Benjamin 2a Mountain
Poll & Head lot 10
Cottage 700 700 41 30 30a Eaton
Cole, Leslie pasture 150
Poll & He-ad 13a Puffer
Land and mowing 200
buildings 1000 1000 56 00 30a Capron lot 150
Cole, Bert Mrs. 4 cows 280 940 46 06
Poll & Head Conboy, John E.
Land and & Wm. Labelle
buildings 700 700 41 30 40a land and
Cole, Stacey buildings 3500 3500 171 50
Poll & Head Cook, Earl
Red Crow Poll & Head . 7 00
farm 19500 Cookson, Gladys
Oakman lot 150 Poll & Head 7 00
5 cows 400 Coolidge, Bertha
3144 fowl 1880 21930 1081 57 Poll & Head
Cole, Mildred Bowden place 3000 3000 161 80
Poll & Head Cornwell, Robert
Bldg. lot S.L. 375 375 25 38 Poll & Head
Cole, Elizabeth Lots 3 & 3A
Poll & Head Troy rd. 750 750 43 75
Lenois place 2500 2500 129 50 Cota, Norman J.
COleman, Herbert - Head
& Alma Land and
Bldg. lot W.S. 200 200 9 80 buildings 8500
Coleman, Herbert Exempt 1000 7500 372 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Cota, Norman J.
Coleman, Herbert Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Cota, Ralph A.
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 400 400 26 60 Lot & New
Coll, Wm. H. & house 8700 8700 433 30
Name Valu-
J
Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Cota, Ralph. A. Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Curtis, Merle
Cox, Merrill Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Cox, Merrill Mrs. buildings 2500
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 1500 78 50
Cox, Archie Curtis, Merle Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Emma Brown Curtis, Martin
cottage 200 200 14 80 Poll & Head
Cox, Archie Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6750 6750 337 75
Crosby, Wendell Curtis, Martin Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
1 cow 100 100 11 90 Curtis, Richard
Cross, Mildred Poll & Head
Poll & Head Trailer 2610
l
/z int. Cross Lots 19-20-21-22
place 2250 2250 117 25 W.P. 1000 3610 193 28
Grossman, Karl R. Curtis,
Head Richard Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4200 Curtis, Richard Jr.
Exempt 1O00 3200 170 12 Poll & Head 7 00
Crossman, Karl Curtis, Ralph
R. Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Curtis, Ralph Mrs.
Crowley, Lawrence Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Cushman, Chandler A.
Crowley, Poll & Head
Lawrence Mrs. Lot 10 and new
Poll & Head 7 00 house 8000 8000 419 80
Cummings, Richard Cuthbert, Malcolm
Poll & Head Head 5 00
6a land and Cuthbert,
buildings 1000 1000 56 00 Malcolm Mrs.
Cunningham, Francis Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Cutter, Lloyd
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 6000 6000 301 00 Land and
Cunningham, cottage 500
Francis Mrs. Carl Taylor
Poll & Head 7 00 meadow 5 505 31 75
Curry, Richard Cutter, Lloyd Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Daby, Leon
buildings 3750 Head
Store bldg. 500 Boat 100 100 9 90
Reed lot 100 Daby, Leon Mrs.
Rollins lot 200 4550 229 95 Poll & Head 7 00
Curry, Richard Mrs. Dahl, James
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Curtis, Austin Daniels, Albert A.
Poll & Head Head
3y2a land and la land and
buildings 2800 2800 144 20 buildings 4500
Curtis, Austin Mrs. Exempt 1000 3500 185 60
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax ;ind Description ation Tax
Daniels, Davis,
Albert A. Mrs. Franklin D. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Daniels, Albert J. Davis, Robert
Poll & Head 7 00 & Phylis
Daniels, William H. Keebler place
Head W.S. 5250
Towsley place 700 Exempt 1000 4250 208 25
Exempt 700 5 00 Davis, Robert
Daniels, Bert Head 5 00
Poll & Head Davis, Robert Mrs.
Thrasher Poll & Head 7 00
cottage 1300 1300 74 08 Davis, Walter P.
Daniels, Bert Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 R. Parker place
Daniels, George H. W.S. 10000
Head Exempt 1000 9000 446 00
Land and Davis,
buildings 3000 Walter P. Mrs.
Exempt 1000 2000 103 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Daniels, Davis, Oalvin
George H. Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Davis, Calvin Mrs.
Daniels, Elston Poll & Head 7 00
Head Day, Walter
Daisy Joslyn Home place 4500
cottage 300 300 19 70 24a sprout lot 100 4600 225 40
Daniels, Elston Mrs. Daymond, Margaret
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Dardani, Humbert Lot 1 and
& Lucy cottage 750
3a land and Exempt 750 5 00
buildings 8500 8500 438 60 Dean, Raymond
Dardani, Humbert Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Dean,
Dardani, Raymond Mrs.
Humbert Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Deering, Richard
David, Bernard Poll & Head
Head Land and
Lot 23 & house 3250 buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Lot A21 75 Deering,
Exempt 1000 2325 124 96 Richard Mrs.
David, Poll & Head 7 00
Bernard Mrs. deMoya, Edwin Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Davidson, Catherine deMoya, Edwin
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Davis, Alvin 4a land and
Poll & Head buildings 5250
13a land and V2 int. lots 6-14-17-
buildings 3700 3700 188 30 19 1000
Davis, Franklin D. Thompson Hill
Head land 25 6275 330 80
Land and Demnions, G. M.
buildings 4500 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3500 176 50 DeMond, Clifford A.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Head Land and
John Laplant buildings 2500
cottage 1800 Exempt 1000 1500 73 50
Exempt 1000 800 44 20 Desrosiers, Rolland
DeMond, Head 5 00
Clifford A. Mrs. Desrosiers,
Poll & Head 7 00 Rolland Mrs.
Denico, William Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Devins, Maude
buildings 4200 4200 205 80 Poll & Head
Denico, Woodrow Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 2250
Denico, Warren Exempt 1000 1250 71 50
Head Devins, William
3 sheep 30 30 6 47 Head 5 00
Denico, Warren Mrs. Devoid, Earl
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Derby, Clarence Land and
Poll & Head buildings 3000
Land and Applin cottage 2700 5700 286 30
buildings 2000 Devoid, Earl Mrs.
25a Lancey lot 100 2100 109 90 Poll & Head 7 00
Derby, Devoid, Rachael
Clarence Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Devoid, Robert R.
Derosier, Ernest Head
Poll & Head 7 00 E. Dunham
Derosier, place 7500
Ernest Mrs. Exempt 1000 6500 323 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Devoid,
DeRosier, J. Willy Robert R. Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Devoid, Howard
buildings 2000 2000 105 00 Head 5 00
DeRosier, Devoid, Howard Mrs.
J. Willy Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Dickson, Carl
DeRosier, Joseph Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
DeRosier, buildings 4950
Joseph Mrs. Exempt 2000 2950 149 55
Poll & Head 7 00 Dickson, Carl Mrs.
Deruisseau, Ernest J. Head 5 00
Head DiMeco, Richard
Lot and new Head
house 6500 Norcross house
Exempt 1000 5500 288 80 Troy rd. 4500
Deruisseau, Exempt 1000 3500 185 60
Ernest J. Mrs. DiMeco,
Poll & Head 7 00 Richard Mrs.
Deruisseau, Donald Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Dinigan, Florence
Deruisseau, Poll & Head 7 00
Donald Mrs. Dinigan, Virginia
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Desrosiers, Rolland Land and
& Fay buildings 4500 4500 239 20
Name Valu-
]
Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description | ation Tax
Dix, Morgan Dragon, Curtis
Head Head 5 00
la land and Dragon, Curtis Mrs.
buildings 4500 Poll & Head 7 00
Cottage 800 Duley, George E.
Stock in trade 300 Head
Exempt 1000 4600 242 36 Land and buildings
Dix, Morgan Mrs. Lots 2-4 8750
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 7750 404 90
Dodge, Harold Duley, George E. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Dodge, Harold Mrs. Dubois, Joseph A.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Dodge, Franklin 12a land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 4500
Dodge, Exempt 1000 3500 176 50
Franklin Mrs. Dubois,
Poll & Head 7 00 Joseph A. Mrs.
TOomirifl Frank Poll & Head 7 00i-/uiiij.iici, x x a*xi iv













N.S. 4800 Faron land 10
Bear den lot 100 9100 465 38 New garage 4000
Doody, Clifford Gas pumps 300
Poll & Head Portable mill 100 11170 554 33
Land and Dubois,
buildings 6500 6500 342 40 Joseph P. Mrs.
Doody, Clifford Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Dubois, Ovid
Doody, Raymond Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
Store bldg. buildings 6000 6000 316 60
E.S. 3000 Dubois, Ovid Mrs.
Stock in trade 1000 4000 203 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Doody, Dubois, George
Raymond Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Downing, Dorothy buildings 5700 5700 301 12
Head 5 00 Dubois, George Mrs.
Doyle, Gertrude Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Dubriel, Alexander
Y2 int. Cross Poll & Head
place 2250 Land and
Exempt 1000 1250 68 25 buildings 2500 2500 129 50
Doyle, Frederick J. Dubriel,
Head 5 00 Alexander Mrs.
Dragoon, George Poll & Head 7 00
Head Dubriel, Helen
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 2800 Dubriel, Julien
Exempt 1000 1800 93 20 Head 5 00
Dragoon, George Mrs. Dubriel, Rita
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu-
|
Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Duchesneau, Robert Dunham,
Poll & Head 7 00 Edward V. Mrs.
Duchesneau, Poll & Head 7 00
Robert Mrs. Dunn, John
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 6300 buildings 2500
Duplex house 3000 9300 462 70 38a C.I. Whitcomb
Dudley, Arthur lot 200 2700 139 30
Poll & Head 7 00 Dunn, John Mrs.
Dudley, Arthur Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Dunn, Mabel
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 6750 6750 337 75 Dunn, Francis W.
Dukett, Henry Head
Head Land and new
Land and house 7000
buildings 6750 6750 335 75 H. Goodnow
Dukett, Henry Mrs. land 400
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 6400 318 60
Dunbar, Malcolm Dunn, Francis
Head W. Mrs.
Land and buildings Poll & Head 7 00
& Greenhouse 7950 Dunn, Thomas
Stock in trade 200 Head
Exempt 1000 7150 373 94 Land and
Dunbar, buildings 6500
Malcolm Mrs. Exempt 1000 5500 274 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Dunn, Thomas Mrs.
Dunham, Ernest Poll & Head 7 00
Head Dunnell, Alton
Lot and new Head
house 9000 Land and
Bldg. lot Sawyers buildings 6000 6000 299 00
Crossing rd. 500 Dunnell, Alton Mrs.
Bldg. lot Old Eaton Poll & Head 7 00
rd. 500 Durham, John
10a land 200 10200 504 80 Poll & Head
Dunham, Ernest Mrs. Land and
POll & Head 7 00 buildings 1000 1000 56 00
Dunham, Oarroll K. Durham, John Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Cecil Whitcomb Durham, Roland
place 6750 6750 335 75 Head
Dunham Land and
Carroll K. Mrs. buildings 3000
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 2000 103 00
Dunham, Albert Durham, Roland Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Duquette, Peter
buildings 5250 5250 164 25 Mrs.
Dunham, Albert Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Dunham, Edward V. buildings 3450
Head Exempt 1000 2450 133 42
Hicken cottage Duquette, Peter
S.L. 3000 Head 5 00
Exempt 1000 2000 103 00 Duquette, Donald
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description j ation Tax
Head Ellor, Leon Mrs.
Lot 15-16 & Poll & Head
bldgs. 9000 6a land and
Exempt 1000 8000 417 80 buildings 3800 3800 193 20
Duquette, Emerson, C.L.
Donald Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Duquette, Robert buildings 2250
Head 65a Cross
Land and land 500
buildings 4500 Lots 17-19-21
Exempt 1000 3500 176 50 P.G.P 450
Duquette, 40a Bullard lot 125
Robert Mrs. Patnode bldg.
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 200
Duquette, Fred Patnode land &
Poll & Head cottage 800
Lots A19-A20 7 horses 500
& bldgs. 1200 1 cow 75
Handy lot 100 1300 74 08 2 sheep 20
Duquette, Fred Mrs. Road machin-
Poll & Head 7 00 ery 3000 7920 394 25
Earle, Dean Emerson, C.L. Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Earle, Dean Mrs. Emerson, Cleon Jr.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Earle, Evelyn Mrs. Emerson, Cleon
Poll & Head Jr. Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 3000 3000 154 00 Emery, Roger C.
Eastman, Wm. Est. Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 6675 buildings 7500 7500 374 50
SVfeia Sugar house Emery, Roger C. Mrs.
lot 150 6825 334 42 Poll & Head 7 00
Eastman, Russell Emery, Norris
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Emery, Leon
buildings 2850 2850 152 06 Poll & Head
Eastman, Stock in trade 200 200 16 80
Russell Mrs. Emery, Cordelia
Poll & Head 7 00 Home place 4500
Ellis, Nathan Gould house 1925
Head Grogan house 1925
Land and Robbins house 3600
buildings 4500 Woods house 3006
Exempt 1000 3500 176 50 Evans house 3500
Ellis, Nathan Mrs. Lafountain
Poll & Head 7 00 land 50 18500 906 50
Ellis, Earl J. Emmonds, Paul
& Irene Head
Dart place Lot 4 and
W.S. 6000 buildings 6000 6000 314 60
Exempt 1000 5000 245 00 Emmonds, Paul Mrs.
Ellis, Earl Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 English, Edward
Ellis, Earl Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
buildings 13000 13000 677 80 Head
English, Edward Mrs 3a land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 8250 8250 409 25
Eriekson, Harry Faulkner,
Head Gilbert Mrs.
30a Bolles Poll & Head 7 00
palce W.S. 6500 Faulkner, Jason
Exempt 1000 5500 274 50 Poll & Head 7 00
Erickson, Harry Mrs. Faulkner, Jason Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Evans, William Bldg. lot W.S. 50 50 9 45
Head Faulkner, Francis
Trailer 747 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 747 5 00 Faulkner,
Evans, Winona M.D.
William Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Bldg. lot W.S. 50 50 9 45
Fairbanks, George Faulkner, Lester
& Bertha Head
Land and Land and
buildings 6750 6750 330 75 buildings 6000
Fairhurst, Thomas P. 70a Faulkner
Poll & Head lot 150
Land and 12a Faulkner
buildings 4000 4000 203 00 lot 25 6175 307 58
Fairhurst, Faulkner,
Thomas F. Mrs. Lester Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Farnum, William Faulkner, Elwin
Head Head
Land and Alden Clark
buildings 6750 place 6750
Exempt 1000 5750 286 75 Exempt 1000 5750 286 75
Farnum, William Mrs Faulkner,
Poll & Head 7 00 Elwin Mrs.
Farnum, Donald Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Faulkner, John C. Jr.
Farnum, Donald Mirs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Faulkner, John C.
Fassett, Warren Jr. Mrs.
75a land and Poll & Head
buildings 3000 3000 147 00 Land and
Faulkner, Beatrice buildings 5250
Poll & Head Exempt 1000 4250 215 25
Land and Faulkner, John
buildings 700 C. 3rd
1 cow 50 750 43 75 Head 5 00
Faulkner, Olive Faulkner, John C.
Land and 3rd Mrs.
camp 200 200 9 80 Poll & Head 7 00
Faulkner, Richard Ferguson, Winston
Poll & Head Poll & Head
19a land and Land and
buildings 2200 2200 114 80 buildings 25000 25000 1232 00
Faulkner, Ferguson,
Richard Mrs. Winston Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Faulkner, Gilbert Fifield, Carrol
Name Valu- Total Name Valu-
|
Total
and Description ation Tax and Descriptioi ation Tax
& Lena Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 5000 5000 258 00 buildings 3000 3000 154 00
Fifield, Carrol Flanders, Harry Mrs
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Fifield, Carrol Mrs. Flanders, Leslie
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Fish, Reginald Land and
Poll & Head buildings 7800 7800 389 20
Land and Flanders, Leslie Mrs
buildings 2250 2250 123 10 Poll & Head 7 00
Fish, Reginald Mrs. Flanders, Philip P.
Poll & Head 7 00 & Hilda K.
Fish, Leonard Land and
Head buildings 4500
Land and Exempt 1000 3500 180 60
buildings 3000 Flanders, Philip
2 horses 150 Head 5 00
Exempt 1000 2150 110 35 Flanders,
Fish, Leonard Mrs. Philip Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Fisher, Paul Flanders, Philip























1000 4500 237 20
Fisher, Clifford Est. 7 00
Lenois barn 400 400 19 60 Fletcher, Odna
Fitch, Herbert Poll & Head
Head Land and
Land and buildings 9750
buildings 9000 Beldiing
Exempt 1000 8000 412 80 meadow 500 10250 509 25
Fitch, Herbert Mrs. Fletcher, Charles
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Fitzgerald, Laura G. Foote, Robert
5/24 int. Home Poll & Head 7 00
place 750 750 36 75 Foote, Robert Mrs.
Fitzgerald, Dora Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head- Fontain, Edward
13/24 int. Home Head
place 1950 Land and
Post Office buildings 2600
bldg. 4000 Exempt 1000 1600 83 40
Stock in trade 500 6450 323 05 Fontain, Edward
Fitzgerald, Vincent Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4350 Forest, Edward
Exempt 1000 3350 164 15 Head
Fitzgerald, Land and
Vincent Mrs. buildings 3750
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 2750 139 75
Flanders, Harry Forest, Edward Mrs.
Name Valu- I Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Mills and
Forest, Charles machinery 2500
& Janet Stock in trade 750 3250 159 25
Blettien Frazier, Laurie
place 4500 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3500 171 50 Frazier, Leonard
Forest, Charles Head 5 00
Head 5 00 Frazier,
Forest, Charles Mrs. Leonard Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Ford, Merle G. Frazier, Philis
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Ford, Merle G. Mrs. Fraser, Howard
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Forsythe, Fred Est. Geo. Goyette
Perham land 225 225 11 02 place 7500 7500 374 50
Forsythe, Fred Mrs. Fraser, Howard Mrs
Land andi Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4200 4200 205 80 Fraser, Leslie
Foster, Leslie Poll & Head
Head 5 00 Land and
Fournier, Leo buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Head Fraser, Leslie Mrs.
Bldg. lot W.S. 300 300 19 70 Poll & Head 7 00
Fournier, Leo Mrs. Fred, Walter
Poll & Head 7 00 & Ellen
Frazier, Alfred Land and
Poll & Head buildings 300C 3000 147 00
Land and Fred, Walter
buildings 3000 3000 154 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Frazier, Alfred Mrs. Fred, Walter Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Frazier, Richard Freeman, Henry
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Freeman, Henry Mrs
buildings 3000 Poll & Head
Mills and Land and
machinery 2000 buildings 400C 4000 203 00
Stock in trade 1600 Freihofer, Charles
Exempt 3000 3600 181 40 Poll & Head
Frazier, Richard Mrs Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 400C
Frazier, Alan Lot Troy rd. 300 4300 217 70
Poll & Head Freihofer,
Land and Charles Mrs.
buildings 1000 1000 56 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Frazier, Alan Mrs. Freihofer, Dale
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Frazier, Charles H. Perry
Head cottage 300C
90a Home 2y2 a land and
place 6000 camp 10C
100a Buliard Exempt 100C 2100 107 90
lot 200 Freihofer, Dale Mrs.
76a Stanley lot 150 6350 316 15 Poll & Head 7 00
Frazier, Charles Mrs . French, Arthur
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Frazier Furniture Co French, Arthur Mrs.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head Gile, Kenneth E. Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 6000 6000 316 60 Giard, Robert
Frieze, Fred Mrs. Head
Land and Lot and new
buildings 5700 5700 279 30 house 7500
Frieze, Gus Exempt 1000 6500 323 50
Land and Giard, Robert Mrs.
buildings 3500 3500 171 50 Poll & Head 7 00
Fulford, Archie Gleason, Julian
4a Maslen lot 25 Poll & Head 7 00
20a Walter Talbot Gleason, Julian Mrs.
lot 20 45 2 21 Poll & Head 7 00
Fulford, Archie Mrs. Golden Rod Grange
Foil & Head 7 00 Grange Hall 1500 1500 73 50
Fulford, Clarence Gomarlo, Joe
Head Land and
Carl O'Brien buildings 6750
place E.S. 4500 4500 225 50 1 horse 25 6775 331 97
Fulford, Clarence Gomarlo, Joe Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Gomarlo, Stanley
Gale, Charles T. Poll & Head
Head Home place 5700
Land and Plummer
buildings 6300 house 2550
Exempt 1000 5300 264 70 Jefts cottage 500
Gale, Charles T. Mrs. Mulligan
Poll & Head 7 00 cottage 100
Ganley, J. D. George Worth
Poll & Head cottage 100
Land and Charles Curtis
buildings 5250 5250 264 25 house 3500
Ganley, J. D. Mrs. 12a Holbrook
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 50
Garfield, Ada Dunn lot 25
Poll & Head Cottage S.L. 5200
Fred Gerald 4a Bemis lot 10
place 750 750 43 75 Robbins place 2500
Garnett, Nellie Stock in
Poll & Head trade 22000 42235 2076 52
Jary place 1300 1300 70 70 Gomarlo, Stanley Mrs.
Gemmell, Jackson Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Goodale, Robert
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3450 3450 185 02 Jennie Goodale
Gemmell, place 6000 6000 301 00
Jickson Mrs. Goodale, Robert Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Getty, Earle Goodale, Richard
Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 6250 buildings 5800
Exempt 1000 5250 262 25 Exempt 1000 4800 240 20
Getty, Earle Mrs. Goodale,
Poll & Head 7 00 Richard Mrs.
Gile, Kenneth E. Poll & Head 7 00



















































































































































Bldg. lot 600 8850
























Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Cottage 1800
Grandin, Norman Baker place 2000
Head 2a land 25 6025 295 23
Land and Grover, Reginald
buildings 4200 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 3200 170 12 Land and
Grandin, Norman Mrs. buildings 4000
Poll & Head 7 00 3a Metcalf
Grant, Linwood land 200 4200 212 80
Head Grover,
Land and Reginald Mrs.
buildings 4000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3000 159 80 Grover, Robert
Grant, Linwood Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Grant, George buildings 3000
Poll & Head 7 00 Score bldg. 3000
Grant, George Mrs. Mills and
Poll & Head machinery 250
Land and Stock in trade 600 6850 342 65
buildings 7500 7500 374 50 Grover, Robert Mrs.
Graves, Carson Poll & Head 7 00
Head Grover, Robert
Land and & Louis
buildings 2500 15 a Faulkner
Exempt 1000 1500 82 40 land 100 100 4 90
Graves, Carson Mrs. Guilbeault, Ernest
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Greene, James Land and
Poll & Head buildings 6000 6000 299 00
Land and Guilbeault,
buildings 2700 2700 146 32 Ernest Mrs.
Greene, James Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Guillow, Chester R.
Greene, George H. Head
Head Land and
Holbrook place buildings 6750
Westport 3000 Stock in trade 700
1 cow 75 3075 155 67 Exempt 1000 6450 321 05
Greene, George H. Mrs. Guillow,
Poll & Head 7 00 Chester R. Mrs.
Gregory, John Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Guillow, Chester K.
Griffen, Jean Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6000 6000 294 00
Grover, Edwin Guyette, Donald
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 4500 buildings 3500 3500 178 50
Cottage 1000 Guyette, Donald. Mrs
Sprague lot 50 5550 278 95 Poll & Head 7 00
Grover, Edwin Mrs. Guyette, Olivene
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Grover, Louis Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 2250 2250 117 25
Grover, Louis Guyette, Richard






and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Land and Hagar, Arthur Mrs.
buildings 4000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3000 152 00 Hale, Edwin
Guyette, Head 5 00
Richard Mrs. Hale, Edwin Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Guyette, Wayne A. Land and
Poll & Head buildings 5250
Land and 25a y2 int. W.
buildings 2000 2000 110 20 Ballou lot 75
Guyette, 23a Carpenter
Wayne A. Mrs. lot 50
Poll & Head 7 00 1 horse 50
Guyette, Bernard 9 cows 810
Poll & Head 5 neat stock 375 6610 330 89
5a land and Hale, Edwin
buildings 500 & Willard
School house 40a Lewis
lot 10 510 31 99 farm 2100 2100 102 90
Guyette, Hale, Willard
Bernard Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Ballou lot 650
Guyette, Dexter 4a Talbot lot 25
Head 5 00 V2 W. Ballou
Guyette, Dexter Mrs. lot 75
Poll & Head 7 00 la Pine lot 25 775 42 98
Guymond, Alfred Hale, John D.
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Bldg. lot W.S. 100 100 11 90 Land and
Guymond, buildings 3100 3100 158 90
Alfred Mrs. Hale, John D. .Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Hackler, J. M. Haley, Irene
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Handy land 500 Hall, Carl
11 cows 1375 Poll & Head 7 00
2 neat stock 200 2075 108 67 Hall, Vera M.
Hackler, Myrtie S. Poll & Head
Poll & Head Home place 2250
134a land and Safford
buildings 9000 9000 448 00 cottage 1000
Hackler, H. Leroy Underwood lot
Head & bldgs. 750
77a land and Small cottage 1000 5000 265 00
buildings 3500 Hall, Martin
1 cow 100 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 2600 132 40 Hall, Martin Mrs.
Hackler, H. Poll & Head 7 00
Leroy Mrs. Hamel, Darius
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Hagar, Arthur Hamel, Eva M.
& Lura Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 5250 buildings 3000 3000 161 80
Exempt 1000 4250 208 25 Hammond, Arthur
Hagar, Arthur Head












































































































































4 lots & bldgs.
























9750 9750 484 75
190 75
7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu-
]
Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
S.L. rd. 1000 1000 56 00 Large Lodge 5250
Hodder, John Mrs. Tennis Cts. &
Poll & Head 7 00 horse barns 1800
Holbrook, Leonard Whitcomb
Poll & Head land 2000
Land and Mills & Machin-
buildings 4950 ery 180000
16a Collier lot 40 Stock in
75a Stratton trade 171000 415800 20374 20
lot 200 5190 261 31 Hood, Nettie Mrs.
Holbrook, Poll & Head
Leonard Mrs , Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 5250 5250 264 25
Holbrook, Bertha Hood, Allan
Land and Head
buildings 3200 3200 156 80 2y2a land and
Holland, Eugene camp 450
Head 5 00 Strathern cot-
Holmes, Horace W. tage W.P. 2800
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 2250 119 93
Holmes, Horace Hood, Allan Mrs.
W. Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Houghton, Jerome
Holman, Ralph B. Head
Head Land and
Lot and new buildings 4050
house 8500 Exempt 1000 3050 162 38
Bldg. lot Houghton,
(Dunhams) 600 9100 450 90 Jerome Mrs.
Holman, Ralph Poll & Head 7 00
B. Mrs. Houle, Frank
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Holt, Annie Town place
& Mildred E.S. 2000 2000 105 00
Land and Houle, Frank Mrs.
buildings 9000 9000 441 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Holton, Charles Houle, Reginald
& Sadie Head 5 00
Land and Houle, Reginald Mrs.
buildings 3800 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 2800 137 20 Howard, Maurice
Holton, Charles Mrs Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Homestead Woolen buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Mills Inc. Howard,
Office bldg. & Maurice Mrs.
Service Sta. L5000 Poll & Head 7 00
Peabody Howard, Norman
house 6000 Poll & Head
B&M store Land and
house 600 buildings 6500 6500 342 40
A.A. Whitcomb Howard,
house 5000 Norman Mrs.
Cottage 1 8200 Poll & Head 7 00
Cottage 2 :L2000 Howard, Elwin
Cottage 3 7000 Poll & Head
Small cottage 1950 Land and
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- 1 Total




and Description ation ] Tax
buildings 3300 Exempt 3000 5 00
Howard, Malcolm M. Hunt, Edwin Mrs.
& Claudia R. Poll & Head 7 00
Ted Richardson Hurd, Albert
place 6800 & Vera
Exempt 1000 5800 284 20 130a Crouch
Howard, Malcolm M. place 4200
Head 5 00 100a Charles
Howard, Crouch place 400
Malcolm M. Mrs. 10a Dan Hill
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 30
Hubbard, Leroy 60a Patnode
Poll & Head land 700
Land and 16 cows 1440
buildings 4500 3 neat stock 270 7040 344 96
New house 90 per Hurd, Albert
cent finished 4000 8500 445 60 Poll & Head 7 00
Hubbard, Leroy Mrs. Hurd, Albert Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Hudson, Ernest Hurd, Arno
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 4200 buildings 4000
Stock in trade 100 4300 217 70 Delia Miller
Hudson, Ernest Mrs. lot 300 4300 217 70
Poll & Head 7 00 Hurd, Arno Mrs.
Hudson, Richard Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Hurd, David
buildings 4500 4500 220 50 Head
Hudson, iy2a bldg lot
Richard Mrs. & cellar 700 700 39 30
Poll & Head 7 00 Hurd, David1 Mrs.
Huggins, Thomas H. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Ingham, Edith
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 4500 Lot 39-40 and
Exempt 1000 3500 176 50 buildings 7800 7800 406 75
Huggins, Thomas Ingram, Delbert C.
H. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Derosier place
Hughes, James W.S. 4050 4050 205 45
Head Ingram, Delbert
Land and C. Mrs.
buildings 4500 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3500 176 50 Ingram, Linwood
Hughes, James Mrs. & Dorothy
Poll & Head 7 00 Lot and new
Huntly, Elliott house 6500
Head Exempt 1000 5500 269 50
Land and Ingram, Linwood
buildings 6500 Head 5 00
Exempt 1000 5500 288 80 Ingram, Linwood Mrs.
Huntly, Elliott Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Ingram, Ray
Hunt, Edwin Head 5 00
Head Jackson, Reginald L.
Land and Head 5 00
buildings 3000 James, George E.
Name Valu- Total Name I Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Head Exempt 1000 3200 161 80
Land and Jenks, Edward Mrs.
buildings 2250 Pell & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 1250 66 25 Jewett, Prank
James. George E. Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Brink place
Jardine, Bernard E.S. 4500
Head 5 00 Exempt 1000 3500 176 50
Jardine, Jewett, Frank Mrs.
Bernard Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Johnson, Henry
Jardine, David C. Poll & Head
Head Land and
Land and buildings 6000
buildings 4000 1 horse 75
Exempt 1000 3000 152 00 12 cows 1320
Jardine, David C. Mrs 2 neat stock 200
Poll & Head 7 00 1117 fowl 670 8265 411 98
Jardine, Victor Johnson, Henry Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Johnson, Norris
buildings 4350 4350 220 15 Head 5 00
Jardine, Victor Mrs. Johnson, Walter
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Jarvis, Herbert Johnson, Walter Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Jones, Carroll
buildings 11500 Poll & Head
Goodnow land 300 Land and
Bldg. lot buildings 15000 15000 742 00
Eaton rd. 300 Jones, Carroll Mrs.
Machinery 2500 14600 722 40 Poll & Head 7 00
Jarvis, Herbert Mrs. Jones, Stuart
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Jarvis, Ralph A. Lot 3 & bldg. 8000
Head Exempt 1000 7000 366 20
Land and Jones, Stuart Mrs.
buildings 1950 1950 100 55 Poll & Head 7 00
Jarvis, Ralph Joslyn, Daisy
A. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Jefts, Carl buildings 1000
Head New house 1500 2500 129 50
Land and Joslyn, Edmond
buildings 1500 1500 78 50 Poll & Head
Jefts, Carl Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 1000 1000 56 00
Jefts, Russell Joslyn, Edmond Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Joslyn, Howard
buildings 4000 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 3000 152 00 Land and
Jefts, Russell Mrs. buildings 750 750 43 75
Poll & Head 7 00 Joslyn, Howard Mrs.
Jenks, Edward Poll & Head 7 00
Head Joslyn, Webster
la land and Head
buildings 4200 Land and
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation 1 lax and Description ation Tax
buildings 500 i and and
Exempt 500 5 00 buildings 3000 3000 154 00
Joslyn, Webster Mrs. :ppi, Waino Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Joslyn, Ervin Keating, Richard
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Joslyn, Ervin Mrs. Keating, Richard Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Joslyn, Clarence Keip, Karl
Land & camp 100 100 4 90 Poll & Head
John, Robert Trailer 2100 2100 109 90
Head Keip, Karl Mrs.
Lot 1 and new Poll & Head 7 00
house 7800 Keith, M.M. Est.
Exempt 1000 6800 355 88 Land and
John, Robert Mrs. buildings 3900 3900 201 24
Poll & Head 7 00 Keith, Charles
Juniper, Charles J. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Kelley, Carl
Land and Head
buildings 2550 Land and
Exempt 1000 1550 84 98 buildings 3000
Juniper, Charles Exempt 1000 2000 108 20
J. Mrs. Kelley, Carl Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Kapiloff, Edward Kelley, Sophie
Head Poll & Head 7 00
V2 int. "Nest-to- Kelley, Robert
You" farm 3750 Head 5 00
6a Dinerstein Kellogg, Fred
land 200 Head 5 00
1 sheep 10 Kellogg, Fred Mrs.
Exempt 1000 2960 150 04 Poll & Head 7 00
Kapiloff, Edward Mrs. Kendall, Kenneth
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Kapiloff, Lawrence Land and
Head buildings 4000
Land and Exempt 1000 3000 159 80
buildings 3000 Kendall, Kenneth Mrs.
y2 int. "Nest-to- Poll & Head 7 00
You" farm 3750 Kendall, James
Exempt 1000 5750 301 70 Head 5 00
Kapiloff, Kendall, James Mrs.
Lawrence Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Kendall, Harold
Kapiloff, Max Head
Head 5 00 Land and
Kapiloff, Max Mrs. buildings 7500
Poll & Head 7 00 142a Forbush
Karr, Reginald lot 400
Poll & Head 6a Carrie Whit-
Lot and new comb lot 500 8400 416 60
house 4000 4000 203 00 Kendall, Harold Mrs.
Karr, Reginald Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Kendrick, Florence
Kauppi, Waino Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
buildings 6500 Robert Parent
la bldg. lot 300 6800 340 20 place E.S. 3300
Kennedy, George L. Exempt 1000 2300 117 70
Poll & Head 7 00 Kervella, Louis
Kennedy, Geo. L. Mrs. E. Jr. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Kennedy, Robert L. Kremen, Wm.
Poll & Head 7 00 & Helen
Kennedy, Lot 8 and new
Robert L. Mrs. house 8200
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 7200 371 52
Kennedy, Geo. L. Kremen, William
& Robert A. Head 5 00
Land and Kremen, William Mrs.
buildings 4500 4500 220 50 Poll & Head 7 00
Kennedy, Mary C. King, Carroll
Poll & Head & Lorraine
Lot 18 and oamp Land and
W.P. 1500 1500 84 40 buildings 6500
Kenney, Harlan Exempt 1000 5500 269 50
Head King, Carroll
Land and Head 5 00
buildings 6000 6000 299 00 King, Carroll Mrs.
Kenney, Harlan Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Kingsbury, Earl
Kenney, Chester Head
Head Addie Whitcomb
26a Wilcox lot 60 60 7 94 place 4500
Kenney, Rose Exempt 1000 3500 176 50
Poll & Head Kingsbury, Earl Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 3000 3000 154 00 Knapp, Kenneth R.
Kenney, Mary Head
Land and F. Handy
buildings 2250 place 7500
Cottage 1500 4 horses 300
Garage 300 Exempt 1000 6800 338 20
Bldg. lot 300 Knapp, Kenneth
Lots 13-14-27 R. Mrs.
S.L.H. 300 4650 227 85 Poll & Head 7 00
Kenney, Harry Knight, Carl H.
Head Head
30a Geo. Adams Lot 68 and bldgs.
farm 4000 P.G.P. 3000 3000 159 80
11 sheep 110 4110 206 39 Knight, Carl H. Mrs.
Kenney, Harry Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Knight, Nathan
Kent, Harry S. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Kershaw, Joseph buildings 8000 8000 399 00
Head Knight, Nathan Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4500 4500 237 20 Knight, Roland
Kershaw, Joseph Mrs Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Knight, Roland Mrs.
Kervella, Louis E. Jr. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Knowlton, Alfred
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Head 5 00 Laffond, Fred
Knowlton, Alfred Mrs . Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Kominicky, Stephen buildings 450
Head 2 sheep 20 470 30 03
Land and Laffond, Fred Mrs.
buildings 5500 5500 288 80 Poll & Head 7 00
Kominicky, Lafountain, Arthur G.
Stephen Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Kononan, John buildings 1500 1500 80 50
& Caire Lagimoniere, Albert
Lot and new & Lena
house 5500 5500 283 80 Land and
Kononan, John cabins W.P. 6000 6000 309 60
Poll & Head 7 00 Lagimoniere, Albert
Kononan, John Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Lagimoniere,
Kossakoski, Harry Albert Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Lambert, Wilfred
buildings 7000 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 6000 314 60 Land and
Kossakoski, buildings 1200 1200 65 80
Harry Mrs. Lambert, Wilfred Mrs
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Krippendorf, Louis Lambert, Bernard
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Lambert, Wilfred E.
buildings 6000 Head 5 00
113a Phillips Lambert,
lot 250 6250 313 25 Wilfred E. Mrs.
Krippendorf, Poll & Head 7 00
Louis Mrs. Lambert, Francis
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Kyllonen, Viljo Lamothe, Roger
Head & Beverly
Land and Land and
buildings 6000 buildings 2400
Exempt 1000 5000 263 00 Exempt 1000 1400 68 60
Kyllonen, Viljo Mrs. Lamothe, Roger
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Labelle, William Lamothe, Roger Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
5 cows 350 350 24 15 Lamere, John
Labelle, William Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Lamere, John Mrs.
Ladam, Richard Poll & Head
Head Land & camp 150 150 14 35
Land and Lancey, Charles
buildings 5300 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 4300 215 70 Lancey, Charles Mrs.
Ladam, Richard Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Landers, Edwin
Laffond, James Mrs. Head
Land and Land and
buildings 5400 5400 264 60 buildings 3900
Name Valu- Total Name FValu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ] ation Tax
Exempt 1000 2900 154 64 land 25
Landers, Edwin Mrs. 49a Wright
Poll & Head 7 00 land 100
Landry, Arthur 30a Fuller land 60
& Luella 16a Stone land 30
Land and; J. Allen lot 100
buildings 6450 6450 332 82 150a Ward lot 200
Landry, Arthur 20a Hildreth
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 50 7515 373 23
Landry, Arthur Mrs. Lane, Raymond Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Lane, Zora Lane, Caryl
Land and Head
buildings 7500 7500 367 50 Lynch cottage
Lane, Chester E. and lot 150 150 12 35
4a land and Lane, Caryl Mrs.
buildings 3750 3750 183 75 Poll & Head 7 00
Lane, Howard Lane, C. L. Co.
& Blanche 95a Nancy Hale
Land and lot 200
buildings 1200 98a Murphy lot 200
Exempt 1000 200 9 80 30a Holbrook
Lane, Howard lot 60
Head 5 00 85a Wilcox lot 500
Lane, Howard Mrs. 110a Belding-Ware
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 225
Lane, Kenneth P. 12a F. Ballou
Poll & Head lot 30
Bldg. lot 200 40a Bullard lot 80
Josephine Lane 26a Streeter lot 100
house 1500 1700 90 30 20a L. Stone
Lane, Kenneth lot 45
P. Mrs. 66a Reed-Hale
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 200
Lane, Lyman 58a Henry Taylor
26a part Shoddy lot 100
land 25 25 1 23 12a Ross Whitcomb
Lane, William lot 25
Head 24a Williams
Shoddy place 4500 lot 50
Exempt 1000 3500 176 50 100a Holbrook
Lane, William Mrs. lot 200
Poll & Head 7 00 20a Carolyn Taft
Lane, Richard lot 20
Head 25a Whitcomb Lane
Land and lot 110
buildings 4500 248a Oliver Hill
Exempt 1000 3500 185 60 lot 500
Lane, Richard Mrs. 219 Bald Hill
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 300
Lane, Raymond 1440a Troy Hill
Head lot 2500
Land and 19a Ramsdell-
buildings 6750 Wetmore lot 25
64a Shoddy 57a Williams-Colony
land 200 lot 150
12a Sprout 110a Hamblett
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax aiid Description ation Tax
lot 110 Lavigne, Randolph
40a Keene Forestry Head
lot 100 Overlan-Percival
31a Dickinson house 5250
lot 35 Lot & cottage 3750
la Perry lot 5 Exempt 1000 8000 417 80
14a Gravel bank Livigne,
lot 300 Randolph Mrs.
Brick house 4050 Poll & Head 7 00
Office bldg. 4050 Lavigne, Joseph
Boarding & Marie
house 2000 Tedford place
Cottage 1200 W.P. 2000 2000 98 00
2 storehouses 1400 Lavigne, Joseph
Mills & machin- Poll & Head 7 00
ery 1200 Lavigne, Joseph Mrs.
Stock in trade 8700 28770 1409 73 Poll & Head 7 00
Lang, Dorothy Lavigne, Paul
He:;d Head 5 00






















buildings 25 Poll & Head 7 00
Bailey lot 100 125 6 13 Lazott, Raymond
Laplant, John R. & Grace
Head Rogers house
Land and new N.S. 6500
house 5500 Exempt 1000 5500 283 80
Exempt 1000 4500 225 50 Lazott, Raymond
Laplant, John R. Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Lazott, Raymond Mrs.
Laplant, Frank Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Lazzaro, Antonio
Laplant, Frank Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Laplint, Ralph Jr. buildings 4000 4000 203 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Lazzaro, Antonio Mrs.
Lapoint, Inez Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Lazzaro, Alderico
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 1000 Lot and unfinished
Cottage 300 1300 74 08 house 3700
Lavigne, John' Lot and house
& Ruth Troy rd. 5500 9200 481 72
Land and Lazzaro,
buildings 8000 Alderico Mrs.
Exempt 1000 7000 361 20 Poll & Head 7 00
Lavigne, John Leach, Herbert
Head 5 00 Head 5 00
Lavigne, John Mrs. Leach, Gertrude
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Name Valu-
]
Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation
] Tax and Description ation Tax
Lots 62 & 64 and Leslie, Margaret
new house 5500 5500 290 80 Head
LeClair, Richard Land and
Head buildings 6300
Land and Exempt 1000 5300 264 70
buildings 4500 Leslie, Ronald
Exempt 1000 3500 185 60 Poll & Head 7 00
LeClair, Richard Mrs Leslie, Arnold V.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Lees, Chester C. Leville, Anthony
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 6750 6750 355 30 buildings 5250 5250 264 25
Lees, Chester C. Mrs Leville, Anthony Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Lefebre, Oliver Leville, Roland
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Home place 1000 Lewis, Pred
Richard Whitney Poll & Head 7 00
place 1000 2000 105 00 Lewis, Harold
Lefebre, Oliver Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 10a land and
Lefebre, Robert buildings 3500 3500 178 50
Head 5 00 Lewis, Harold Mrs.
Legere, Emile Poll & Head 7 00
Head Lewis. Winthrope Sr.
Lot and new Poll & Head
house 8500 Land and
Exempt 1000 7500 372 50 buildings 6000 6000 316 60
Legere, Emile Mrs. Lewis, Winthrope
Poll & Head 7 00 Sr. Mrs.
Lemeriux, Edmond Poll & Head 7 00
Head Lewis, Winthrope Jr.
Land and Head
cottage 650 650 36 85 2 lots & bldgs. 6200
Lemeriux, Ed- Exempt 1000 5200 273 32
mond Mrs. Lewis, Winthrope
Poll & Head 7 00 Jr. Mrs.
Leonard, Clesson Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Lewis, Robert
Land and & Sylvia
buildings 4500 4500 227 50 5y2a and unfinished
Leonard, Clesson Mrs house 2200 2200 113 52
Poll & Head 7 00 Lewis, Robert
Leonard, Shirley Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Lewis, Robert Mrs.
Leonard, Virginia Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Lind, Ernest
Leonard, Willard Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Leonard, Ray Mrs. buildings 3150
Land and 60a Cross
buildings 3750 pasture 100
Bldg. lot 300 4050 198 45 Snow lot 100 3350 171 15
Leroux, Richard Lind, Ernest Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Leroux, Richard Mrs. Lindberg, H. Richard
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4900 Lounder, Harold Mrs.
Exempt 1000 3900 196 10 Poll & Head 7 00
Lindberg, H. Lowell, Carl
Richard Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 1900 1900 98 04
Linna Veikko Lower, Clyde
Head Poll & Head
Marshall house Land and build-
Troy rd. 5550 ings S.C. 5250
Exempt 1000 4550 227 95 Land and buildings
Linna, Veikko Mrs. Troy rd. 4500 9750 496 45
Poll & Head 7 00 Lower, Clyde Mrs.
Little, Joseph Poll & Head 7 00
Head Lysitt, William Mrs.%a land and Land and
buildings 3750 buildings 4200 4200 205 80Exempt 1000 2750 139 75 Macarthy, Earl
Little, Joseph Mrs. Poll & Head



































Locke, Kenneth MacFarlane, Donald
Poll & Head Head 5 00









4200 205 80 buildings 3900
MacLennon, Neil Mrs.
3900 198 10
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Madden, John
buildings 10500 10500 548 80 Poll & Head
Loos, Leon Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 5500
Lorandeau, Charles Bogue lot 300 5800 291 20
Poll & Head Madden, John' Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 2500 2500 136 00 Madden, Edgar
Loranger, Wilmer Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Loranger, Wilmer Mrs buildings 6500 6500 323 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Madden, Edgar Mrs.
Lorette, Joseph Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Madden, Owen
Lorette, Joseph Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and unfinished
Lounder, Harold house 3000 3000 152 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation
|
Tax and Description ation Tax
Madden, Ov/en Mrs. Exempt 1000 5750 286 75
Poll & Head 7 00 Martin, Elwin
M n dden, Milan B. Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Lot and unfinished Martin, Leslie
house 7000 7000 350 00 Head
Madden, Milan Mrs. Lot & unfinished
Poll & Head 7 00 house 3300 3300 166 70
Madore, Robert Martin, Leslie Mrs.
& Pauline Poll & Head 7 00
Lot 3 & bldgs. 6800 6800 233 20 Martin, Reginald
Madore, Robert Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Martin,
Madore, Robert Mrs. Reginald Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Madore, Florian Martin, Foster Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Bertha Peterson Martin, Foster
cottage 1800 1800 97 88 Poll & Head
Madore, Florian Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 8000
Manning, Harry Bldg. lot Base
Head 5 00 Hill rd. 100
Manning, Harry Mrs. Legion lot Eaton
Head 5 00 rd. 500 8600 428 40
Manning, Frederick W. Martin, Bert
Poll & Head Head 5 00
Orcut cabins 5250 Martin, Bert Mrs.
Lot D 100 5350 283 06 Poll & Head 7 00
Marnell, James Martin, Herbert
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Lot & camp 100 100 9 90 Martin, Herbert Mrs.
Marsh, George Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Mariaschin, Saul
1 horse 75 75 10 67 Poll & Head
Marsh, George Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 8000 8000 419 80
Martell, Edward Mariaschin, Saul Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Marshalla, Augustine
buildings 6450 6450 339 82 J. & Phyllis
Martell, Edward Mrs Lot and new
Poll & Head 7 00 house 8500 8500 416 50
Martin, Myrtie Marshalla, Augustine
5a land and Head 5 00
buildings 1500 Marshalla,
1 cow 80 1580 77 42 Phyllis Mrs.
Martin, Harold Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Mason, Richard
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3700 3700 188 30 Roger Talbot
Martin, Harold Mrs. cottage 1500
Poll & Head 7 00 Bldg. lot W.P. 50 1550 86 98
Martin, Elwin B. Mason, Richard Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Mason, Mary
buildings 6750 Cottage S.L. 2250 2250 110 25
Name Valu-
|
Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Mason, Archie Head
Poll & Head Land and
Trailer 1830 1830 101 43 buildings 3450
Mason, Archie Mrs. Exempt 1000 2450 125 05
Poll & Head 7 00 McCullough,
Maslen, Charles H. Charles Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
128a Holbrook McClenning, Donald
farm 4500 Head
40a Atkinson Lot, and new
lot 100 4600 232 40 house 6500
Maslen, Charles Exempt 1000 5500 274 50
H. Mrs. McClenning,
Poll & Head 7 00 Donald Mrs.
Mattingly, Leonard Poll & Head 7 00
Head McKnight, Frank
3.6a land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4950 Mcintosh, Lachlan
Exempt 1000 3950 198 55 Head 5 00
Mattingly, Mcintosh,
Leonard Mrs. Lachlan Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Mattson, Arne McLellan, William
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
J. Ward house McLellan,
Wport 3000 3000 154 00 William Mrs.
Mattson, Arne Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 McLellan, Hugh
Maxfield, Kenneth Poll & Head
Poll & Head Bldg. lot 50 50 9 45
Land and McLellan, Hugh Mrs.
buildings 4200 4200 212 80 Poll & Head 7 00
Maxfield, MeShinsky, Robert
Kenneth Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Maxfield, Kenneth A. buildings 2100 2100 107 90
Poll & Head 7 00 McShinsky,
Maynard, Harrison Robert Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and McWha, Gertrude
buildings 5250 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 4250 213 25 Meade, Charles J.
Maynard, Poll & Head
Harrison Mrs. Land and unfinished
Poll & Head 7 00 house 3500 3500 187 60
McClure, Alfred J. Meade, Charles J. Mrs
Head Poll & Head 7 00
75a land and Megenis, Philip
buildings 5000 Poll & Head
3 horses 225 Land & unfinished
1 cow 110 house 3000 3000 154 00
216 fowl 130 Megenis, Philip Mrs.
Exempt 1000 4465 223 79 Poll & Head 7 00
McClure, Alfred Melvin, Frederick
J. Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 McKinstry
McCullough, Charles place 4500
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation Tax
Exempt 1000 3500 185 60 Miller, Charles H.
Melvin, William Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Bldg. lot 500
Melvin, William Mrs. Trailer 2000 2500 129 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Miller, Charles
Metcalf, Ernest H. Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Miller, Guy
buildings 6750 6750 355 30 & Florence
Metoalf, Ernest Mrs. Home place and
Poll & Head 7 00 Heins land 3050
Metivier, Neil J. New house 5250
Head 20a meadow 900
Land and Bldg. lot 300
buildings 3300 Exempt 1000 8500 416 50
Exempt 1000 2300 117 70 Miller, Guy
Metivier, Neil J. Mrs Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Miller, Guy Mrs.
Mexcur, George L. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Miller, Leo J.
20a land and Poll & Head
buildings 4500 Land and
Pine Acres buildings 3000 3000 154 00
Mobile Ot. 1200 5700 286 30 Miller, Leo J. Mrs.
Mexcur, George L. Poll & Head 7 00
Trailers Miller, Herbert F.
John L. Poll & Head
Adams 2050 Land and
Exempt 1000 1050 51 45 buildings 2700 2700 146 32
James Miller, Herbert
Blanchard 1860 1860 91 14 F. Mrs.
Raymond B. Poll & Head 7 00
Dean 2180 Miller, Herbert F. Jr.
Exempt 1000 1180 57 82 Poll & Head 7 00
Dorothy Down- Miller, John L. Jr.
ing 910 Head
Exempt 910 Land and
Merle G. Ford 910 910 44 59 buildings 6750
Roland Exempt 1000 5750 286 75
Knight 894 Miller, John
Exempt 894 L. Jr. Mrs.
Harold F. Poll & Head 7 00
O'Connell 3500 Miller, Joyce M.
Exempt 1000 2500 122 50 Poll & Head
Conway Lot 1 & house 6500 6500 325 50
Snyder 2400 2400 117 60 Miller, Bernard
Mexcur, George Poll & Head 7 00
L. Mrs. Miller, Rufus
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Miller, Charles W. Miller, Rufus Mrs.
& Irene Poll & Head 7 00
y2a land and Mills, Ralph Mrs.
buildings 5250 5250 257 25 Poll & Head 7 00
Miller, Charles 'W. Moe, Theodore
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Miller, Charles Land and
W. Mrs. buildings 6300
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 5300 264 70
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Moe, Theodore Mrs. Morris Auto Parts
Poll & Head 7 00 Mills and ma-
Montgomery, Sally chinery 12000
Poll & Head 7 00 Stock in trade 2600 1460 715 40
Mooney, Warren Morris, Bemice
Head K. Est.
Land and 30a land and
buildings 3800 buildings 2000 2000 98 00
Exempt 1000 2800 142 20 Morris, Hairold
Mooney, Warren Mrs Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Morris, Harold Jr.
Moore, Milton Bldg. lot 100 100 4 90
Poll & Head Morse. Howard Mrs.
L?.nd and Land and
buildings 4500 4500 227 50 buildings 3000 3000 147 00
Moore, Milton Mrs. Morse, Elmer
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Moore, Nancy Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 2500 2500 129 50
Moore, Frank Morse, Elmer Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Moore, Frank Mrs. Murchie, Guy
Poll & Head 7 00 & Kathe
Moore, Ellen Cookson place 5700 5700 279 30
Poll & Head -ray, William F.
Land and Head
buildings 7500 7500 394 00 H. Dunham
Moran, Archie R. place 4200
& Leona Exempt 1000 3200 161 80
Lot 9 and new Murray, Wm. F. Mrs.
house 8200 8200 423 12 Poll & Head 7 00
Moran, Archie






























6a land and Head 5 00
buildings 4000 Nadeau, Robert Mrs.
Exempt 1000 3000 152 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Morris, Frederick Napsey, Catherine
J. Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Naromore, Glenn
Morris, Russell Est. Head
2a Reed place Land and
& garage 3750 buildings 4500 4500 225 50
20a N. Read Naromore, Glenn Mrs.
lot 50 3800 186 20 Poll & Head 7 00
Morris, Ruth C. Nash, Don
Head Poll & Head
Fuller place 3900 3900 196 10 Land and
Name i Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
buildings 6500 Land and
6a Snow land 250 6750 337 75 buildings 7000 7000 368 20
Nash, Don Mrs. OBerg, Carl Sr. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Nash, Eldridge OBerg, Carl Jr.
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Lot & unfinished
buildings 6800 6800 357 88 house 4000 4000 213 40
Nash, Eldridge Mrs. OBerg, Carl Jr. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Nash, William O'Brien, Carl
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 6000 6000 294 00 Land and
Nash, Robert buildings 3000 3000 154 00
Head 5 00 O'Brien, Carl Mrs.
Navish, Douglas Poll & Head 7 00
& Elsie O'Brien, Evelyn
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 4800 Lot & bldg. 300 300 21 70
Exempt 2000 2800 144 48 O'Brien, Merton
Navish, Douglas Head
Head 5 00 Land and
Navish, Douglas Mrs. buildings 6500 6500 323 50
Head 5 00 O'Brien, Merton Mrs.
Nelson, Benjamin Poll & Head 7 00
Head O'Brien, Leon
Land and Head
buildings 4000 27a land and
Exempt 1000 3000 152 00 buildings 3750
Nelson, Benjamin Mrs i 1 cow 75 3825 192 42
Poll & Head 7 00 O'Brien, Leon Mrs.
Nikiforakis, Poll & Head 7 00
Katherine O'Brien, Eda
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and O'Connell, Harold F.
buildings 4000 4000 203 00 Head
Nikiforakis, Peter Boat 300 300 19 70
Head O'Connell, Harold
Hotel 6000 F. Mrs.
Evans bouse 3000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 8000 397 00 Olivo, John
Nikiforakis, Head 5 00
Peter Mrs. Olivo, John Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Nikiforakis, James Ohman, Thure
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Nikiforakis, Leon Lot 7 & house 9500 9500 495 20
Poll & Head 7 00 Ohman, Thure Mrs.
Nims, Everett Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Oies, Irving
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3000 Lot 2 & house 7500 7500 374 50
Stock in trade 1200 4200 212 80 Oles, Irving Mrs.
Nims, Everett Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Ollis, Luke
OBerg, Carl Sr. Head
Poll & Head Land and
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
buildings 2500 Land and
Exempt 1000 1500 78 50 buildings 5250
0111s, Luke Mrs. Exempt 1000 4250 213 25
Poll & Head 7 00 Paige, Harry O. Jr.
Olmstead, George Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Olmstead, Paige, Edward
George Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Pakkala, Willard
Land and & Evelyn'
buildings 2800 2800 144 20 Aldrioh cottage
Ouellette, Albert S.L. 4000 4000 196 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Pakkala, Willard
Ouellette, Albert Mrs Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Pakkala,
Packard, Bessie Willard Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Palm, John
buildings 5000 5000 265 00 Poll & Head
Page, Kendall Lot and new
Poll & Head house 10000 10000 497 00
140a land and Palm, John Mrs.
buildings 20000 Poll & Head 7 00
60a Hill Palmer, William Jr.
pasture 100 Poll & Head 7 00
7a Blake lot 45 Palmer, William
10a Butler lot 85
Jr. Mrs.

















Huggins lot 100 Paquette, Wm. &
36 cows 4000 Ernest Guilbeault
13 neat stock 1300 26115 1354 53 Norris Emery
Page, Kendall Mrs. land 600 600 29 40
Poll & Head 7 00 Paquette, William
Page, Mary G. Head
Poll & Head Land and
Unfinished buildings 5500 5500 274 50
house 2200 Paquette, Wm. Mrs.
Underwood Poll & Head 7 00
land 100 Paquette, Neree
Exempt 1000 1300 74 08 Poll & Head
Page, Leander Jr. Land and
Head 5 00 buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Page, Shirley Paquette, Neree Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Paige, Harry 0. Parker, Ralph
Poll & Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 3200 3200 163 80 buildings 7500 7500 372 50
Paige, Harry O. Mrs Parker, Ralph Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Paige, Harry O. Jr. Parker, Nora
Head Poll & Head
Name Valu- Total Name
i
Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 3750 3750 190 75 Pascoe, Thomas
Parker, George Jr. & Hazel
Head H.Wright
Land and cottage 5000 5000 258 00
buildings 3750 Pascoe, Thomas
Exempt 1000 2750 146 9 Poll & Head 7 00
Parker, George Pascoe, Thomas
Jr. Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Parker, Richard H. Patnode, Joseph
Head Poll & Head
Land and unfinished Land and
house 5000 buildings 3750 3750 190 75
Exempt 1000 4000 201 00 Patnode, Joseph Mrs.
Parker, Richaird Poll & Head 7 00
H. Mrs. Patnode, George
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Parker, Merrill Patnode, Ronald
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Parker, Robert M. Patnode, Charles
Head Poll & Head
Louisiana Miller Land and
place 1800 buildings 4800 4800 242 20
Exempt 1000 800 44 20 Patnode, Charles Mrs.
Parker, Robert Poll & Head 7 00
M. Mrs. Patnode, Raymond
Poll & Head 7 C Poll & Head
Parker, Donald Land and
Poll & Head buildings 7500 7500 374 50
Lot 5 & unfinished Patnode,
house 9000 Raymond Mrs.
Lot 12 & unfinished Poll & Head 7 00
house 4600 Patnode, LinwoocI
Lot 13 & unfinished Poll & Head 7 00
house 5900 19500 1013 20 Patnode, Victor ]Mrs.
Parker, Donald Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 C Patnode. Victor
Parent, Robert Poll & Head
Head Land and
Land and buildings 5700
buildings 5250 32a Eastman
Exempt 1000 4250 213 25 lot 75
Parent, Robert Mrs. 15a Little lot 50
Poll & Head 7 C 79y2 a Corey lot 100
Parsons, Emily Higgins-Bigelow
Poll & Head lot 100
3a land and 45a Brad Hill
cabins 18000 18000 935 80 lot 100
Partridge, W. F. 17y2a St. John
Head 5 00 lot 20
Partridge, W.F. Mrs. 30a Thrasher
Poll & Head 7 00 (Eames) lot 100
Pasno, Louis 24a Buffum (Chester-
Head ' 5 00 field) lot 100
Pasno, Louis Mrs. Mills & machin-
Poll & Head 7 C ery 300 6645 332 60
Pasno, Walter Mrs. Pasquarelle, Louis
Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head Head
Peterson Land and
cottage 2800 2800 151 48 buildings 4200
Fasquarelle, Exempt 1000 3200 170 12
Louis Mrs. Perreault, Ludger
Poll & Head 7 00 J. Mrs.
Peabody, Benjamin Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Perreault, Lillian
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4200 Perry, Harry
Boat 100 4300 217 70 18a Forbush
Peabody, lot 200
Benjamin Mrs. 20a Sprout lot 50 250 12 25
Poll & Head 7 00 Perry, Harry Mrs.
Pearson, Harry D. Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 3750 3750 183 75 buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Pelletier, Lester Perry, Arthur B.
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and 14a land and
buildings 8000 8000 399 00 buildings 11400
Pelletier, Lester Mrs 6a Jeffery
Poll & Head 7 00 place 3750
Pelletier, Robert 72a Sprague
Poll & Head pasture 600
Land and 6a Snow land 25
buildings 6000 6000 316 60 Methodist
Pelletier, Robert property 9000
Mrs. Frazier land 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Mills and
Pellerin, Romain machinery 300
Poll & Head 7 00 Stock in trade 650
Pellerin, Alice Mrs. 3 cows 240
Poll & Head 3 neat stock 240
Land and 2830 fowl 1700 2 1376 80
buildings 1900 1900 105 04 Perry, David
Pelton, Frank Poll & Head
Head 5 00 y4a land and
Pelton, Frank Mrs. buildings 5300
Poll & Head 7 00 2 sheep 20 5320 267 68
Pendleton, Wallace Perry, David Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Perry, David
buildings 5250 5250 264 25 & Ernest
















Perham, Fred Poll & Head 7 00
& Lena Perry, Ernest Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 8500 8500 416 50 Perry, Gladys
Perham, Lena Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Perry, Herman Est.
Perreault, Ludger J. 175a Perry
Name Valu- Total Name I Valu- Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
place 3600 Exempt 1000 5000 250 00
57a Perry-Whitcomfc> Pickering,
lot 200 Robert Mrs.
200a Corlis lot 400 Poll & Head 7 00
2«a Gunn lot 10 4210 206 29 Pierson, Walter
Perry, Alfred Sr. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Pierson, Walter Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3300 Land and
Exempt 1000 2300 123 68 buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Perry, Alfred Sr Mrs Pierson, Ellen
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Perry, Mary Piispanen, Paul
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Perra, Andrew Land and
Head buildings 6200 6200 326 92
Lots 74-76-78 Piispanen, Paul Mrs.
& bldgs. 4800 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3800 201 08 Pine Acres Boat , Motor
Perra, Andrew Mrs. & Trailer Sales
Poll & Head 7 00 Inc.
Phair, Hanford Stock in trade 6500 6500 318 50
Poll & Head 7 00 Pitcher, Frederick
Phair, Hanford Mrs. Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 4200
buildings 6000 6000 301 00 Exempt 1000 3200 170 12
Phair, Thomas Pitcher, Frederick
Land and Mrs.
buildings 1800 1800 88 20 Poll & Head 7 00
Phair, Thomas Mrs. Pitcher, Francis
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Phillips, Francis Pitcher, Francis Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Plante, William J.
buildings 4800 Head
Exempt 1000 3800 191 20 ' 2 a land and
Phillips, buildings 1350
Francis Mrs Exempt 1000 350 22 15
Poll & Head 7 00 Plante, William
Phelps, Patucas J. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Pickett, Wilmer Plimpton, Charles
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Pickett, Wilmer Mrs. Plimpton, Charles Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Pickering, Donald Plummer, Cecil
Poll & Head & Vivian
Land and 90a land and
buildings 6000 6000 316 60 buildings 5200
Pickering, 35a Chamberlain
Donald Mrs. lot 100
Poll & Head 7 00 5 a Stoddard
Pickering, Robert lot 25
Head 2a Chesterfield
Land and lot 10 5335 261 41
buildings 6000 Plummer, Cecil
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax tnd Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Plummer, Cecil Mrs. 5a Mclntyre
Poll & Head 7 00 place 1000 1000 58 60
Plummer, Ralph Porada, Peter
Head & Mary
Land and Land and
buildings 2400 buildings 6750 6750 330 75
Exempt 1000 1400 73 60 Pordora, Peter
Plummer, Robert Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Porada, Peter Mrs.
12a land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 800 800 46 20 Porada, Peter Jr.
Plummer, Robert Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Plummer, Rodney buildings 3750
Head Exempt 1000 2750 139 75
Trailer 2260 Poreda, William
Exempt 1000 1260 66 74 Poll & Head 7 00
Plummer, Rodney Mrs. Poreda, William Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Plummer, Donald Porter, Alonzo
Poll & Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 4800 4800 242 20 buildings 1000
Plummer, Donald Mrs Exempt 1000 5 00

































Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Pratt, Perley Mrs.
Pollard, Lawrence Poll & Head 7 00
& Elizabeth Pratt, Charles
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3800 Land1 and
16a Chas. Cornwell buildings 3300 3300 168 70
lot 150 Pratt, Charles Mrs.
Exempt 1000 2950 144 55 Poll & Head 7 00
Pollard, Lawrence Pregent, Norman
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Pollard, Pregent, Norman Mrs.
Lawrence Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Prudhomme, Daniel J.
Pollard, Richard Head
Poll & Head Chas. Miller
28a land and place 3000
buildings 1800 1800 95 20 Exempt 3000 5 00






and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
J. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 39%a land and
Puddin Hollow Inc. buildings 9000 9000 448 00
Stock in trade 200 200 9 80 Ramsay,
Puffer, Herbert Charles Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Bldg. lot S.L. 375 375 25 38 Rautenstrauch,
Puffer, Herbert Mrs. Edward Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Puffer, Edward Rawlings, Frederick
Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 6750 buildings 10500 10500 521 50
Exempt 1000 5750 286 75 Rawlings,
Puffer, Edward Mrs. Frederick Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Purrington, Richard Read, Karl A.
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 4200 4200 205 80
builidnigs 2400 2400 124 60 Read, Karl A. Mrs.
Purrington, Poll & Head 7 00
Richard Mrs. Read, Karl S.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Putnam, Marion G. Land and
Poll & Head buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Land and Read, Karl S. Mrs.
buildings 4200 4200 212 80 Poll & Head 7 00
Putnam, Willard Mrs Reed, Gordon
Poll & Head Head 5 00
Land and Reed, Gordon Mrs.
buildings 2250 Poll & Head 7 00
R.R. land 25 2275 118 47 Regan, James
Putnam, Richard J. Head 5 00
Head Regan, James Mrs.
Kibbe place 3800 3800 191 20 Poll & Head 7 00
Putnam, Richard Reynolds, Albert
J. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Pyne, Ernest buildings 4500
Head 2 cows 120 4620 233 38
2a land and Reynolds, Albert Mrs
buildings 3750 Poll & Head 7 00
Cottage 900 Rhoades, Ora Mrs.
Stock in trade 600 Land and
Exempt 1000 4250 213 25 buildings 4500 4500 220 50
Quintillio, Tullio Rice, Carroll Mrs.
Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 4500 buildings 2700
Lot 500 2a G. Rice
Exempt 1000 4000 211 40 land 100 2800 144 20
Quintillio, Tullio Mrs. Rice, Raymond
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Quinn, Michael Garage & Office
Poll & Head 7 00 bldg. 1900
Quinn, Michael Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 250 2150 112 35
Ramsay, Charles Rice, Arthur
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Dcscriptiori ation 1 Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Poll & Head buildings 5500
Land and Exempt 1000 4500 237 20
buildings 4000 4000 213 40 Riley, James Mrs.
Rice, Arthur Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Rines, Ralph
Rice, David O. Head
Poll & Head Land 100
70a land and 2 cows 180
buildings 4200 4200 212 80 1 sheep 10
Rice, David O. Mrs. 1 horse 75 365 22 88
Poll & Head 7 00 Rines, Ralph Mrs.
Richardson, Eugene Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Rines, Beulah & Bert
17a land and Thompson
buildings 4000 4000 203 00 Land and
Richardson, buildings 3000
Eugene Mrs. Exempt 1000 2000 98 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Rinta, Walter
Richmond, Stanley Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Richmond, Stanley Mrs. buildings 2250
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 1250 66 25
Ridley, Edwin Sr. Rinta, Walter Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
%a land and Rixford, Arthur Mrs.
buildings 3000 Land and
Exempt 1000 2000 103 00 buildings 2100
Ridley, Edwin 35a Hunt lot 100
Sr. Mrs. 18a Talbot lot 20 2220 108 78
Poll & Head 7 00 Robb, Winfred
Ridley, Lorna Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Ridley, Edwin Jr. buildings 4500 4500 227 50
Poll & Head Robb, Winfred Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 2300 Robb, Winfred Jr.
20a Lane lot 40 2340 121 66 Head 5 00
Ridley, Edwin E Robb, Walter
Jr. Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 14a land and
Ridley, Kenneth buildings 500
Poll & Head Exempt 500 5 00
%a land and Robbins, Jefferson
buildings 3000 & Jennie
6a Maurice Goodell Land and
land 35 3035 155 72 buildings 1950
Ridley, Kenneth Mrs Russell mow-
Poll & Head 7 00 ing 500 2450 126 42
Riley, Earl Robbins, Jefferson
Poll & Head Head 5 00
Land and Robbins, Ralph E.
buildings 6500 6500 342 40 Poll & Head 7 00
Riley, Earl Mrs Robbins, Ralph
Poll & Head 7 00 E. Mrs.
Riley, James Poll & Head 7 00
Head Roberts, Theresa
Land and Poll & Head
Name Valu- Total Name Valu-
|
Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation
|
Tax
Land and Exempt 1000 3000 152 00
buildings 8000 8000 419 80 Rose, Edward Mrs.
Roberts, Allan Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Roscoe, Leander
Robinson, Cecil & Mattie
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Robinson, Cecil Mrs. buildings 2600 2600 127 40
Poll & Head Roscoe, Leander Mrs
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 8500 8500 423 50 Ross, James
Robinson, Ronald Head
& Harriette Land and
Land and buildings 3750
buildings 7800 7800 382 20 Exempt 1000 2750 139 75
Robinson, Ronald Ross, James Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Robinson, Ronald Mrs Roulo, Arthur
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Rockwell, Clyde E. Roulo, Arthur Mrs.
& Mary A. Poll & Head
Land 500 Land and
Trailer 1600 2100 108 36 buildings 600 600 36 40
Rockwell, Clyde E. Rousseau, Gertrude
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Rockwell, Clyde E. Mrs. Rowe, Dennis
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Rokes, George Rowe, Dennis Mrs.
& Arline Poll & Head 7 00
30a land and Roy, Leonard
buildings 1500 1500 108 36 Poll & Head
Rokes, George Jr. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6450 6450 323 05
Rokes, George Jr. Roy, Leonard Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Royce, Steven
Rokes, George Sr. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Royce, Steven Mrs.
Rokes, George Poll & Head 7 00
Sr. Mrs. Rudoff, William M.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Rollins, William Sr. Land and
Poll & Head buildings 4500
Land and Exempt 1000 3500 185 60
buildings 1000 1000 58 60 Rudoff, Wm. M. Mrs.
Rollins, Wm. Sr. Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Ruffle, Josephine
Rollins, William Jr. & Leonard
Head Land and
Land and buildings 4050 4050 198 45
buildings 6500 Ruffle, Leonard
Exempt 1000 5500 274 50 Poll & Head 7 00
Rollins, Wm. Jr. Mrs. Russell, Charles
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Rose, Edward Land and
Head buildings 1500 1500 84 40
Land1 and Russell, Charles Mrs.
buildings 4000 Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Russell, George T. & Margaret
2 3 int. Home LoL 8 and new
place 8000 house 8500
y4a Sprague Exempt 1000 7500 387 00
land 100 Sanders, Henry R.
56a Capron lot 500 Head 5 00
100a Stratton Sanders,
lot 300 Henry R. Mrs.
55a Pond lot 125 Poll & Head 7 00
80a Stratton- Sanderson, Selena
Reed lot 200 Poll & Head
15a Dickinson Land and
lot 50 buildings 5400 5400 271 60
105a Hanrahan Sarsfield, Hazel Mrs.
lot 300 Head 5 00
20a Cogswell Sarsfield, Mary Mrs.
lot 50 Poll & Head 7 00
31a Hannah Whit- Sarsfield, Theresa
comb lot 50 9675 474 08 Poll & Head 7 00
Russ' Garage Inc. Saunders, Charles
Stock in trade 4500 & Marion
Boat 1600 6100 310 60 Land and
Rutter, Bessie buildings 3500
Land and Stock in trade 150 3650 188 34
buildings 6000 Saunders, Charles
30a part Goodell Head 5 00
lot 400 Saunders,
la land near Charles Mrs.
S.L. 20 6420 330 18 Poll & Head 7 00
Rutter, Whitman Sault, Richard
Head 5 00 Head 5 00
Rutter, Whitman Mrs. Savard, Winfred
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Safford, Perley Land and
30a Home buildings 2300 2300 119 70
place 12000 Savard, Winfred Mrs
30a near Graves Poll & Head 7 00
place 100 Scadova, Francis
30 a Whitcomb Poll & Head
lot 500 12600 617 40 Land and
SafTord, Annie Mrs. buildings 4500 4500 239 20
12a Kersis Scadova,
place 200 200 9 80 Francis Mrs.
Safford, Franklin Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Schesser, Robert O.
Safford, Head 5 00
Franklin Mrs. Schesser, Robert
Poll & Head 7 00 O. Mrs.
Safford, Norma Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Schnyer, Alice
Safford, Ranald Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 6000 6000 301 00
buildings 6000 6000 316 60 Schnyer, Raymond
Safford, Ranald Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Schuck, Albert
Sanders, Henry R. Head
Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu-
|
Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation Tax
Land and P.G.P. 2250 2250 116 10
buildings 3000 Sherwood, Enoch
Exempt 1000 2000 108 20 Poll & Head 7 00
Schuck, Albert Mrs. Sherwood, Enoch Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Scribner, Ivan Shields, David
Land and & Shirley
buildings 6750 Anderson place-
30a Ware lot 100 6850 335 65 Young Ct. 8000 8000 412 80
Scribner, Leland Shields, David W.
Head 5 00 Head 5 00
Seaver, Chester Shields, David W. Mrs ,
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Short, Leo R.
buildings 3500 3500 178 50 Poll & Head
Seaver, Chester Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 2250 2250 117 25
Seaver, Burt Short, Leo A.
Head Poll & Head
Land and Pratt place 1500
buildings 2000 2000 103 00 Meadow 100 1600 85 40
Seaver, Burt Mrs. Short, Leo A. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Sears, Ellis Short, John E.
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Sears, Ellis Mrs. Motel 13000 13000 675 80
Poll & Head 7 00 Short, John E. Mrs.
Sears, Charles Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Shortlidge, R. J.
Moon place 4000 40UO 213 40 Crossroads 6000 6000 309 GO
Sears, Charles Mrs. Shortlidge, R.J. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Selecky, John Shortlidge, Helen H.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Shortlidge, Margaret
buildings 2250 2250 123 10 Poll & Head 7 00
Sharkey, Fred Shrigley, John
Poll & Head Head 5 00
Lots 15A-16A and Shrigley, John Mrs.
buildings 5500 5500 276 50 Poll & Head 7 00
Sharkey, Fred Mrs. Simeneau, Carl
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Shakour, Gabriel Lot 6 and
Head 5 00 house 8200 8200 430 12
Shakour, Gabriel Mrs Simeneau, Carl Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Sheldon, Guy Simonds, Everett
Head 5 00 Head
Sheldon, Guy Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 4000
Sherman, Ernest Mrs Exempt 1000 3000 152 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Simonds, Everett Mrs.
Shepard, P. N. / Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Simonds, Maude
Sherwood, E. & Land and
Violet W. buildings 3000
Lots 33-55 Meadow 10 3010 147 49
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Simonds, Edward Smith, Clarence
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Simonds, Edward Mrs. Smith, Clarence Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 GO
Simpson, Helen D. Smith, Halsey
Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 8000 buildings 4200
Exempt 1000 7000 348 00 Exempt 1000 3200 161 80
Skiffington, Joseph Smith, Halsey Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Smith, Harry Jr.
buildings 2250 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 1250 69 50 H. Manning place
Skiffington, E.S. 1800 1800 95 20
Joseph Mrs. Smith, Harry Jr. Mrs
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Sloan, John E. Smith, Howard
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3300 3300 170 28 3 horses 175 175 15 57
Sloan, John R. Smith, Louis
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 5550 5550 293 38 buildings 3000 3000 154 00
Sloan, John R. Mrs. Smith, Louis Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Small, E.S. Mrs. Smith, Robert J. Sr.
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 8250 8250 404 25 Land and
Smead, Claude buildings 4000
Head Eames place 2500 6500 325 50
Part Meade lot Smith, Robert J.
& bldgs. 300 Sr. Mrs.
Mills & machin- Poll & Head 7 00
ery 250 Smith, Robert Jr.
Stock in trade 650 1200 63 80 Poll & Head
Smead, Claude Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 1800 1800 95 20
Smead, Frank Smith, Robert Jr.
Poll & Head 7 00 Mrs.
Smith, Laura Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Smith, Russell
buildings 3000 3000 147 00 & Madeline
Smith, Rosea Lots 89-90-91 and
Head 5 00 buildings 4500 4500 232 20
Smith, John D. Smith, Russell
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Smith, Russell Mrs.
buildings 3760 Poll & Head 7 00
A. Labounty Smith, William D.
place 1200 4950 262 42 Poll & Head 7 00
Smith, John D. Mrs. Smith, William
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Smith, Clarence Lots 17A-22A and
& Edyth buildings 5250 5250 264 25
Land and Smith, William Mrs.
buildings 5250 5250 257 25 Poll & Head 7 00
Name
i
Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description i ation 1 Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Snow, Carl O. Spring, Rolland Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7 00
%a land and Stack, Michael
buildings 6000 Poll & Head
Exempt 1000 5000 263 00 Land and
Snow, Carl O. Mrs. •buildings 5700 5700 301 12
Poll & Head 7 00 Stack, Michael Mrs.
Snow, Bernard F. Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Starkey, Gladys E.
Snow, Bernard Poll & Head
F. Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 5700 5700 286 30
Snowling, Samuel Starkey, Olan
Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Starkey, Olan Mrs.
Wright cottage 4200 4200 223 72 Poll & Head 7 00
Snyder, Conway Stauback, J. Norman
Head 5 00 Head
Snyder, Conway Mrs. Home place 9750
Poll & Head 7 00 New house 8200
Sobieski, Chester Bldg. lot 600 18550 913 95
Head Stauback, J.








Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Sorette, John & Ruth buildings 500 500 24 50










Sorette, John Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Steinka,
Sparhawk, William Frederick Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Home place 6000 Stevenson, Carlon
Rice place 3800 Land and
2 cottages S.L. 3600 buildings 1200 1200 58 80
4a mowing 100 Stevenson, Elliot
45a Pine lot 150 Poll & Head 7 00
12a Marcy lot 100 Stevens, Harold W.
23a Capron lot 100 13850 685 65 Poll & Head
Sparhawk, William Otto Schmidt
Mrs. house 8500 8500 445 60
Poll & Head 7 00 Stevens, Harold
Spears, Charles W. Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Stevens, Hanson
buildings 200 200 16 80 Land and
Spears, Charles Mrs. buildings 3250 3250 167 70
Poll & Head 7 00 Stevens, Pauline
Spring, Rolland Head 5 00
Poll & Head Stevens, Verne
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 4200 Stevens, Verne Mrs.
Patnode place 2550 . Poll & Head
Boat 100 6850 360 46 Lela Young
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
house 3300 3300 177 28 Stone, Everett Mrs.
St.John, Arthur Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Stone, Russell
Land and Head
buildings 4200 4200 212 80 Land and
St.John, Joseph buildings 11250
Head 5 00 6y2a R. Stone
St.John, Joseph Mrs. land 400
Poll & Head Garage N.S. 15500 27150 1375 65
Land and Stone, Russell Mrs.
buildings 4800 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3800 193 20 Stone, Dwight Est.
Stoddard, Arthur 231a Farm 9000
Poll & Head 7 00 50a G. Stone
Stoddard, Etta lot 400
Poll & Head 8a Taft lot 10
Land and 40a Crouch-
buildings 4200 4200 212 80 Bailey lot 50
Stone, Clarence 100a Dickinson
Poll & Head 7 00 lot 100
Stone, Clarence Mrs. 90a Maslen lot 200
Poll & Head 7 00 60a Wilber lot 125
Stone Lumber Co. 15a C. Holbrook
20a Becky Henry lot 15
lot 50 20a R.R. lot 40
60a Capron-Frazier 23a M. Carlton
lot 120 lot 50
75a Fields lot 150 85a Guy Howes
15a Lafountain lot 150
lot 25 345 16 91 40a Downing
Stone, Chester lot 100
Poll & Head 7 00 20a Marsh lot 50
Stone, Nellie 25a Kate Hamel
Poll & Head lot 50
Land and 300i H.E.& Mary
buildings 3000 3000 154 00 Carter lot 400
Stone, Chester & Nellie 40a Foster lot 100
Bldg. lot 250 250 12 25 17a Thompson
Stone, Howard lot 50 10890 533 61
Poll & Head Stoodley, Roland Sr.
Land and Head
buildings 6000 Land and
Cottage 2500 8500 423 50 buildings 3500
Stone, Howard Mrs. Exempt 1000 2500 127 50
Poll & He^d 7 00 Stoodley, Roland
Stone, Raymond Sr. Mrs
Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Stolt, Randolph
buildings 5250 5250 275 90 Head
Stone, Francis E. Land and
Head buildings 4600
Land and Stock in trade 1000
buildings 6000 Exempt 1000 4600 230 40
1 horse 50 6050 301 45 Stolt, Randolph Mrs.
Stone, Francis E. Mrs Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Stowell, Albert
Stone, Everett Head






































































































buildings 6500 6500 325 50
Sutherland,
Andrew Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Swancott, Lew
Poll & Head 7 00
Swancott, Lew Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00
Sweet, Phillips
& Ruth
Land & bldgs. &
sprout lot 3375 3375 165 38
Sweet, Phillips
Poll & Head 7 00
Sweet, Phillips Mrs.





Exempt 1000 500 29 50
Taber, Raymond Mrs.























buildings 6000 6000 301 00
Talbot, Roger
Head
2 J 2 a land and
buildings 3000
Exempt 1000 2000 103 00
Talbot, Roger Mrs.






















































50a Ball lot 100 8350
Tenney, E. David
Head

































































































































and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Thompson, James Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Thompsen, Lloyd buildings 7000
Head Exempt 1000 6000 299 00
Land and Tolman, Bernard
buildings 6500 C. Mrs.
Lot 55 and V2 Poll & Head 7 00
56 200 Tolman, Vernon
Exempt 1000 5700 299 12 Head
Thompsen, Lloyd Mrs Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 4800
T'.- rasher, Phillip 1 sheep 10
Est. Exempt 1000 3810 191 69
Land and Tolman, Vernon Mrs
buildings 2700 2700 139 32 Poll & Head 7 00
Thrasher, Phillip Mrs. Tracy, Warren
Bldg. lot 100 100 5 16 Poll & Head
Thrasher, Chester Land and
Poll & Head buildings 5200
2 J/2a land and Baker land 500 5700 286 30
buildings 3000 Tracy, Warren Mrs.
Land on R.R. 50 3050 156 45 Poll & Head 7 00
Thrasher, Chester Mrs. Trayhan, John
Poll & Head 7 00 Head
Therrien, Joseph Lot & new house
Head 5 00 unfinished 4900
Therrien, Joseph Mrs . Exempt 1000 3900 196 10
Poll & Head 7 00 Travhan. John Mrs.
Thibault, Jeremiah Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Travis, Florence I.
Thibault, Jeremiah Poll & Head
Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 4000 4000 203 00
Thibault, Robert Travis, Russell
Head 5 00 & Dorothy L.
Thibault, Robert Mrs Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6000 6000 294 00
Tisdale, Frank E. Travis. Russell
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Travis, Russell Mrs.
buildings 8500 8500 423 50 Poll & Head 7 00
Tisdale, Frank E. Treat, Douglas H.
Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Todd, Catherine buildings 7500
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 6500 340 40
Todd, Clarence Treat, Douglas
Head H. Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 6300 Trombley, Jed
Boat 100 5 cows 375 375 18 37
Exempt 1000 5400 269 60 Trombley, Thelma
Todd, Clarence Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Trombley, Byron
Tolman, Winfred Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Tolman, Bernard C. buildings 1500
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Cottage 500 "2000 105 00 lot 400
Trombley, Fred Joe Seymour
Poll & Head place 7000
Land and Russell Lane
buildings 4800 ce 2700
17 cows 1100 Stock in trade 300
Albert Plummer 1 horse 50
house 3000 8900 443 10 13 cows 1040 18240 918 96
Trombley, Fred Mrs. Twitchell, Olan O.
Poll & Head 7 00 Mrs.
Trombley, Henry Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Twitchell, Clifford
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 1200 1200 65 80 Land and
Trombley, Henry Mrs. buildings 4000 4000 203 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Twitchell, Marcia
Tromblev, William Poll & Head
Poll & Head Lot & cottage 100 100 11 90
Land and Twitchell, Daniel
buildings 2000 2000 110 20 Head
Trombley, Vera Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 4000 4000 201 00
Trombley, Clarence Twitchell, Daniel
Poll & Head Mrs.
Lots 36-38-42-44 Poll & Head 7 00
& bldgs. 4050 4050 215 98 Twombley, Herman
Trombley, & Barbara
Clarence Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6500
Tromblev, Leonard Exempt 1000 5500 269 50
Poll & Head Twombley, Herman
New house and Head 5 00
lot 6500 6500 342 40 Twombley,
Trombley, Herman Mrs.
Leonard Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Twombley, Herbert
Tucker, Benton L. & Christine
Head Land and
Land and buildings 6500
buildings 3700 Exempt 1000 5500 283 80
Exempt 1000 2700 137 30 Twombley, Herbert W.
Tucker, Benton Head 5 00
L. Mrs. Twombley, Herbert
Poll & Head 7 00 W. Mrs.
Turner, Charles E. Poll & Head 7 00
Head Tyo, Mary
Land and Lots 82-83-85 &
buildings 5250 buildings 1000 1000 51 60
Exempt 1000 4250 213 25 Underwood, Karl F.
Turner, Charles Head
E. Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 5250
Twitchell, Olan O. Exempt 2000 3250 172 70
Poll & Head Underwood, Karl
64a land and F. Mrs.
buildings 6750 Head 5 00
100a Twitchell Verberg, John A.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Head Webb, Borden
y2 int. land and Head 5 00
buildings 750 Webb, Borden Mrs.
Exempt 750 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Verberg, John A. Mrs. Webster, James
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Verberg, John G. Webster, James Mrs.
y2 int. land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 750 750 36 75 Weinrieb, Jerome J.
Vincent, Ann Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and buildings
Vincent, John Lots 11A-12A 6500
Land and Exempt 1000 5500 274 50
buildings 3250 3250 159 25 Weinrieb, Jerome
Vincent, John Mrs. J. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Vincent, Lawrence Weeks, Robert
Head Land and
Land and buildings 3000 3000 147 00
buildings 4500 Wells, Leonard
Exempt 1000 3500 176 50 Head
Vincent, Laurence Land and
Mrs. buildings 8700 8700 431 30
Poll & Head 7 00 Wells, Leonard Mrs.
Viette, James Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Wells, Robert
Lot 10 and Poll & Head 7 00
cottage 5250 Wellington, Ralph
Boat 100 5350 283 06 Head 5 00
Viette, James Mrs. Wellington, Ralph Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Viette, James J. Wellington, Kenneth
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Vosse, Phillis Wellington,
Poll & Head 7 00 Kenneth Mrs
Ward, John P. Poll & Head 7 00
Head 5 00 Welch, Carlter L.
Ward, John P. Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Ward, Elizabeth I. buildings 5800
Poll & Head Exempt 1000 4800 240 20
Land and Welch, Carter L. Mrs.
buildings 2500 2500 136 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Warner, John Wesley, George H.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Warner, Roland Land and
Head buildings 2700 2700 139 30
Land and Wesley, George
buildings 6000 H. Mrs.
Exempt 1000 5000 250 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Warner, Roland Mrs. Wesley, George C.
Poll & Hea.d 7 00 Head
Watzer, Tyko Land and
Head buildings 1800
Land and Exempt 1000 800 44 20
buildings 1200 Wesley, George
Exempt 1000 200 14 80 C. Mrs.
Name Valu- total Name Valu- total
and Description ation lax
7 00
and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head Whipple, Arthur
Wesley, Leonard Head 5 00
Poll & Head Whipple, Arthur Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 3250 3250 166 25 White, Richard
Wesley, Leonard Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Wescott, Albert buildings 7500
Head Exempt 1000 6500 340 40
Land and White, Richard Mrs.
buildings 4000 Poll & Head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3000 152 00 White, Lee E.
Wescott, Albert Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Fox place 4500 4500 225 50
West Swanzey A.A. White, Lee E. Mrs.
Store building Poll & Head 7 00
W.S. 6500 6500 318 50 Wliittemore, David
Wetmore, Eliza Head
& David Land and
y2 int. land and buildings 3500
buildings 2000 3 cows 225 3725 187 53
Colony lot 100 2100 102 90 Whittemore, David
Wetmore, Eliza Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Wheeler, Louis Mrs. Whittemore, Clarence
Poll & Head Poll & Head
19a land and %a land and
buildings 2800 buildings 3450
30a Howes lot 100 Prime & Dickinson
Exempt 1000 1900 100 10 lot 50 3500 178 50
Wheelock, Thelma Whittemore,
Poll & Head Clarence Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 5350 5350 269 15 Whittemore, Eugene
Wheelock, Harold P. Head 5 00
Poll & Head Whittemore, Eugene
Land and Mrs.
buildings 7500 7500 394 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Wheelock, Harold Whittemore, Mary
F. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Wheelock, Wayne buildings 3250 3250 166 25
Head Whittemore, Clark
Boat 100 100 9 90 Head
Wheelwright, Elizabeth E.S. School
Poll & Head 7 00 house 1800 1800 93 20
Whippie, William P. Whittemore,
Head Clark Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 3300 Whittemore, Lillie
Exempt 1000 2300 117 70 Poll & Head
Whippie, Wm. P. Mrs Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6500
Whipple, Myrtie Stock in trade 300 6800 357 88
Poll & Head Whitcomb, Cecil
Land and 12a Sprout lot 150 150 7 35
buildings 1950 1950 102 55 Whitcomb, Cecil Mrs.
Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Whitcomb, Edna buildings 7500 7500 394 00
Bldg. lot W.S. 300 300 14 70 Wilber, Ellsworth Mrs
Whitcomb, G. E. Poll & Head 7 00
& Edna Wilber, Eva
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 13500 13500 661 50 Home place 800
Whitcomb, G. E. Cottage 300
Cottage S.L. 4500 Bldg. lot 100 1200 65 80
80a Marsh lot 400 Wilber, Edwin
70a Fish lot 150 Poll & Head 7 00
y2a Thompson Wilber, Morris
land 25 5075 248 67 Poll & Head 7 00
Whitcomb, Louis Wilber, Morris Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Wilder, Donald
buildings 2000 2000 105 00 Poll & Head
Whitcomb, Louis Mrs Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 5250 5250 264 25
Whitney, Richard Wilder, Donald Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Wilde, Elliott G.
buildings 1000 1000 56 00 Head
Whitney, Richard Mrs Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 6500
Whitney, George E. Exempt 1000 5500 274 50
Poll & Head Wilde, Elliott G. Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 1200 Williamson, Donald
6 horses 450 1650 87 85 & Virginia
Whitney, George Lot 7 land and
E. Mrs. buildings 8700
Poll & Head 7 00 Exempt 1000 7700 397 32
Whitney, John W. Williamson, Donald
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Whitney, John Williamson,
W. Mrs. Donald Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
John Brooks Willard, Henry
place 3000 3000 154 00 Head 5 00
Wilber, Mabel Est. Willard, Henry Mrs.
Old store bldg. Poll & Head 7 00
& land 8000 8000 412 80 Willard, Leighton M.
Wilber Bros. Head
New store and Land and
land 16000 buildings 3300
Stock in Exempt 1000 2300 117 70
trade 11300 27300 1408 68 Willard, Leighton
Wilber, Morris W. M. Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Land and1 Willard, Elbert
buildings 7000 7000 368 20 Poll & Head
Wilber, Morris 12a Rixford lot 25
W. Mrs. Cottage 500
Poll & Head 7 00 1 sheep 10 535 33 22
Wilber, Ellsworth Willard, Elbert Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name
1
Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description
\
ation Tax
Willis, Russell Poll & Head
Head 5 00 20a land and
Willis, Russell Mrs. buildings 2700 2700 139 30
Poll & Head 7 00 Wood, Fay Mrs.
Willis, Frank C. Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Wood, Jeanette
buildings 800 800 39 20 Poll & Head 7 00
Willis, Prank C. Mrs. Wood, Leon
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head
Willis, Ronald Land and
Head 5 00 buildings 3000 3000 161 80
Willis, Ronald Mrs. Wood, Leon Mrs
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Wilson, Harry Wood, Richard
Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 3000 buildings 3000
Mills and Exempt 1000 2000 103 00
machinery 850 Wood, Richard Mrs.
Exempt 1000 2850 144 65 Poll & Head 7 00
Wilson, Harry Mrs. Wood, Melton
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00
Wilson, Frank Wood, Peirce
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 5250 5250 257 25 Honey Hill
Wilson, Frank Mrs. place 8000 8000 399 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Woods, Robert
Wilson, Ralph Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 4000 4000 203 00
buildings 4200 4200 212 80 Woods, Mabel
Wilson, Ralph Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Woods, Henry Sr
Wilson, Esther Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Woods, Henry Sr Mrs.
Wilson, Walter & Agnes Poll & Head 7 00
Land and Woods, Henry Jr.
buildings 600 600 30 96 Poll & Head
Wilson, Walter Land and
Poll & Head 7 00 buildings 4500
Wilson, Walter Mrs. Boat 200 4700 237 30
Poll & Head 7 00 Woods, Henry Jr Mrs.
Winn, Harold Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head Woods, George
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 2700 2700 139 30 Woods, George Mrs.
Winn, Lester Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Woods, David Russell
Winn, Lester Mrs. Henry Woods
Poll & Head 7 00 place 3750 3750 183 75
Wing, Earl Woods, David R. Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & Head 7 00
Wing, Earl Mrs. Woodward, Leon
Poll & Head 7 00 Land and
Wing, Earl Jr. 'buildings 3750
Poll & Head 7 00 Meadow 10 3760 184 24



































































































































Wright, Spencer M &
Mabry P.










































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
ami Description ation I ax and Description ation Tax
Poll & Head Yendell, Sidney
Land and Poll & Head 7 00
buildings 3450 3450 185 02 Yendell, Sidney Mrs.
Yardley, Wallace Mrs Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & Head 7 00 Young, Gale P.
Yendell, James G. Head
Head Land and
Land and buildings 7000
buildings 6000 Exempt 1000 6000 314 60
Exempt 1000 5000 250 00 Young, Gale P. Mrs.
Yendell, James Poll & Head 7 00
G. Mrs. York, Harry
Poll & Head 7 00 Head 5 00









Marshalls) 300 300 14 70
Adams, George E. Mrs.
100a Ellis lot 300
45a Capron lot 70
20a Sherman
lot 100
4a Metivier lot 100




buildings 8000 8000 392 00
Adlington, Harold
& Iva





lot 50 250 12 25
Amidon, Leon
30a Holmes lot 50
Bryant lot S.L. 50 100 4 90
Anctil, Albert
87 J/2a Coombs
lot 200 200 9 80




Heights 225 6425 330 95
Anderson, Charles W.
50a Myrtie Smith
lot 50 50 2 45
Arseneault, George L.
Lot and new





























Lot 24 and cottage
W.P. 2250
V2 lot 25 75 2325
Barnard, Clinton
Part Fox lot 50 50
Barton, Elmer & Irene
12a Barton lot 25 25
Barkley, Howard










61a Marsh lot 100







Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description ation Tax
20a Collier lot 20 720 35 28 Land and cottage
Barcomb, William W.P. 2250 2250 116 10
& Eva Boufford, Joseph R.
Loraine Campbell Land and cottage
lot 300 300 14 70 W.P. 4200 4200 216 72
Baver, Faith Bourne, Jennie Mrs.
Hopkins house 120a Fields lot 120 120 5 88
W.S. 6000 6000 294 00 Bourque, Lucie
Begin, Wilfred E. Bldg. lot
H. Wright lot 100 100 5 16 (Saunders) 300 300 15 48
Belding, Wm & Bowman Flying
Genevieve Service Inc.
Bldg. lot 100 100 4 90 Hangar 4500 4500 232 20
Benoit, Napoleon Bowers, Arthur
Bumpus lot and & Helen
bldg. 1500 1500 77 40 Unfinished house
Benkosky, Max S.C. 3500 3500 171 50
Part Kibbe Brady, Althea Bolles
place 1500 1500 73 50 22y2 a Bullard
Bergeron, Edward lot 40 40 1 96
& Lillian Briggs, Harry
Lakeview Gale Young
Park 11000 cottage 1950 1950 100 62
New house 3000 14000 722 40 Brooks, Leone B.
Bergeron, Richard 10a Little
& Mary Warmac 3000 3000 147 00
Leon Loos cottage Brown, Ona G.
S.L. 2500 2500 122 50 & Betty
Bergeron. T. H. Fish cottage 2000 2000 98 00
Hamblett land 300 300 15 48 Brown, Robert D.
Blair, Clarence 40a Part Watson
& Helen place 200 200 9 80
Lots 18-19-20-31-32 Bichanan, C. B.
& cottage 1650 & Olive
Lots 4-5-6 300 1950 95 55 Cottage S.L. 5250 5250 257 25
Blanchard, Charles Budzik, Alexander
Land and Bldg. lot (Rose
buildings 1500 1500 73 50 Kenney) 200 200 9 80
Blanchard, Dorothy Butterfield, Andy Mrs.
Lots 12-26 iand y4 int Fitzgerald
cottage 1000 place 900 900 44 10
S.L. Heights Buskey, J. A. Mrs.
Alphonse Patenaude L?.nd and camp
lots 11-25 150 1150 56 35 W.P. 700 700 36 12
Bolles, Jesse H. Campbell, Robert J.
15a H. Bolles Atkin- 1 3 int. H. Curtis
son lot 60 cottage W.P.
20a Ware Atkinson Lot 26
lot 60 1/6 int. Lot 25 925 925 47 73
8a Cemetery Campbell, Charlotte
lot 200 320 15 68 1/3 int. H. Curtis
Boston & Maine R. ! R. cottage W.P.
Land Westport 200 Lot 26
Land W.S. 200 / 1/6 int. Lot 25 925 925 47 73
Land Sawyers Campbell, Louise
Crossing 200 600 29 40 1/3 int. H. Curtis
Boufford, Oscar J. cottage W.P.
.Mainl- Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Lot 26 lot 100
1/6 int. Lot 25 925 925 47 73 40a Bergeron
Cantlin, Chester lot 150 250 12 25
Land and buildings Colony, John J. &
W.P. 2550 2550 131 58 Charles
Capron, Dora M. 16a Cocoran
Land and cottage lot 100
W.P. 3150 3150 162 54 26a D. Hill lot
Carey, Franklin E. side 150
167a Appleton-God- 65a D. Hill lot
dard-Batchelder-Good- W. side 250
now lots 350 350 17 15 25a Williams
Casey, Gloria lot 100
2 bldg. lots W.P. 7a Foster lot 50 650 31 85
rd. 400 400 20 64 Compagna, Rudolph
Casassa, Paul M. Carkins lot 40 40 1 96
6a land Troy Coty, Francis
rd. 600 600 30 96 Lots A13-A14
Catalano, Frank (E. Shea) 200 200 10 32
J. Lavigne cottage Crocker, Michael
W.P. 2700 2700 139 32 18 8/10a N. E. Box
Chagnon, Francis mill 5500 5500 269 50
& Sophia Croteau, Evelyn
11a Bolles & Philip
place 1500 1500 73 50 Lots 6-7 & cottage
Champagne, Agnes W.P. 1950 1950 100 62
Land and buildings Cucurello, Gene
P.G.P. 2700 Cottage S.L. 3000
Cottage W.P. 2700 5400 278 64 Boat 300 3300 161 70
Chambers, Clifton Cumings, F. T. Inc.
& Lillian 10a part Bellows
Bldg. lot Eaton lot 25 25 1 23
rd. 250 250 12 25 Cumings, Allen H.
Cheshire Fair Assn. Hughs cottage
Fair Grounds S.L. 2550 2550 124 95
& bldgs. 10000 10000 490 00 Curtis, Nelson
Cheshire Co. Savings Daniels lot
Bank (W. Day) 50 50 2 45
Land and Curtis, Carl & Anna
buildings 1600 1600 78 40 W. Brooks cottage
Clark, Norman B. S.L. 2250 2250 110 25
Lot 66 P.G.P. 100 100 5 16 Curtis, Leland
Cleary, John D. & Dorothy
Wilcox cottage Lots 29-30 W.P. 100 100 5 16
W.P. 3000 3000 154 80 Cusanello, Victor A.
Coles, Clifford Camp Jewell lot near
Land and H. Perry's 100 100 4 90
bldgs. W.S. 9200 9200 450 80 Cuthhert, George
Coll, Mary & Land and
Margarite buildings 8250 8250 404 25
Sarsfield1 place Dakin-Howes Inc.
W.S. 4250 4250 208 25 Stock in trade 7800 7800 382 20
Colony, Lawrence Mrs. Dale-Craft Inc.
30a Wheeler & Cole Mills and
lot 50 50 2 45 machinery 4000
Colony, Horatio Stock in trade 5000 9000 441 00
38a Blacklead Mine Davis, Russell
Name ! Valu- Total Name
1
Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description
1
ation Tax
Cottage W.P. 3250 3250 167 70 Lots 28-29-30-39-40-41
Davis, Marjorie & bldgs. S.L
Lot 5A and Heights 1800
buildings 6000 Jeff Robbins lot
Lot 6A and W.P. 300 2100 103 68
buildings 6000 12000 588 00 Dunham, Edward Jr.
Davis, James Land and buildings
Perkins cottage S.C. 4950 4950 242 55
S.L. 1800 Dunn, Ellen Mrs
Lots 10-11 S.L. 300 2100 102 90 Land and
Davis, Verna camp 300 300 14 70
Bldg. lots S.C. 1000 1000 49 00 Durant, Clesson
Davis, Paul Mrs. Land and bldgs.
6a land near & lot 27
J. Little 50 50 2 45 P.G.P. 2650 2650 136 74
Dawson, Lester Dunton, Susie Mrs.
40a W. Day-Stone Trailer Park &
lot 400 400 19 60 Spring lot 16400 16400 846 24
Day, Herbert W. Trailers
70a W. Day-Lyman Bancroft,
Stone lot 100 100 4 90 Lewis 1750 1750 90 30
Denman Thompson Boudrien,
K. of P. Clinton 775 775 40 00
O. Nash shop and Gile, Kenneth
land 900 900 44 10 E. 770
Denico, Lucius Exempt 770
Bldg. lot W.S. 200 200 9 80 Houle,
Desnoyer, Denis Reginald 1860
& Oneta Exempt 1000 860 44 37
Hazzard cot- Loranger,
tage 2250 2250 116 10 Wilmer 2100 2100 108 36
DiBiccari, Bruno Martin, Janis 2200 2200 113 52
& Frank Page, Arthur
Restaurant 5250 5250 257 25 G. 991
Dickinson, W. E. Exempt 991
Cottage S.L. 4500 Pelton, Frank 2070
Bemis land 500 5000 245 00 Exempt 1000 1070 55 21
Dickinson. W.E. Peroival,
2nd Mabel 740 740 38 18
Cottage S.L. 3750 Regan, James 848
Boat 200 3850 188 65 Exempt 848
Dickinson, Paul Schesser, Robert
5a J. Dickinson O. 1270
place 6375 Exempt 1000 270 13 93
60a J. Dickinson Therrien,
lot 300 Joseph 1200
y8a R.Pv. land 100 6775 331 97 Exempt 1000 200 10 32
Dickinson, Lucy Mrs. Eaton, Charles S.
100a land and Spencer King
buildings 25200 25200 1 place 2500 2500 122 50
Donahue, Paul Mrs. Edmonds, William G.
Lots 27-28 and Bldg. lot W.P. 100 100 5 16
cottage W.P. 2250 Ellis, Joseph L.
Lot A25 50 2300 118 68 67a Gage & Capron
Dratwa, Casper lot 150 150 7 35
Lot 25 and part 28 Ellery, Dorothy
P.G.P. 200 200 10 32 Lots 35-36-37-38-46-47-
Dunham, Perry E. 48 S.L.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Heights 300 300 14 70 E. Joslyn place
Ellison, Milton E. S.L. rd. 1000 1000 49 00
Unfinished Giard, Leo
house 1800 1800 88 20 Bldg. lot 250 250 12 25
Ellwanger, Helen Golding-Keene Co.
& Margaret 4 J/2a James land
Lots 14-15 & bldgs. & Silos 3000 3000 147 00
W.P. 5700 5700 294 12 Goodell, Clifford
Emden, Ernest 175a Honey Hill
5a Hill Top land 600 600 29 40
Cabin 8000 Goodnow, Bertha
Land S.L. 1500 Land and
C. Worcester buildings 1000 1000 49 00
land 100 9600 470 40 Goodnow, Villa R.
Emery, Forest Mrs. Chas. Town lot &
Land W.S. 10 10 49 buildings 300 300 14 70
Evans, Joseph & Granger, Alfred &
Mildred William
Land and Tenement house
buildings 5250 5250 257 25 W.S. 5000 5000 245 00
Exel, Stephen Hall, Walter S.
Conboy cottage 70a Olcott lot 100 100 4 90
S.L. 3500 Handy, Arthur C.
Lot 5 Thompson 3a Underwood
Hill 500 4000 197 30 land 300 300 15 48
Fantt, Amande Hanna, George R.
Land and buildings Admr.
S.L. 4200 4200 205 80 1/3 int. Russell
Farrar, Julia place W.S. 4000 4000 196 00
Land and buildings Harris, Dwight
W.P. 2500 2500 129 00 20a land Sylvan
Farina, Mario Way 100 100 5 16
iy2a land S.L.































Helff, Joseph R. Dr.
Fleming, William Mrs.
Land and buildings





Forsythe, Roy M. D. S.L. 100 100 4 90
Lot 5 Matthews Henry & Johnson
rd. 500 500 25 80 Anstey house
Freeman, Laurel W.S. 4000 4000 196 00
& Ora Henderson, Franklin
4a W. Day land and & Grace
Trailer 300 300 14 70 Lots 10-24 S.L.
Frink, Marjorie Platts 150 150 7 35
Cottage S.L. 4000 4000 196 00 Herrman, Christopher
Gaskins, Arthur Mrs. & Thelma
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
James Henry cottage mowing 1200 1200 58 80
S.L. 3300 3300 161 70 Johnson, Carl
Higgins, Guy H. Cottage S.L. 2250 2250 110 25
3a Gorman lot 50 50 2 45 Johnstone, Geo. &
Hmelinko, Edith Eliza
Lots 98-99 Red- 99a Goddard & Stone
roof 6750 lots & bldgs. 1500 1500 73 50
Lots 95-96-97 Mid- Jones, Edgar R.
way 2400 50a Twitchell
Lots 92-93-52 400 9550 492 78 place 3000 3000 147 00
Hol-brook. R. S. Adimr. Karr, Dana Mrs.
Wm, F. Holbrook Est. Land and
Marcey land 100 100 4 90 buildings 500 500 24 50
Holbrook, John Kelley, Joseph & Ida
40a Howes lot 100 100 4 90 35a Eaton-Bloom
Holbrook, Peter lot 70
Lots 3-4 (Sprague) Frazier-Trask
W.S. 250 250 12 25 meadow 20 90 4 41
Holbrook, Nellie M. Kelley, Robert
30a land and Land and buildings
buildings 2000 W.S. 9000
12a S. Holbrook 27a Bradley lot 20 9020 441 98
lot 25 Kelley, William
30a E. Holbrook 20a Fairhurst barn
lot 100 and land 200
14a Gage lot 25 40a Goodell
48a French lot 150 land 200 400 19 60
43a Maslen lot 65 2365 115 88 Keene Forestry Assn.
Holmes, Bertram C. Land and
103a Thompson buildings 7650 7650 394 74
lot 200 200 9 80 Keene City Club
Holmes, Harry W. & Cottage W.P. 1500 1500 77 40
Harold Huck- Keene, City of
ins 565.6a airport
Bamford place land 25700
Troy rd. 4500 4500 232 20 Kershaw land 500
Horton, Charles J. 4a Bianchi
Land and land 50
buildings 1000 1000 49 00 A. Cohen land 100
Houghton, Andrew Admr. bldg. 4500
97a Thatcher-Rust 40a Forestry-Brown-
lot 200 200 9 80 Christopherson-Good-
Huckins, Harold ell-Taylor-Safford-
Land and mink Ferguson
house 1500 1500 77 40 land 1000 31850 1643 46
Jackson, Alfred & Keene Oil Co.
Matilda Smith house
3a land and W.S. 4000
buildings 350 350 17 15 Clifton Davis
Jalonen, Frank house N.S. 3500 7500 376 60
Land and buildings Kershaw, Joseph
W.S. 450 450 22 05 120a Bolt lot 250
Jefts, Rosa 40a Hutchins
Land and camp lot 80 330 16 17
W.S. 150 150 7 35 King, William
Johnson, Harry 45a land and








Lot 1 and new house
Rust Way 8700
Lot 1 grey house
Joslyn rd. 6000
Lot 2 Brown house
Joslyn rd. 6000 20700 1068 12
Kowakki, Andrew
Downs garage
W.S. 5000 5000 245 00
Krachenfels, August
& Lena
Ide place W.S. 5250 5250 257 25
Lafferty, Martin &
Mary
Ballou place 2250 2250 110 25
Lamourex, Robert J.
Lot 3 & bldgs.
Rust Way 10500 10500 541 80
Lahouse, Edmond
Lots A31-A32









camp 200 2450 125 90
Laurence, Charles
100a Twitchell
lot 100 100 4 90
Lehrman, Carl S.
4tV2a Lehrman
place 6750 6750 330 75
Leland, Foster
Land and cottage
W.P. 2850 2850 147 06
Lewis, Peter & Susan
Helie cottage
S.L. 1800 1800 88 20
Lindsey, William F.
Cottage S.L. 4000
Boat 100 4100 200 90
MacKenzie, Elmer
Julie Frink cottage
W.P. 4050 4050 208 98
Maclean, Anna M.
Lots 3-4 Piispanen
S.L. cottage 3000 3000 147 00
Magnani, Dino
Ward^Adams















l&a bldg. lot 200 200 9 80
Marsh, Marion & Doris
Cottage S.L. 3400 3400 166 60
Maslen, Emily Mrs.
18a Ballou lot 200 200 9 80
Mathers, Olin &
Lorretta
Lot 30 part 28
















Land in W.S. 200 200
Michigan Motors








2a Pelkey land 50 1550
Morningside Comm. Ctr.
75a part Monroe
Smith lot 100 100
Moore, Julius








N. E. Woodenware Co.
40a Bigelow
lot 100 100
N. E. Power Co.
Electric plants 2400 2400
Neilson, Mildred A.
5a land and
buildings 2000 2000 98 00






























50a Grogan lot 100
50a Marble-Gary
lot 125



















Stock in trade 59540 72890
Nichelson, John D.
11a Verry lot 50
Nichols, William &
Sadie

























Bldg. lot E.S. 200
700
4000 4700 242 52













E. Rose land 50
Olsson, Nils O.











































































Name Valu- ["otal Name Valu- Total
and Description .11 loll i a and Description ation 1 u
Pitcher, Blake finished 3800
Bldg. lot W.P. 450 450 23 22 Lots 42-43 S.L.
Plante, Emile Platts 100 6400 330 24
2a bldg. lots 1000 1000 51 60 Rowe, Sidney
Platts Box Co. Swanzey Lake
Geo. West lot 300 Platts 500 5C0 24 50
80a Whitcomb Rubeor, Viola M.
lot 250 Cottage S.L. 3500 3500 171 50
12a Williams Rust, Gerald
lot 200 750 36 75 Mt. Huggins
Platts. George W. S. Cabins 5500 5500 283 80
Cottage S.L. 4000 4000 196 00 Sausville, James
Potter, Frederick J. Perham place
Cottage S.L. 4800 4800 235 20 W.S. 8000 8000 392 00
Prevost, Jeanne Mrs. Sealol Mfg. Co.
Cottage W.P. 4200 4200 216 72 Pollard land 400
Prime, Albert School land 400 800 41 28
Bldg. lot Seliskey, Tony
(Saunders) 300 300 15 48 Land and
Public Service Co. buildings 4000
of N. H. Stock in trade 100 4100 200 90
Electric Seibert, Walter E.
plants 274400 274400 13564 21a Verry lot 1300
Purmort. Rosetta 3a Conboy-Ruffles
Land and buildings lot 200 1500 73 50
W.S. 6800 6800 333 20 Shaw, Charles L. Jr.
Read, Arthur Bldg. lot S.C. 600 600 29 40
120a Mclntyre Shedd, Marion
lot 350 350 17 15 Land & garage 500 500 25 80
Reynolds, Clifford Sibley, Paul & Nancy
Land and buildings 58a land and
W.S. 5500 5500 269 50 buildings 6750
Rhoades, Clarence 142a Parsons
18a Goodell-Cross- lot 400
ette lot 100 20a J. Ballou
16a Hale lot 35 135 6 62 lot 50 7200 352 80
Rivers, Paul E. Simon, Louis
30a Mt. Homer Conboy cottage
lot 100 S.L. 10000 10000 490 00
32a Munsell Skelton, David W.
lot 150 250 12 25 13a H. Whitcomb
Robbins, Eddie meadow 100 100 4 90
6y2a meadow Skinner, Dewitt
W.S. 100 100 4 90 Land and
Roberts, A. L. Mrs. buildings 6750
Cottage W.P. 5500 Lot 53 P.G.P 70 6820 351 91
P. Lavigne Skinner, Harry & Son
cottage 1900 Sawdust house and
A. Boufford garage 500
lot 200 Mills and machinery
Nora Boufford N.S. 3500
lot 200 7800 402 48 Mills and machin-
Robertson Motor Co. ery E.S. 1500
20a Mayo lot 75 75 3 67 Stock in trade 1200 6700 341 82
Rousseau, Bernadette Smith Bros.
Cottage W.P. 2500 Lot 21 and new
New house un- house 6000 6000 294 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Smith, Lena lot 250 250 12 25
Land and buildings Towne, Maurice D.
E.S. 3000 3000 147 00 Cottage S.L. 2800 2800 137 20
Sprague, Mary Trask, Norman D.
Whitcomib land 26a Dickinson Whit-
W.S. 1500 comb lot 50 50 2 45
Land W.P. 500 2000 99 30 Travis, Jean
Starkey, Eugene Land and
40a Atkinson buildings 3300 3300 161 70
lot 80 Underwood, Frank G.
60a Fisher lot 120 Est.
48a Gunn lot 100 300 14 70 30a Hill
Stone, Roy P. pasture 100
Lot and cottage 13a land Mt.
S.L. 300 300 14 70 Huggins 50
Streeter, Bernard Gravel bank
Cottage S.L. 3300 3300 161 70 land 200 350 17 67
Sturtevant, Everett Verry, Edith D.
& Marjorie la Lewis land 50 50 2 45
Hinds Hotel 6000 6000 294 00 Vermouth, Neil Mrs.
Suder, Maryan Newell place
Bldg. lot W.P. 100 100 5 16 S.C. 9000 9000 441 00
Sweet, Marie, Admr. Voight, William
Christopherson & Lois
place 6300 6300 325 08 la land 100 100 4 90
Sweeney, Herbert Watson, Kenneth
6a land and & Emily
buildings 1200 1200 58 80 5a Eva Cass
Taliaferro, William C. place 4200
4y2a land near H. Flo. Thompson
Perry's 50 50 2 45 land 200 4400 215 60
Tassoulas, Ernest Wentworth, Fred
Hangar bldg. 500 500 25 80 Land and
Taylor, Carl Jr. buildings 3000 3000 147 00
3a meadow 25 25 1 23 West, George Mrs. Est.
Taylor, Grace Pasture land 250 250 12 25
Land and Wetmore, David
buildings 3600 3600 185 76 ] 2 int. Home
Terry, John & Helen place 2000
Land on Rt. 10 50 50 2 45 Ward meadow 10 2010 98 49
Thrasher, Gertrude Whipple, Clara
130a Bolles 67a land near Page' S
place 4500 hill pasture 200 200 9 80
50a pasture 100 Whitcomb, Arthur Inc .
40a Becky Henry iy2a Allan
lot 100 4700 230 30 land 500
Timber Owners of 35a Buckminister
N. E. land 500
Sawdust house 200 200 10 32 Hangars air-
Todd, Jesse D. port 1800
Land near Keene Jardine land 100
line 150 150 7 74 100a Buckminister
Tommilla Bros. land 200
Hall lot 50 50 2 45 Marcotte land 250
Toran, Nestor E. Ward-Adams
& Helen land 2000
40a Talbot & Ballou Mills and
Name Valu- Tot al Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
machinery 83000 - 50a Worcester
Stock in trade 33000 lot 150
Road machin- 73.7a Keith-Lafountain
ery 92200 213550 lot 500
Whitney, Barbara 48a Kirk-Morse
Lot A15 100 100 5 16 lot 200
Wilber, Weston 94a Buckminister
4a Quarry lot 20 20 98 lot 1325
Wilber, Helen 21.3a Colony
Bldg. lot Matthews lot 50
rd. 400 41.3a Fairfield
Sarah Britton lot 100
lot 200 600 30 96 50.3a Hill-Goodwin
Wiinikka, Arvo lot 250
Lot A9 & cottage 7a Hutchins lot 50
W.P. 3750 39a Robinson-Fisher
Lot A12 garage 250 4000 206 40 lot 150
Winchester, Town of 49a Handy lot 100
Gunn land 50 50 2 45 11a Butler lot 100
Winberg, Ferdinand 34a Porter lot 100
la land and 5a Kenney lot 50
buildings 400 400 19 60 87a Dunn lot 400 7000 345 60
Whalen, Wm. A. & Zimmerman, Wm. Jr
Steven J. Regal Ed. Ballou cottage
60a Handy lot 650 650 31 85 S.L. 2250 2250 110 25
Wyman, Clarence Zipp, Rebecca
Part Wilson 130a Winch
Rec. 1500 place 4500 4500 220 50
Fred Kellogg
place 2500 4000 206 40
Wyman, Leonard OIL COMPANIES
Les Flanders cot-
tage W.P. 3000 3000 154 80 Cheshire Oil Co.
Yardley, Herbert Est. 3 Computing at
Land and 150 450
buildings 100 100 4 90 2 Electric at
Yield House 85 170 620 30 38
Stock in trade 2000 2000 98 00 Keene Oil Co.
Yale University 2 Computing 300 300 14 70
48.7a Bidwell-Gale Esso Standard Oil Co.
lot 100 1 computing 150 150 7 35
25.1a Blake East Gulf Oil Corp.
lot 125 1 Electric 85 85 4 16
16.2a Blake West Socony Mobil Oil Co.
lot 100 Inc.
82.3a Capron 2 Computing 300
lot 500 1 Electric 85 385 18 86
97.6a Carey-Hutchins Tidewater Oil Co.
lot 500 2 Computing 300 300 14 70
41.7a Davis lot 200
78a Hills lot 400
40.9a Perham NATIONAL BANK STOCK TAXES
lot 200
52a Swamp lot 250 Ashuelct Citizens 25 00
38a Seeley lot 200 Cheshire National 90 00
174.1a Whitcomb Keene National 6 50
lot 900 Winchester National 2 00
YIELD TAX
$ame Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation Tax
Patnode, Victor 151 44 Thompson, Bert 6 60
C. L. Lane Co. 1378 IX Brown, S. E. 58 38
N. E. Box Co. 528 54 Lackey, Phil 20 12
Bardwell, Walter 120 96 Blake, Vera 30 24
Curry, Richard 69 60 Joslyn, Erving 40 20




YOU CAN HELP PREVENT FOREST FIRES
Twenty-five percent of all forest fires in New Hampshire are
caused from careless debris burning—brush, paper, leaves, grass, etc.
Most of them are started without the required permit from the local
forest fire warden. The cost of extinguishing these fires annually
runs into large sums of money.
According to law, responsible parties must pay the cost of putting
them out. In addition, violators may be subject to court prosecution
with fines running as high as ($200) two-hundred dollars.
In the interest of fire prevention why not eliminate burning at
home? Use your town dump. It has been set up for your personal con-
venience. It provides a suitable place for the disposal of dangerous
inflammable waste material and other useless items which accumulate
around the home and local stores; brush, etc. cut on your property.
Eliminate the hazard of burning yourself. It will be easier for you—
personally and financially.
If, however, you do burn on your premises:
1. Secure a permit from your local forest fire warden—the law
requires it.
2. Be sure to properly supervise your burning. Don't leave it.
3. Make certain your fire is DEAD OUT before leaving it.
Save yourself much possible difficulty Use your town dump
Number of local fires 2
Number of acres burned %a
Number of permits issued 128
CORNELIUS WOOD, District Fire Chief.
